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FOREWORD 

This journal is the story of Louis Pawelski’s life as a machine gunner and 

runner for the United States Army during WW1.  It starts with his enlistment in 

Buffalo NY, his training on the East Coast, his battles in France, concludes with 

Armistice, and ends with his return home to Buffalo NY.   

I am Louis’ grandson, Bob Pawelski.  I found Louis’ original journal totally 

by accident when looking for something for my late mom in her garage in 2015.  I 

found the journal in a dusty vinyl pouch in a Tupperware bin.  The pouch belonged 

to my dad, the late Robert L. Pawelski, and a few newspaper clippings of him were 

inside as well.  The existence of this journal was totally unknown to me, my brother, 

and mother, until its discovery.  Why my dad never mentioned it is a perplexing 

mystery.  Louis passed away in 1958, a year before I was born.  My dad, Robert 

L. Pawelski passed away in 1998.   

The first part of the journal in the vinyl pouch was in a black and white 

composition book, and the rest in many old loose pages. The age of this journal, 

and time in which Louis wrote this journal is unknown.  The pages, especially the 

loose pages seem very old.  Did Louis write this decades after the war, immediately 

after the war, or during the war?  It is unknown, but, some of these writings 

correspond very closely with a letter Louis wrote in La Mans France, on April 9, 

1919 to some friends in East Aurora, NY; Mr. and Mrs. Bragg.  The friends 

contributed the letter to a local newspaper, and it was published in the East Aurora 

Advertiser on May 22, 1919.   

My daughter Emily, Louis’ great-granddaughter, took on the monumental 

task of transcribing these pages for well over a year.  Also, in an effort to safeguard 

the original handwritten journal, I used a flatbed scanner to scan every one of the 

310 pages to produce an intact digital copy.   

We are happy to report that with the remote possibility of one page, the 

entire journal appears to be intact, as the text of all the pages flows uninterruptedly 

all the way from the beginning to the end of the story.  The anomaly mentioned 

occurs when the paper changes type and size at page LP273.  At the top of this 

page is a fragmented sentence starting in lowercase.  This could just be one of his 

many margin notes.  After this one fragment, the text starts again, and the story 

flows continually to the end. 

The only other issue, is that pages LP239 and LP241 have the same 

starting text, and seem to describe the same event, but have alternate recollections 

of the details of the event. We went with LP241 as it made more sense with the 

entire story.   

Louis appears to have been a good writer for his time.  No doubt, there are 

many spelling and grammatical issues in his writing along with some slang and 
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viewpoints of his era, but on the flip side, he is very descriptive, recording many 

details, and events, even a solar eclipse and every stressful detail leading up to 

Armistice.  With the idea that it is more important to preserve Louis’ original thought 

process and the language of his time, we have purposely avoided editing Louis’ 

original text as much as possible.  This may aid World War I experts in gleaning 

more information from the document. 

In the final edit phase, my wife Diane and I carefully read Louis’ scanned 

original longhand writings and cross-referenced them to Emily’s transcription for 

accuracy.  These digitized pages allowed us to magnify and zoom in on debatable 

words and analyze Louis’ handwriting of questionable characters to improve the 

accuracy of the transcription.  Many thanks to my daughter Emily who took on the 

daunting task of deciphering and typing the entire journal over the course of 18 

months.  Also, thanks to my patient and analytical wife Diane for solving many of 

the mysteries in the text, and some of Louis’ chicken scratch during stressful times.  

You will probably notice it as well, at life-and-death moments, Louis’ grammar and 

penmanship suffers. 

To facilitate any reader who likewise, wants to go back to the original 

longhand text, we have implemented a system of footnotes that correspond to the 

digitized longhand text and tell the reader where to go in the scanned pages to find 

Louis’ original longhand text.  A total of 310 pages, including the composition book 

pages, loose pages, covers, hand drawn maps, associated letters, envelopes, and 

notes were all scanned and numbered, and re-sequenced. 

The footnote reference “LP” points to the original page of Louis’ writings.  

The filenames start with the outside cover of the notebook at 

LPawelskiWW1_000.jpg and runs to end with LPawelski_309.jpg.  (Ex.  Footnote 

LP131 means you should go to LPawelskiWW1_131.jpg to view the original 

longhand text.  Everything after footnote LP131 is on digitized page 

LPawelskiWW1_131.jpg until footnote LP132 occurs).  We missed a page between 

LP91  & LP92, went back and scanned it and named it LP91A.  Also, there were 

two missed pages stuck together at LP283, they were scanned and named 

LP283A and LP283B. 

Our goal here is simply to share Louis’ story.  When you read Louis’ 

dedication below, you will understand why we have decided to share his story.  We 

are hoping his writings can be used to corroborate other WW1 stories.  And 

likewise, we hope your expertise and knowledge can corroborate Louis’ story.  We 

hope you find Louis’ story compelling and thought provoking.  By all means, feel 

free to contact us, with any questions, opinions or information.  Thank you! 

Bob Pawelski  

Pawelskiww1@gmail.com 

mailto:Pawelskiww1@gmail.com
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Introduction 
On the second day of April, 1917, President Woodrow Wilson delivered an address 

at a joint session of the two houses of Congress, his famous War message. Congress 

declared war on Germany on April the second, 1917 in the following resolution: 

Public Resolution #1: Sixty-fifth Congress of the U.S. of A. at the first session, 

begun and held at the City of Washington on Monday, the second day of April 1917. 

Joint resolution declaring that a state of war exists between the Imperial German 

Government and the people of the United States and making provision to prosecute 

the same.  

Whereas the Imperial German Government has committed repeated acts of war 

against the government and the people of the United States of America: Therefore 

be it resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the U.S. of A. in 

Congress assembled, that the state of war between the U.S. and the Imperial 

German Government which has thus been thrust upon the U.S. is hereby formally 

declared: and that the President be, and he is hereby authorized and directed to 

employ the entire naval and military forces of the U. S. and the resources of the 

government to carry on war against the Imperial German Government, and to bring 

the conflict to a successful termination. All of the resources of the country are 

hereby pledged by the Congress of the U. S. 

   Champ Clark 

 Speaker of the House Representative 

Thos. R. Marshall2 

                          Vice President of the U.S. and President of the Senate 

Approved, April 6, 1917, Woodrow Wilson 

 On the 16th day of April 1917, President Wilson delivered an address to the entire 

country. The selective conscription law, and the President’s announcement therewith, 

which Act, passed by the Congress was approved by President Wilson on May 18th, 1917. 

In proclaiming what since has commonly been called the Selective Draft Law, the date was 

fixed, June 5th, 1917 as the day of National military registration of all males between 21-

31 years old.  

  

                                                      
2 LP002, LP003, LP004 
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The Process  

Fed. Reg. 

 On June the 5th 1917, in accordance with the proclamation of the President of the 

United States, and in compliance with the law, I have registered in the 15 Ward, 5 

Assembly District in County of Erie, City of Buffalo, and State of N.Y., being 17th to 

register in my ward.  

 

State. Reg. 

 Same year, 1917, date not recollected, I have been duly registered in the Military 

Census and Inventory of 1917 in the state of N.Y., by command of the Governor. 

Phy. Ex.  

 On March 13th, 1917 I was directed to appear for Physical Examination Local Board 

#7. 

Accepted 

 On March 15th, 1917 I had been officially notified that as a result of my physical 

examination, I was found by the local board to be qualified for military service.  

Classification 

 On January 1st 1918, I was officially placed in a Class No. 1 A. As a result of the 

physical examination, with privilege to appeal, I did not appeal nor claim any exemption. 

Therefore, my order # was 2048 and my serial # was 2629 in Class A #1. 

 

Induction 
 On the 8th day of May 1918, I entered the service of the United States Army.  

  Copy of Induction received on May 3rd, 1918: 

  Order of Induction into Military Service of the United States.  

The President of the United States to Louis Frank Pawelski 

 Order Number 2048 Serial Number 2629  

Greeting: Having submitted yourself to a local board composed of your 

neighbors for the purpose of determining the place and time in which you 

can best serve the U.S. in present emergency, you are hereby notified that 

you have now been selected for immediate military service. You will, 

therefore report to the local board named below at 17 Walden Ave., Buffalo, 
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N.Y. at 4P.M on the 9th day of May 1918 for military duty. From and after 

the day and hour just named you will be a soldier in the military service of 

the United States. 

 Ernest Wedekindt  

Member of Local Board for War Department  

Local Board for Div. #7 

       17 Walden Ave., 

          Buffalo, N.Y. 

 

Date May 3, 1918.3 

Preparation 
The long awaited day and hour have finally arrived, May 9th at 4 o’clock P.M. and 

as per order of May the 3rd, I have reported for duty at the place designated by the order. 

The day was changed from the 9th to the 11th day of May for our departure to camp. Why 

this change of date took place is unknown to me. We received instruction and advice of 

what to take along and how to behave, we were directed and ordered to report Saturday 

morning at 7 o’clock, May 11th, 1918 to the Police Precinct number 11 Genesee Street. 

This gave us 1 full day to make our final preparation at home and say goodbye and farewell 

to our friends. 

 Personally, I have paid visit to my friends, bidding them all goodbye and in return, 

I received good wishes and God-speed return. Having everything ready and all necessary 

articles as directed to take along, on Saturday, I patiently awaited the following morning.  

 Early Saturday morning, I had a lack of time and partially then setting to the last 

moment, I realized I had one more preparation to make; that is to make a confession before 

I go. The nearest church, and mostly depending on an early mass, I went to Seven-Dolours 

Church, and I was too early. So I went to the priest’s home and stated my reason and 

purpose. The priest confessed me and gave me a blessing appropriate for that purpose and 

finally receiving Holy Communion, I rushed home.  

 The hour now came where I had to bid my parents, sisters and brother goodbye. 

These few moments when a vivid picture comes to one’s mind that you perhaps will never 

see them again is horrible. I was glad to go, yet I was very sorry and I could break down in 

a second. But with due credit to my parents, sisters and brothers who have took the part 

very courageously and bid me goodbye and gave me their blessing for safe return, I have 

gathered courage fast and was very glad. All who could speak and wish me good luck 

gladly showered me with same, with the exception of little Raymond who slept soundly in 

                                                      
3 LP006,7 
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a cradle, and him I did not forget, so I crept quietly to his crib and kissed him goodbye. 

(While in the army and over in France I have pondered over and over and tried to memorize 

Raymond, how he looked and his face, but I couldn’t, I could not explain to myself of this 

funny predicament; which is a mystery to me.)   

 There was about 25 who have left the precinct number 11 on trucks for the train, 

we received Red Cross kit bags and woolen socks to take along.4 We left, and arriving at 

the railroad on Michigan and Exchange, I had noticed in a group of my friends, Father, 

brother-in-law Budny, Stephen, Anna, Mary and Elizabeth Halter5. (Joe Masiewicz who 

came home on a furlough, who has bid me good wishes and good luck and whom I met in 

the Argonne Forest drive in the woods accidentally, as he and his comrades passed us to 

the rear for bread, I never expected to meet anyone I knew from home. And last to see him 

as he was in service before I entered, After the Battles in Marne and Vesle sector, we were 

in [sic] thick of Argonne Forest Battle when I noticed a familiar face from a side only like 

a flash of lightning a thought shot to my head, it’s Joe! This was 5 months after I saw him 

last and never thought of him after that, but the brain was fast at work so I have eagerly 

waited until the boys will pass back and to satisfy my curiosity if it’s really Joe or not, how 

long it was, I do not know exactly, anywhere from 15 - to 45 minutes. The same row of 

boys came back all laden with bread and corn willie, we in the meantime, had hardly 

anything to eat for days.   It sure was him, it was the gladdest “how do you do?” I ever 

greeted any one in my life, so was he glad to meet me as I was of meeting him. He was 

short on smokes, I had some Bull Dunham and shared with him what I had, and he, in 

return, gave me and George Pappas some corn willie as I was hungry as a wolf.  This outfit 

was near our one [sic], and the same afternoon we both scout [sic] around the woods for 

souvenirs and straw, not far away from our companies, the shells were whizzing over our 

heads continually. We again parted that day just as we met, and I did not meet him until in 

“Journey-Le-Cotes” after Armistice.)6 

 While waiting for the train to leave, we spent a few minutes chatting and fooling. 

Father sent for half a dozen bottles of beer and we drank it with delight. Everything was 

nice and courageous until Stephen said to Albin that we will lay behind a stone and shoot, 

Albin broke down and cried. It made me feel blue and down casted. I had to swallow the 

tears for fear of not showing them as I saw Father and the girls had red eyes, just ready to 

overflow with tears.  

(Albin Maciag- Mock left with me on his own request to go along, and was my 

closest friend while in the army.) Train commenced to pull out of the yard and people were 

bidding us goodbye, there was thousands on hand to send us off, as the train was composed 

of drafted men from all local boards in the city. You could see here and there, tearful parting, 

and happy faces, old folks with gray hair, and young folks either bidding goodbye to their 

husbands, fathers, sons, or brothers; some were singing on a train and some sitting quietly 

with their thoughts by the ones left behind.  I was one of the last, sitting quietly and thinking 

                                                      
4 LP008, LP009, LP010, LP011 
5 Louis would marry Elizabeth Halter, our grandmother and great-grandmother 
6 LP012, LP013, LP014 
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of home mother father sisters and brother and all whom I left, and wondering if I ever will 

see them again alive.7 

 

Departure 
Again I gazed through the train window and as the train slowly was moving away 

from the crowd and the dear ones, I could still see their wavings of hands of farewell. The 

train commenced to pick up speed gradually8, and it wasn’t long when we were out of the 

city of Buffalo, bound for New York City (it was about 10 o’clock A.M). 

(While on the train, one man whose name now I do not recollect, made friendship with us 

(me and Albin). He was Polish and could not speak English and seeing so many strange 

faces on the train, we were only too glad to pick up friendship. This man set with us and 

from his conversation, we readily knew he was on this train not because he wanted, but 

was compelled to go. He was down hearted and the most discouraged man I ever met. He 

was a socialist, he dreaded Army and War and he made it very plain to us, we tried to divert 

his mind from the fearful pictures of war and its horribleness, but our efforts were in vain, 

we saw him kissing a young lady in Buffalo while on the train and we figured that perhaps 

the parting with this lady has made him bitter towards the army and war. We tried to 

encourage him and cheer him up. Finally, we thought it was best to leave him alone and 

his blues will disappear by and by, but we were badly mistaken. Instead of overcoming, he 

has aggravated his blues to an insanity state.)  

I will tell the entire story about him even if it is out of place. 

While at Fort Slocum, he was mistreated and abused by the regular army men who had 

shown great delight in swearing at every man and threatening to kill them or get them in 

trenches who did not dance as they demanded, or did not respond quickly when their name 

was called off. Names were called off about hundreds of times over and over every day. 

Secondly, we all were rookies and were unfamiliar with the army routine9, but this did not 

excuse us. We were supposed to know all about it. One word, one remark or complaint 

from our lips would land us in stockade (jail) or subject us to abuse. It happened when 

names were called off, they sounded different to Polish. The names were twisted, 

misspelled and many times a man did not know if it was really him or not, I had such 

experiences, my name was different every time it was called off. In order to be within good 

graces with the rough necks, I paid attention to “Louis F.”, only and every time “Louis F.” 

was called off, I answered, regardless of how my surname was called off. To prove this, 

my friend, Albin Maciag was twisted to Albin Mock and was discharged as Albin Mock 

while10 the fact is, he entered the U.S Army as Albin Maciag. 

 This man, had also a hard and difficult name to pronounce and it happened that one 

of the regulars was calling off and called his name, which sounded entirely different. The 

                                                      
7 LP011, LP012 
8 LP015 Begins 
9 LP017 Begins 
10 LP018 Begins 
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man, not realizing or not paying any attention to the name as called off did not answer. The 

regular was calling out again and no one answered. The regular was sore as a hornet, 

swearing and hollering as a maniac, but no one answered because he called the name 

different than it really was. The regular knew he was wrong, but did not want to admit it in 

front of us rookies, so he looked up the number which went along with each and every man 

and also which was printed in red on our hands. The only way to find out if a man is present 

or not was11 to look at every one’s hand and find the number.  The regular made us all pass 

him and show our hand, and it was found that this fellow had the number. The fireworks 

started and it was pitiful to see a man being abused yet we could not help, we were helpless. 

The regular swore him up with every profanity known on the face of the earth and to make 

matters worse, he threatened to do away with him when he gets him in the trenches. The 

man believed in the threat and took it to his heart, very seriously. From then on, the man 

was restless, his mind was weak and yet this new threat made him more insane. He didn’t 

sleep nights at all, every man that passed the tent was his executioner to his mind and he 

feared that they would wheel him out in the field and kill him he had no more rest, and still 

more when this regular saw him, he abused him more, knowing that he was afraid of12 him, 

he had a great pleasure of rubbing it in. The regular even went as far as demanding some 

money, so he’ll let him alone, and won’t get him in the trench. This was too much for the 

man, he was already out of his head.  

 It happened that we were boarding a train going south to Georgia (Camp Hancock) 

and while on the train the Lieutenants place guards at the doors of all Pullman cars in fear 

that when the train at some junction or city, men will get off and go to saloons and get 

whiskey or get left behind. But the friend of ours mistook them. He stated that they were 

placed near the doors so he could not run away and that they were watching him only. I 

tried to explain to him and reason with him but it was useless. All he said was that he’ll die 

tonight and that he’ll never reach the camp and that they’ll ship him home in a wooden 

box13. Now and then, he’d gaze at his watch and murmur words like he’d die at 4 then 6 

o’clock.  

 Between 2-3 o’clock he came to me and asks me for a pack of cigarettes. I had a 

few left, so I gave them to him. He gave me a $2.00 bill. I could not change it, he told me 

to keep it. Well, I kept it. I told Albin about it. So Albin goes to him and told him that if he 

thinks that he’ll die, he should give him his watch. The man did not say anything, but gave 

Albin the watch and chain. Albin sold the watch in camp Hancock later on. I have scolded 

Albin for it, but it was too late.  

 Later on, he came to me again, and gave me a diamond ring and requested me to 

write a letter and send the ring to his girl on Lathrop St. I have promised to do so14. In the 

meantime, he was praying kneeling or walking and some of the boys commenced to make 

fun of him, but I begged the boys to let him alone, thinking that as soon as we will reach 

the camp and seeing new men, his mind will balance again to normalcy. 

                                                      
11 LP019 Begins 
12 LP020 begins 
13 LP021 Begins 
14 LP022 Begins 
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 While the train was going south, I was thinking over and over of what to do with 

the ring in my possession, I decided that in case of anything that may happen to him, and 

they find his ring in my possession, as the boys saw I had it, the suspicions would be on 

me and Albin first of all.  

 The lieutenant in charge of the train happened to pass our first car, so I stopped him 

and told him about this man acting queer. Me and Albin tried to persuade the officer to take 

a hand in this matter, I had told the officer about the ring, and I told the officer that he gave 

it to me begging me not to say anything to anyone about it. The officer, partially believing 

me, and partially not realizing what he was doing, took the ring and gave it back to the man 

and said, “It’ll be alright, save it.” He then turns to me and tells me to tell him in Polish 

that he won’t die and he should forget about it. The officer told me to encourage him. I told 

the officer that I have tried this all the time we were on the train and I sure will continue. 

The man took the ring saved and said nothing. He treated me as one of his enemies because 

I have had conversation with Sgt. And Officer. The poor fellow did not realize that I was 

doing this for his own benefit, on his behalf. He continued to pray and kneel15 here and 

there, the boys left him alone and did not bother him. It was getting close to supper time. 

We were in the first car and the dining car was the last car so we had to go car by car until 

the last car and come back. 

 Me and Albin went for ours and all of us in the first car went for our meal except 

this man. I called Sgt.’s attention to this fact that the man didn’t eat, of course it’s hard 

telling when we will eat again, as on troop train the meals are far wide apart. The Sgt. told 

the man to go and get his share of chow, but he refused, we all tried to coax him but he 

wouldn’t. Finally the Sgt. decided to get it himself for him, yet he refused, all he requested 

was to let him go into the Pullman toilet, there was nothing in it to warn us, we let him go 

in.16 He was there for some time that we decided to go to our own seats, forgetting about 

him. I personally thought that he was with Sgt. getting his meal while Sgt. thought he was 

safe with Albin and me.  

 All of a sudden the train stopped.  An alarm was given that a man fell overboard.  

In an instant we plumb forgotten about this man.   We never dreamed that this man would 

be capable of jumping off, we figured he was a coward to do anything like that. Upon 

checking up the roster, it was found that it was him and he fell out of the window in toilet. 

He was a small man, so the small window was just large enough for him to go through. 

 From then on, strict orders were given out, toilets unlocked, windows closed, it was 

suffocating, yet orders are orders and we had to comply17 accordingly.  

 While in Camp Hancock, only a few days in, this Lieutenant who was in charge of 

the train with a Sgt. hunted me up, and I had to go to the Lieutenant’s quarters and give the 

entire story about this man and had to recognize his pictures which he had in his valise with 

a girl and then a musician band from Depew. Then I had to translate the prayer book where 

he had pictures in litany to all saints, Profoundis, etc. They copied it down to a letter. I was 

                                                      
15 LP024 Begins 
16 LP025 Begins 
17 LP026 Begins 
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questioned for two hours about my knowledge of his action, causes and circumstances. I 

haven’t heard no more about it ever since. 

 

Back To Initially Leaving Buffalo… 

 

We were now travelling east, the day was clear and the scenery very beautiful, all 

along the road. We played cards or checkers now and then. The train came to a stop for a 

brief moment, to pick up some more drafted18 men all along the road. The people met us 

with great cheers, in Syracuse, the drafted men were escorted with great pomp and music 

bands. The Red Cross gave us sandwiches and cigarettes in one of the towns. We stopped 

for a short while. Me and Albin, along with a couple other boys, got off the train and shot 

across the street to a saloon where we bought a few bottled beers and came back to the 

train.  

Wherever the train appeared, we were met with siren whistles or great cheers. It 

made us feel proud, great and all puffed up like a bunch of wild kids. Oh boy, was a razzing 

was given to fellows who were of military age outside the train. It was a shame, yet we all 

thought we were soldiers and that we had the privilege to razz others. I did some of the 

razzing together with the rest of the bunch of fools.19  

We were now getting closer to New York City. On the outside of the city, an electric 

engine was hitched to our train. Finally we reached the New York City. It was around 9 or 

10 o’clock in the evening. Without any delay we left the train as there were preparations 

for us made, before we reached N.Y. City. There was also a small group of people who 

met us at the train, owning to the lateness of time and drizzling rain, the crowd was small 

comparing to the crowds we met on the road. 

We marched from the train for about half an hour until we came to a waterfront 

where a ferry was waiting for us to take us across the Hudson River to Fort Slocum. Orders 

were no smoking allowed here the army discipline commenced to creep upon us. We were 

raw and sassy, but it wasn’t long before we found out we were in the army at the20 rough 

treatment was handed to us as a welcome.  

Arriving at Fort Slocum we had to go through an ordeal of registration and feet 

measurement. I received numbers printed with red ink on the hand. We were going from 

place to place like a mob of people with our bundles like foreigners who come from Europe 

all tacked up and don’t know where to go or what to do. Standing outside, it was raining 

and there was no shelter in sight. It was late, after midnight, when were led into a Mess 

Hall for a supper, we sat by the tables, and the K.P brought some liver and a pitcher of milk. 

We eagerly filled our cups with milk, but after taking one good swallow, it almost turned 

our stomachs upside-down. It tasted liked starch with water, and yet we got an awful 

                                                      
18 LP027 Begins 
19 LP028 Begins 
20 LP029 Begins 
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bawling out, me and Albin, for taking the milk as the milk supposed to be for the coffee.21  

They handed us some liver hard as leather and cold. A fork bended when stuck into it. 

Some green leaves, supposed to be dandelions were partially mixed with weeds or grass. 

This was the army. I was disgusted, discouraged and for the first time, I realized of home-

sweet-home over in Buffalo. If home would be just across the road, I sure would have taken 

a chance of being A.W.O.L. for the sake of a good meal. 

After supper, we were called out again and designated into barracks, bunch in one 

place, other in another place, and so forth, until our turn came way in the fort, it was about 

4 o’clock when we retired, with orders that at 6 o’clock everybody was to be up. We did 

not believe them, figuring that it was Sunday and we would be allowed to linger around, 

sleep longer and take things easy. 

The next day, (Sunday the 12th, my22 birthday) I was up at 6 o’clock, hardly fell to 

sleep, when we were roused out of our cots, allowed 15 minutes to dress up and wash up, 

etc. It was a funny sight, pitiful to watch a fellow dress up, wash up and go to the toilet in 

a place that could hold 25 men and here were over a thousand on the outside. Yet, it had to 

be done. There was water not far away, some of us hiked to the Hudson River and cleaned 

up ourselves. All on the fly and in a rush, our bundles going everywhere we moved. 

There was some commotion. A fellow swore the army up the first day he was in it. 

A Polish proverb says a devil wanted to be a soldier, but not a rookie; he was right.  

Those 15 minutes were the shortest I ever passed through partially dressed up, had 

to fall in lines for Mess breakfast. While waiting our turn to the kitchen we managed to 

finish our dressing up. Again, we were confronted with a fancy meal which at23 home we 

would throw out, but we were hungry and digested some to kill the hunger. From then on, 

we were On a jump again, led from one place to another. Medical examination took place. 

One specialist examined our eyes and nose. Another examined our limbs. Then, we had a 

sanity test. Again, dinner was in a hurry, and again we had to fall into lines for further 

ordeal. The day was hot, the sun shining upon us, yet we had to follow the orders. We were 

shoved from one place to another with all of our bundles and we had no permanent place 

to stay or leave them.  

Around 4 o’clock, we received our first inoculation in the arm from a physician 

who was just jabbing our arms. As we came along, he jabbed the needle in and pulled it 

out. He reminded me of a little butcher.  Still, it was the army, and we had to get used to it. 

Couldn’t faint like24 a girl or act like a sissy, it was no use. Yet many fainted or softened 

at the sight. A rush was made for water to stimulate the nerves, but all tried to overcome 

and get used to the hard life of soldiering. It was time for supper again, waiting in the line 

for hours, just to receive a little portion; yet it was something. It did not taste very good, 

due to the quantity of Salt Peter in everything, but a person could eat a little more regardless 

of the taste due to the hunger.  
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After supper, our measurements were taken for shoes, clothes, etc. It was after 10 

o’clock when we were led into tents for a night’s rest. We sure welcomed the night. This 

time, our clothes stayed on us, except the hat and shoes. It rained that night and thundered. 

The next morning, there was 6 inches of water in the tent.  

On Monday we were up as usual at 6 and went through the same routine25, only 

now that we were getting used to it, the 15 minutes seemed a little longer now. That day, 

we received our clothing. The regulars issuing the clothes had a lot of fun issuing small 

hats, shoes or clothes to a 6 footer and a large clothing to a 5’ 5”. When we went back to 

return our clothes because they did not fit, we were told to make exchanges with others 

who have too large or too small clothes.  

The entire afternoon and well into evening, the camp was trading and exchanging 

clothes, hats and shoes as best and as near to a fit as possible. It was not uncommon for a 

fellow to go from tent to tent inquiring if anyone needed a large pair of britches or a small 

pair. The case was the same with the hats and shoes. In spite of the correct measurements 

of the feet taken by a specialist at the examination, the shoes, when given, were either too26 

large or too small. Only in a few instances, by luck, it fit the man or he was satisfied with 

what he received. 

Tuesday morning, at 6 o’clock, we were up again and went through the same 

maneuvers as in the previous couple days, but this day was a soft one. We were allowed to 

walk around the Fort Slocum and enjoy the day for ourselves, writing home and sending 

home our civilian clothes. In the evening, we had moving pictures in the fort. In another 

place, there was open air boxing show and still in another place, a vaudeville show. Some 

boys played games with the Y.M.C.A. man; and with visits to the canteen, the day was like 

a Sunday to us. That same day, we were told where our destination was, Camp Hancock, 

GA, a machine gun training center. Here were told that the average time allotted to a 

machine gunner in27 a battle line was anywhere from 6 to 10 minutes. They call it a suicide 

squad. This did not sound very encouraging to any of us. None of us said anything, but we 

thought our share. I know I did my own, about the 6 minute man and the suicide squad as 

the machine gunman is termed.  

I believe I would trade places at that time. I was not so very pleased with the 

designation; it was the common fear, not of cowardly nature, sort of a foolish fear for 

awhile. Wednesday was the day set for our departure for the south to Georgia. Again, they 

scared us telling us that we were going to a place next door to the Inferno (Hell). Around 

11 o’clock, we were all ready to go. We boarded a ferry which landed us in New Jersey 

City. We could see the sky scrapers of New York while on the ferry. The view was splendid. 

At noon time, we boarded a train going28 south. Without any formalities or ceremony with 

the exception of a few railroad men and the deck hands bidding good bye, we went on our 

way. We also received cigarettes and sandwiches from the Red Cross nurses while getting 

on the train.  
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The train commenced to move. This time, we were in our uniforms and looked like 

soldiers now. The days going south were beautiful, regular May days and the scenery 

enriched by the fair weather.  

We passed Trenton, went into Philadelphia, where we got hot coffee and a bite to 

eat and moved onto Baltimore, where again the Red Cross met us. They gave us cards, 

checker boards, cigarettes, and apples. The crowds greeted us everywhere as the nation’s 

heroes; it was on this leg of the trip, between Baltimore and Washington, where the man 

committed suicide29 by jumping from the train. The trip was stopped for a brief time and 

then again resumed. It was getting dark and after some time, we were approaching the 

National City, Washington D.C., it was night, but we could see the dome and the Capital 

all in its dress of evening light. The train was passing by and by. On the way, we wrote 

postcards and gave them in the next town to the Red Cross or Y.M.C.A. In every town, we 

met people cheering us, or giving us something. We passed Richmond, Virginia, Raleigh, 

North Carolina, Fayetteville, North Carolina, Sumter, South Carolina and into Augusta, 

Georgia.  We passed New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia, N.C., S. C., and 

Georgia. 

We were on the train for about 3 days, and getting off only in one small southern 

town in South Carolina for a little hike, and double time run, for about one mile one way, 

and one mile back.30  

 

Camp Hancock  

 

On Saturday, we arrived in Camp Hancock, GA. After we arrived in Camp Hancock, 

we walked for about 3 miles in the sand. It made us all sweat, as the sun was really hot and 

way down south, when it’s hot, it stays hot.  Without any delay, we were formed into 

companies, so many men to a company. Me and Albin found ourselves together again in 

Co. 7 M.G.T Group. We were allowed to roam around our company streets and no further. 

We were placed under quarantine and we dared not to disobey the orders because we were 

in the army. We had a chance to wash some of our clothes, clean up and rest after the long 

journey.  

Sunday, we rose at 7 o’clock and received a splendid breakfast, far better than in 

Fort Slocum and we did not have to wait hours in line, nor rush as was the customary31 

habit in Fort Slocum. After breakfast, we were called out and formed into squad according 

to our stature size. Albin and I luckily got into one squad. We were all designated into 

squads. I was in squad #13 under Corporal Yarki, who could speak Polish, but his 

nationality was to me unknown. He was no Jew, nor Polish, sort of a mixed nervy but a 

good scout and a regular fellow. This took all day, to gather squads together, getting the 

company into a working machine of making soldiers out of raw rookies.  
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These corporals, 1 to each squad were from the regular army, under whose charge 

we drilled and learned our soldier’s A.B.C. squads right and left or east and west. We 

received an inoculation shortly after we landed in Hancock and were also vaccinated.32 It 

happened that the inoculation makes some men sick, mostly from thinking about it. So 

when the second inoculation took place in regular alphabetical manner as usual in the 

infirmary, which was about a half mile from the company street, a Lieutenant was in the 

company street and in order to divert the mind away from the shot in the arm, he asked 

every one about someplace. Of course none of the boys knew anything about it and if he 

did not know he had to sit down and study and was not allowed to tent.  

Corporal Yarki had the Army Blue book and in it I had seen the instruction about 

the Samph and now and then unknowingly , about any questions about except for the 

pleasure and past time I studied the signals at intervals, therefore I knew the signals. I 

studied them as stated33, mostly for the past time, but not for this occasion of questioning.  

After my shot in the arm, I went back to the company street. While rounding the 

corner, I saw half of the company sitting around and studying. I did not know what it was 

all about, until I came closer. Lieutenant, never expecting to find me knowing the signals, 

asked me if I knew Samph and I said yes. He looked surprisingly at me. So he showed me 

some signals. I read them as fast as he showed them to me. He asked me when I had learned 

them and I told him in spare time. He asked for my name and told me to go to the tent. 

While the rest was left on the company street, I was more than pleased and proud.  

Shortly afterwards, the Lieutenant dismissed the entire company, I didn’t pay any 

more attention to this incident until34 the next day when on a drill field, my name was called 

out by the Sergeant and I was told to report to the Lieutenant. I did not know what for, but 

I did as directed. Lieutenant told me that I would be an instructor in Samph every day for 

half an hour and the company was at my disposal and that I should divide the company in 

the parts or platoons as I want them for my own convenience of instructing and that each 

and every one should obey my command. Gosh, I was in an awful fix. I hardly knew my 

company A.B.C and how could I command a company? I was baffled, I did not know what 

to do next. When Lieutenant went aside, I walked to the Sergeant who was a good friend 

of mine, Van Valkenberg, and told him about my plight and predicament. He helped me 

out, by splitting the company into 3 platoons. I formed 3 circles with myself in the middle 

and started to instruct one bunch35. The one who knew the most I called him out to take my 

place as I went to the second group and then to the third, by and by, every day for about a 

week. At that certain time of day regularly the company was mine in Sam. lessons. The 

boys picked it up quickly and in short time, everybody knew the Alphabet just as well and 

even better than me.  

(Right here I made friends by a legion. Almost everyone in the company was 

willing to make some acquaintance with me. I had cig. Stamps, etc., from the boys even if 

I was broke and had no pay in sight for a month. Me and Albin were still thick friends and 
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Albin took privilege from the acquaintance we had both made through this instructors 

episode. The boys forgave Albin a lot for my sake and for the sake of our friendship. Even 

Sergeants’ passed36 some disobedience as if unnoticed. Everything was ok until we invaded 

France, where the Sergeants were different and Marine Corporals. Albin paid dearly for 

his disobedience. My influence was then zero in front of new Sergeants and Corporals and 

did not help Albin any, he got detail after detail for his disobedience. Things which were 

trifle in the States were large in France. Albin could not behave even if I tried to reason 

and explain to him.)  

I made a good reputation for myself while in Camp Hancock. I was even promoted 

to an acting corporal position, now and then, in spite if I did not know all about the soldier 

manual, training. 

One day, I was on guard and received strict orders to let no one through the front 

door, even if our own guardsmen comes along. I was guarding prisoners and was given a 

Springfield37 rifle with bullets (the first time I had a rifle in my hands). The order was just 

fresh in my mind, and here comes Albin, the very first one through the front door. I stopped 

him and challenged him in regular manner as if a stranger. While Lieutenant was not far 

away, Albin thought I was kidding or joking. He paid little attention to what I said, until I 

got real mad. He commenced to realize the situation. He hesitated to come forward, but 

instead he asked me is the rifle loaded. I told him yes it is, but he did not believe, so he 

asked me to show him the bullets, I did open up the chambers and showed him the bullet. 

Good thing the Lieutenant did not see it all, or we both would be doing K.P the next day. I 

coaxed Albin to go the rear door or if not, I will have to shoot. He decided to go to the rear, 

not trusting me and taking a chance.  

We trained with wooden38 guns, machine guns and all drills and training was of 

infantry and machine gun practice. In between, we had an hour for a recreation and an hour 

for sports of various kinds. It was here that I found out I could run, not knowing of how 

good of a runner I was, I entered the races because that was a part of our drill. The company 

was broken in platoons, and each platoon staged various sets of races between its own men. 

In my platoon, if the boys could not run or did not want to run, I do not know, but I won 

all three races on the very first day of our racing program in our platoon. The next day, I 

was challenged with the winners of the other two platoon winners who won their respective 

races. 

The distance was all measured and we all three set, got ready and went. I led the 

field way ahead39 of the other two competitors. I ran into a soft sand with my hobnails and 

owing to the speed or fast running, my legs sunk in and tangled up and I reeled over and 

over, making a few nasty spills without an injury, before I picked myself up. My rival had 

just passed me. I lost the race, but never the less, I was cheered and I finished good, third 

and last. 
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This race was not forgotten. My name and my race which was easily won was 

reported to the Lieutenant commander. I did not realize what for, until one week, we were 

told that a great field day will be held Saturday afternoon between various companies and 

branches of sports, on a list was also racing. I was chosen as one of the company 5 to run 

in a race. I was very proud of the new honor conferred upon me.  

The day came and my40 race was on. We all got set and at the report of a revolver, 

we let loose. The man on my left shot across my space of running and I again made some 

spill hardly going 10 feet. My ambition as a runner faded away entirely. Neither did I try 

anymore after this.  

In due time we received our third inoculation. The last of the set, but the last one 

made me and Albin very sick. We laid on the cot 24 hours straight, hardly going out of the 

tent for meals. Albin went once and brought some for us both and it lasted us until the next 

morning. The shot gave us fever and made us miserable overnight, but it passed over. We 

were ourselves again. It is taken for granted in the army that if the first shot won’t make 

you sick, the second will and if the second won’t, the third will for sure. It sure knocked us 

both in and out. 41 

In camp there was both Y.M.C.A and Knights of Columbus canteens. We visited 

them both. The K.C was further out in the camp. There was also a show, Liberty not far 

away. And 3 miles away was the city of Augusta. We could visit places upon a 24 hour 

furlough issued Saturday or for an evening only, as long as we were back before 11 o’clock. 

We visited the K.C for religious purposes, mass, etc. They have conducted open air 

boxing bouts and amusements of all sorts. One evening, me and Albin went to K.C and on 

the way back it started to rain. We were soaking wet and when we reached our company 

and tent, we did not take our clothes off at all. We left them on and went to sleep with them 

so they would dry up on us and from out body heat they did dry, when we woke up the 

next morning.  While in camp, I received42 news from home that Adolph was born. That 

evening was a very blue evening to me. I wished I could be home again. I got real homesick. 

I went to sleep early, dreaming sweet dreams of home sweet home.  

The rumor now was very strong about us moving away as we had sufficient training 

in machine gun operations under foreign instructors (English) and Americans about Lewis 

Guns and Browning guns, plus rifles and bayonet drills. Camp Hancock was an ideal place 

for training owing to the big fields surrounding for miles and sand. The sun was rather 

sharp, particularly on hikes, but we gradually were used to it. While at Georgia, I had the 

first opportunity in life time to witness an Eclipse Sun, 1918. The appearance was a thriller 

and somehow it made a person trifle in easy anxious and excited to witness the 

phenomenon for the first time. It was about 4 ‘clock43 in the afternoon when the eclipse 

began and it lasted for a sort while. It was a partial eclipse of the sun.  

The rumors were thicker and thicker every day and every moment someone brought 

some different news about where we’ll go, how and where, and yet it was unfounded, where 
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the rumors began no one seems to know, but in the army, they travel very fast, within an 

hour, the entire camp knows about it, regardless of its foundation and genuineness.  

The rumors were more confirming when we were being now daily examined by 

various medical department specialist, and upon receiving another inoculation in the arm.  

This was self-explanatory that something was in the air.  

Some welcome the rumors and some dread them and thereby there were a few 

suicides in the camp. A few lost their minds and were separated44. It wasn’t all bright in 

the camp neither for us, as we were now undergoing strict examinations and preparations 

from morning till night. Records and files were being prepared. Men shifted from one 

company to another owing to conditions and ability. Clerks and we, remain awake late till 

evening. Within the recent few weeks, we received pistols. (.45 cal.) and full war and 

oversea equipment, all ready to go. At last, we received our first army pay, July 1st. I had 

an allotment made of 15 dollars and a 10,000 War Risk Insurance. Therefore, I did not have 

much left, what I had left I bought some Camp Hancock souvenirs and sent them home. I 

had very little left for a bon voyage across the ocean.  

About the 10th of July, we left Camp Hancock, GA. We bid our Corporals and 

Lieutenants a goodbye and our comrades who were left behind45 due to some reason or 

another, the boys felt sorry that they could not go along, but still in all they gave us a royal 

send off with a band and a good feast the day before.  

The army was moving. We left camp Hancock, going the same way as we came in 

with only this exception that we knew the locality. The roads were familiar to us as we had 

hiked on them and witnessed federal convict men work on the roads from Atlanta Fed. Pen. 

Prison. On many occasions, the poor fellows were either chained to wagons or machines, 

or they had an iron ball tied to their foot, working on the roads repairing or in the quarries 

around.  

Going up to New York to Hoboken was our destination now, via the same route as 

coming down. It did not take us as long, as the trains schedules were now functioning46 in 

perfect order and to the schedule.  

We stopped in Washington about 5 o’clock one day and the Red Cross met us there, 

giving us plenty of food. We also did some road work in Washington to limber up for an 

exercise. We stayed in Washington for 2 hours. Before we vacated Washington, we also 

stopped in many towns and cities for some time from 5 to 30 minutes, enough time to write 

our cards and mail them. All along the road, the people were very kind and cheerful, more 

than when we were going to camp. Perhaps they realized more than we that we were going 

across. While we were excited and overjoyed as we were only glad to get away from 

Hancock and the sun. A fellow in the army wants to move always. He gets sick of one 

place, always wants to be in another place47, but not the one he is in. The consequences 

were that the places of our stays were always from bad to worse, we never knew when we 
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were better off, here or there. That’s why the boys were always pining for another place 

than the one they were in, and are in.  

The trip was now more friendly as we all knew ourselves where before we were 

total strangers it was now more like a family in a company or either we were hardened up 

and used to it. Nevertheless, the trip was more enjoyable and pleasant. We encountered 

lovely weather going to Hoboken, N.J., all three days going.  

All along the road, the people and shops along the railroads gave us a royal welcome 

and farewell, by siren whistles.  Workmen and women were on hand to greet us where ever 

a train stopped and children48 as well bid their how-do-you-do and God bless you. Good 

bye. 

Once again we were in New Jersey getting on a ferry to go across the Hudson River 

for the third time. The second time in a day time as it was noon now. The skyscrapers from 

New York were as plain as on a picture. On the other side, the mammoth Colgate clock of 

which I read and heard so much, a dozen men and women were standing on the hour and 

minute hands greeting us. The harbor was full of tug boats with people. We passed the 3 

famous bridges: the Brooklyn Bridge, the Manhattan Bridge and the Williamsburg Bridge, 

same as on previous occasion, only now we noticed them more as we were well-seasoned 

soldiers. Not excited or nervous, we looked at things more coolly and with more 49 

confidence in ourselves and plus the cheering received along the road and the good 

treatment made us like the army now. 

Our ferry reached Long Island. Everybody out. After some time to hike, we came 

towards a railroad. A train was waiting for us to take us to Camp Upton for final preparation 

and final inspections for the overseas duty. The trip was of a few hours and for the first 

time I noticed that the L.I (Long Island) ain’t such a small strip of land as it shows on a 

map. We noticed farms and nice residents of places on the island of which I never dreamed 

of existing there, the island is not an isolated place or a mere strip of land 2x4. The train 

sped in order to reach the Yaphank Camp Upton, N.Y. Around 7 o’clock we reached Camp 

Upton. It wasn’t very long and we were already50 in our new homes. We had to get our 

Blue bags, make our cots and get supper before retiring to our tent for a good night’s rest 

since we left Camp Hancock, Ga.  

 

Camp Upton 
 

The next day, we were up early for roll call, checking up and numerous other details, 

too numerous to mention took our time till noon. After noon, there was roll call, and drill 

squads, right and left. Camp Upton is full of stumps everywhere and it happened that while 

executing some commands in jig time double time, I hit the stump and fell lengthwise on 

the ground. My right hand lay underneath my body weight and the result was a fractured 
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right wrist and bruised leg and knee. The pain was too acute and I could not resume the 

practice nor drill. I was immediately discharged from further duties and51 reported to the 

infirmary for treatment. The infirmary doctors and assistants painted my hand right wrist 

with rodine and called it a sprained wrist. I was excused from duty or in other words, 

marked quarters. I was being treated daily at the infirmary for the injuries sustained from 

the accidental fall at drill practice. Yet I was not excused from examinations or preparations.  

Before this accident, I wired home for money for a furlough. I wished to visit the 

folks at home before going across. 

Telegram came over with 25 dollars, but I decided not to go, on account of being 

on a sick list. There was plenty of money in the camp. The boys started a crap game (dice). 

I joined them with my 25 dollars and the luck was with52 me, as in a short time, I won over 

100 dollars, broke the players everything was coming my way, but the same luck did not 

stay long with me. The very next day, entering the game, mostly with the same boys who 

lost heavily the day before, I went broke to the last cent. It was a reverse of luck from the 

day before.  

Before losing the money, I made a proposition to my friend Albin to go home and 

visit my folks as I was willing to pay his fare both ways and tell them I was O.K and healthy, 

but he refused and declined the proposition.  

On the eve of our departure for oversea service, I wrote a few letters home, not 

mentioning anything about our departure except53 in a letter written to Stephen (brother) 

right at the heading of the letter I wrote to Stephen (When you get this letter smile and joke 

just as if I wrote you some Army jokes) in it I broke the news to Stephen that I am going 

across, and that he should cheer the folks at home, if they don’t hear from me for some 

time as I’ll be going over there. I had begged him to stay home cause I am in, so why should 

he desert the folks and leave them alone. I requested of him to be good and kind for I do 

not know if I am coming back again. I wrote the letter with bitterness in my heart as that 

was my only farewell between me and the home, again on the bottom of the letter, I remind 

him to laugh and smile no matter of how it strikes him and as I know now from all accounts, 

he bravely executed the54 phase of our farewell and silent goodbye. I do not know what he 

thought, but I do know I had a thousand and one different thoughts when writing that never-

forgotten letter. The thrill of writing your last letter perhaps can never be summarized in 

common, ordinary words, except through actual practice and experience. 

Not long after the letter was mailed, orders were out to get ready. We are going to 

France. All evening, the preparations were underway and all night long. Albin helped me 

in making my pack. Leon Hammer and Thomas Regan both of Lockport, N.Y were 

members of the same squad and they knew about this incident of mine.   

The following day, early in the morning, (about 4 o’clock am) orders were given 

out that everybody was to be up and out for roll call and final inspection of our made55 up 
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packs as per uniformity.  Lieutenant Scott, our escorting officer for the oversea contingent, 

sent me back to the tent on account of me being on a sick list due to injuries, the prospects 

were that I was going to be left behind, which I dreaded and feared perhaps someone else 

would take privilege from such an opportunity upon the eve of our departure but I was 

greatly disappointed over it, as I wanted to go along with my friends, comrades, and my 

own personal friend Albin Mock, knowing that he went ahead of his time into the Army 

just in order to be with me in the same outfit, I dared not to desert him. I couldn’t see to 

double-cross him even if I was innocent of the situation which has arisen and confronted 

me. I made my confession in case of some accident and over Albin also. I had a personal 

conversation with Lieutenant Scott about this matter 56 , of going overseas together. I 

received an assurance he will co-operate and do all what was within his power.  

Orders were that only healthy men unimpaired should go across, this ruling barred 

me from going over after all the preparation and anxiousness that I had passed through.  

Just before leaving the tent, Lieutenant Scott personally came over and inquired 

about my personal condition and for my last word, if I wanted to go over or remain (to be 

left behind). Well he didn’t have to wait for any final statement from me as I had my pack 

on my back and my heart set on going, regardless of any consequences. And in 5 minutes, 

we were on our way to the L.I. train bound for Hoboken, N.J. Lieutenant Scott excused me 

from all duties and details that may come and arise in a course of our voyage and trip and 

in57 case of anything, to report directly to him.  

I was glad, very glad, for I was going and I sure would not complain to be left 

behind as I wanted to go to France and finally get in to action as soon as possible, so there 

was no need of reporting, even if I’d die, I had planned to go through. 

We boarded a train and it went the same way as when coming in. At last, we reached 

Hoboken, N.J. We received a roll and a cup of coffee from the Y.M.C.A. man at the port. 

It was morning yet, around 9 or 10 o’clock. Company by company was going over into a 

big ship, which resembled more of a big shop than a vessel floating, it had 3 stories from 

the outside view and as our names were called off, we walked the gang plank and through 

a steel door on the side of the ship we enter in it.58 Being inside, we first noticed what a 

colossal is this vessel, but what was the name? No one seemed to know, but from a start 

until later we found out it was the great Mauretania. There was no name on the outside of 

the ship as the ship was painted with assorted mixed colors part of a ship camouflage so 

the submarines would not get the proper range as the camouflage deceives the eye from 

far, if it does not exactly lose the sight entirely. 

 

Leaving America 
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Mauretania being an English ship was therefore managed by the English men and 

its own naval men and crew by the guns which were placed on the deck. 

Thousands of men packed to the utmost. Hardly any space available, couldn’t been 

found if wanted. The ship carried along carloads of59 ammunitions along and all necessary 

war implements. 

When the ship was all packed with streams of men coming and coming, company 

after company and after watching for hours of being loaded with foodstuffs, mail cargo, 

the Mauritania pulled out and commenced to proceed forward. We were getting away from 

the dear old U.S.A. for God knows where, we did not know the rumors on the ship and 

before we were and are bound for Russia, others again for Siberia or Asia. Still, others 

venture to say Italy, etc. 

In a short while, I had the great opportunity for the first time to feast my eyes upon 

the famous Statue of Liberty. We could see her from far away and as we came closer and 

closer, the statue was more visible and plainer. The statue itself is some colossal structure60 

in size and a guide to our Land of the free and the brave as the poets call it. A symbol of 

Freedom and Liberty (with some exception like Prohibition and Blue laws). Not far away 

from it, the Mauretania came to stand still , and other ships which have escorted her acting 

as a protecting fleet consisting of 4 submarine chasers, one battleship and one seaplane. 

The seaplane turned back while the ships maneuvered around the great Mauretania as a 

convoy, some of them going miles forward or to the side, to make sure that no submarines 

are near at hand. Around 6 o’clock p.m, the ship was again moving, increasing her speed 

and the convoy always on the alert around the ship, signaling up and back from one to 

another around the circle of 4 Subchasers. The gun crew remained at the guns. The shells 

were brought near the61 guns and we received orders no lights nor smoking on the deck 

after 6 o’clock p.m and by 7:30p.m, everybody in to their own compartment, windows all 

shut no lights on the inside except a dim blue light here and there. Instructions were issued 

to place life preservers on our backs and under no condition to take them off. Further 

instructions were canteen full of water and in a belt with a clean white towel.  Our rafts 

were shown to us, and numbers given that in case of a submarine battle and the ship should 

by per chance-sink, we should gather around our rafters and our white towels should serve 

us in our distress of signaling while in water, and the fresh water to drink, as the ocean 

water is too salty. And further orders were that in case of any emergency62, we should not 

lose our heads nor courage and if anyone should be found increasing alarm or danger or 

disobeying his officers, or War Commanders or try to jump off the boat or should try to get 

into rafter not his own, should be killed on the spot or court martialed.  

We first commenced to realize of the grave situation we were now in and going into 

as we just left the States first day and already such strict orders and discipline. Good Lord, 

what is it going to be later further away? Right here I was sorry I left the States. I got the 

blues temporarily and I could kick myself 1,000 times as I could easily avoid this kind of 
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inconvenience and hazardous experience if I would only said63 a word, I would remain 

behind. Well, it was too late, I was satisfied and dissatisfied. I wanted to go and yet when 

all these orders came out, the very first day on the ship it made a fellow homesick more 

than ever, and I wasn’t the only one. 

We were getting the taste of real war now. It was only the beginning, it was already 

Hell. The Englishmen were also scaring us more and more with the horrors of war by 

relating their past experiences. When complaining about our meals, we were told wait until 

you get into lines. When we complain of the inconveniences and hardships, we were told 

over and over, wait until you get there. You will know what is war and what it means. We 

commenced to place some credence to those statements as we were64 noticing the radical 

changes from quiet camp life into action-like environments.  

The space allotted to every soldier was very small, yet you had to squeeze in with 

your pack, the life preserver on a back, etc. Owing to the windows closed and door shut, it 

was suffocating in the compartment. Our company was placed second compartment below.  

The ship juked as if jumping, picking up its speed in the night under the cloak of 

darkness. As the ship zig-zagged, and went out of its course in day-time, so in the night, 

she had to pick up the top speed to make headways. 

The zig-zag was part of its schedule to elude the submarine. The submarines were 

just aching to get a smack at the Mauretania for the reason of ammunition on board and the 

great number of men.65 

I said my evening prayers, this time very sincerely as never before realizing that 

underneath is a great depthness of water and it may yet serve me as my grave, who knows 

and who could guarantee a safe passage in the face of all what we heard of the great risk 

and hazard?  Just a few hours before, I did not sleep soundly that night, hardly anyone did. 

Least little noise, least little jerk of the ship advancing its speed a notch kept a person awake. 

These were real experiences of being in danger with no sight of relief, only face its 

consequences as they may come and arise.  

The following day after an early breakfast, we were ordered on a deck, and we 

looked into an ocean, water around, sky above and no land in sight. Our convoy66 of 

Subchasers under whose protection we felt so safe, deserted us and our ship, Mauretania 

was speeding alone, upon a full ocean. The ship bell tolled off 7 bells. They sounded as if 

a funeral march, then a great shriek whistle siren, now what’s up? No one knows, all seem 

to be baffled. The gun crew snaps ear phones on their ear, elevate their big muzzles (guns) 

into a firing position and awaits orders. Men rushed from one end of the boat to another. 

Lieutenants, Captains etc., all on the run, hollering and commanding their men to their 

numbered rafters. The men, like lost sheep, did not comprehend the situation. Great 

commotion exist, in some time, the men found their place and numbered rafters as 

designated, bugle call, and then comes command67 of attention and salute. Men stand in 
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silence, great silence prevails, except the water which washes and beats against the ship 

like sand. No one moves, all silent, that’s the command and orders. A machine gun report 

is heard at the head of the ship. Still all stand in silence and a half an hour elapses, in which 

inspection is made if men have their canteens filled with water, if clean white towels are 

hanging at the belt and are the life preservers were securely fastened.  

That was our first boat drill. In case of real danger, to know what to do and where 

to go.  It was only a boat drill, but executed in all its grave and serious manner. Great 

discipline prevailed while the boat drill was staged. No one was excused, except by a 

special68 authority. I had received special permit to remain in my bunk compartment, 

excused from all future boat drills and all duties and details due to my injury from which I 

still suffered.  

But in spite of being fortunate that I did not have to go through the boat drills, I was 

still then in a greater peril because I did not know if it is only a boat drill or a real formation 

on top of the deck. If it would be real, I would be out of luck. I had no way of finding out 

in my compartment below, but I took my chances.  

These boat drills were pulled off at different hours of different days, and it was hard 

telling which is which.  

One afternoon (the fourth day on the ocean), an alarm was spread and69 submarine 

spied. All guns got in action in a fraction of a minute, a range given and a salvo of shots 

followed, the ship shivered, from the [unknown word] and force of the roaring and barking 

guns, then again silence.  Results and account was given false target, no submarine. Guns 

were brought back into place but the men remained on post as a usual day and night, always 

ready, always on the alert for any target or signs of a sub. 

On the fifth day, a few boys were suffering from sea sickness, but I was as healthy 

as ever. There was no sign of sea sickness felt, all runs smoothly. We played rummy and it 

was here that I learned how to play rummy. 

On the sixth day in the morning, we found a convoy of 3 boats around us, we felt 

now70 safe and confident even if we had yet to face more dangerous zones than the one we 

passed. The convoy gave us supreme confidence. They never left us after the fifth day but 

escort us for the remaining of trip and into port of Liverpool, England.  

While on the ocean, I have observed that the water, when it foamed on the waves 

hit the side of the ship, it was lighted like as if with Radium and sparkles could be seen as 

it commenced to darken. The explanation was given that in the war zone, a great quantity 

of sulfur is being deposited into the water and this caused the sparkles and the white foamed 

water so plainly visible. 

The muzzles of the big guns had to be turned around so the muzzle would not extend 

into the water as the reflection of the sulfured water would71 throw its light against the 

bottom of a muzzle and it could then be seen as a mirror from far away and offer itself as 
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a good target to the enemy. So every night, the muzzle of a gun was turned away from the 

water. (search lights) 

After seven days on the ocean and waking upon the eight, we found our ship at a 

standstill and a long strip of land visible, it was England. The ship was waiting for a high 

tide. When the tide arrived, the ship proceeded to the port. A crowd of people, Red Cross, 

Policemen and some soldiers were waiting for the ship to dock. The ship docked. It was 

Liverpool. 

I was now into Provisional Company no. 7 while in Camp Hancock Ga., and up 

until the last day I was in 7th company72 training group, Motor Transport Depot. My new 

address was then as following: Co. #7 July Automatic Replacement Draft A.E.F in England. 

Before we left Hoboken, each and everyone received a postal card from the Red 

Cross upon which was a message arrived safely across, all it was necessary was to sign it 

and leave it with the Red Cross workers and as soon as the Great Mauretania reached safely 

Liverpool, a cable was sent back to States that the transport arrived, and the cards were 

released for mailing, and therefore on the eighth day, after my last letter to Stephen, the 

farewell letter, folks heard nothing more until the card came informing them that I am 

across, already they were waiting for me to come home for a visit, but instead they received 

a surprise. I was 3,000 miles away from them, instead of coming closer, I have moved 

further73 away. They hardly could believe it, it seemed impossible, yet it was a fact. I hardly 

could believe it myself. 

So this was England after all. It was hard to believe, it sounded like a myth to me. 

People, cars, streets, trolleys and large buildings were visible and noticed making my first 

steps upon the English soil was with a prayer upon my lips. 

On the port, we met Red Cross autos U.S who were on hand to welcome us and 

greet us, besides a great throng of civilian people and children. On the pier and dock, there 

was a great wooden fence and the public had to remain outside of the fence. The English 

kids commenced to sing Hail, Hail the Gang’s All Here and Hello Yankees, Throw a Penny. 

Their plea was not in vain. The boys reached to their own pockets and threw American 

coppers to them. Oh, what a scramble and fight74 among the kids for a hold of an American 

cent. Those who were lucky, gave us a song or two, the American favorite one. Lieutenant 

Scott passed his hat for some more coppers and again they were thrown to them and the 

fight between the kids was anew again.  

After a little lunch of a sandwich and cup of coffee, the troops were now on a hike 

on land first time in 7 days. The camp laid outside of the city of Liverpool and to reach 

same, we had to cross lengthwise, the entire of Liverpool on foot. It was something like 3 

miles. 

While marching through the city, we noticed American flags flying from the masts 

of hotels and business places. The civilians crowded the streets, old ones and young ones, 

the sidewalks were jammed with observers. Now and then the march was interrupted and 
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halted75 and while the army stands still, we chat with the people near us. They asked us 

1000 and one questions about the U.S etc. One lady came to us and bid all the boys around, 

God Bless you, boys and shook hands with us. She claimed she lost her boy and she 

certainly was very hostile towards the enemy. All along the streets, we were greeted royally 

and cheerfully. It seemed the people were very enthusiastic over our coming in.  

While marching in Liverpool through one of its famous boulevards, we noticed that 

every 3 or 4 city blocks there was a bench or two with a sign on it “For Soldiers Only”. It 

was here that we saw uniformed foreign soldiers sitting on the bench with a leg off or an 

arm. The horrors of war were now getting closer and closer to us. Now we saw real cripples, 

some of them were wheeled by the76 nurses, helpless. It made a fellow sore and sick at 

heart to see such sights. Women in mourning dresses and veils were a common sight on 

the streets of Liverpool, at last, we reached our camp. After being designated to our tents, 

it was time for tea. We received an inch square of some cheese, a couple of crackers and a 

cup of tea. A tea in England is equivalent to our supper. It was some meal for a man after 

such a hike on a hard pavement after seven days of idleness. We were all foot-sore, tired 

and most of all, very hungry. We tried to get seconds on such a meal, but it was all gone 

and we had to be satisfied.  

Every company had ditches dug out similar to our American sewers and we were 

informed that when Zeppelins will come over the camp and boulevard, the camp all should 

seek shelter in those ditches. Orders were issued. No77 match should be lighted, candles 

out after it commences to darken, owing the fear of a night visit from one of the Zeppelins, 

some more war experiences we were undergoing and passing, every day something new 

and worse and yet they told us it’s only the beginning, wait until we reach France. 

Thousands of people came over to the camp in the evening to visit the newly arrived 

bunch of American soldiers, some or all in hope to meet someone they know, or some 

relative of theirs, or to inquire about them as per acquaintance, ship etc. 

Evening was approaching fast. It was now getting dark. The big search lights got 

into action and there were a hundred beams of light shooting into the sky hunting for the 

Zep’s or airplanes. The scenery was nice, but the thought, awful. The powerful search lights 

played on the heavenly78 firmament for hours, in all directions continuously like a big 

candle, it appeared in the dark, it came straight from the ground in a cone-like shape until 

it reached the heaven above, or clouds. The blots of lights were dancing on the earth’s 

ceiling like big white spots, moving here, there and everywhere. We watched this for hours. 

It was something new to us. 

After hours of faithful watching, we got sleepy and retired to our tents. The first 

night upon a foreign soil, the stars and the moon seemed to us familiar as they looked alike 

to us same as over in the states. The dipper was a dipper, same as in Buffalo, New York 

and Georgia. 
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The next day, we received orders early in the morning to move to another camp. 

Here in Liverpool, Lieutenant Scott came over to me and asked me how am I, and how do 

I feel79 and how is my injury coming along. I assured him it was O.K except no treatments. 

He said while the company is moving from one place to another, it’s hard to get things 

straightened up, but as soon as we reach our new camp, he will send me to hospital for an 

x-ray examination. But if I wish to remain in Liverpool and go to hospital here, he will try 

to fix it up. I told him I’ll wait until we reach our new camp. 

Now we hiked back to Liverpool through the streets, but in a different direction. 

Our destination now was going to the train. The hike was not such a long one. It took us an 

hour to reach the train. Here, we saw for the first time, a foreign locomotive and a passenger 

train.  

At the depot, there were80 two musical bands. One played the American pieces, the 

other played the British favorites, alternating. Before we enter our cars, a certain official 

civilian delivered an address or a message in the name of his royal highness, the King 

George V. The band played Star Spangled Banner and God save the King. We stood at 

attention while the two national hymns were played. 

We were now realizing how important and valuable we are since they deal with us, 

play for us and speak to us as to real honest to goodness soldiers. The compliments, praises 

and honors conferred on us were unbelievable to be true. 

His royal highness, the king’s message addressed to the American soldiers was 

distributed among us. I sent the message home, which is81 now a part of my war relics and 

souvenirs. 

We were now again on a train, this time on an English train going from Liverpool 

to Southampton. Everyone knows that to reach Southampton from Liverpool, one has to 

ride the entire length of the English country. This trip gave us a rare opportunity to see the 

English country and its numerous towns and cities all along the railroad. While the train 

and the passenger cars are second or third towards the American locomotives and Pullmans, 

yet the railroad has the American roads look foolish. The rail “roads” are in splendid shape, 

clean and well laid out, even some places a neat lawn is kept along the railroad.    

While speeding through the country, we noticed here and there some old god-

forsaken castles upon large beautiful farms82. After riding all day and night, we reached 

Southampton. We were now just a few miles away from France. 

Again, great throngs of people met us at the station as the news of the arrival of 

American soldiers flashed through the city in a flash-like manner. After a few moments of 

delay, we start for the camp for final orders to cross the channel in the evening. It was now 

morning. The entire day gave us an opportunity to get acquainted with the English system 

and camp life. Curious people visit us, same as in Liverpool, by the hundreds all day long. 

Orders were given out again as per the night behavior in the camp or in case of an 

air attack. The orders were more stricter and with more discipline in it.  Due to the fact that 
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Southampton is great deal closer to France and near the port, attacks upon83 same more 

frequent, but we did not get a chance to remain in the camp overnight as we received orders 

late in the afternoon to move again. This time to France. 

Here a drama was played. Lieutenant Scott, who took keen interest in my welfare 

and one who was familiar with my complaint offered me a proposition to remain in the 

camp until properly cured before going to France. Over here I had the opportunity again to 

say a word and remain behind and perhaps never see the lines.    

Albin was standing alongside of me when this proposition was made. I was now 

undecided, as I was told now that when will reach France any remedy or help will be 

impossible and here is the only deciding place to remain or go across to France with the 

boys whom I knew since the days84 in Camp Hancock, GA. I looked at Albin. Albin looked 

at me. We didn’t say anything, but our glances and eyes spoke in a most friendly way, 

bearing in mind that Albin is in the army on my account, to be with me and by me. I 

declined the proposition excusing my refusal with an alibi that I want to go to France with 

the rest and let the consequences take their own course. Lieutenant Scott said, “Alright. 

What you say is for you own self.” And so again the great army, with me still in it, was on 

a move again, towards the port. 

We were hoarded in a ferry which was waiting for us.  The ferry boat was so 

crowded, that a person could not sit nor stand. The boat was jammed to its full capacity 

and some on the same vessel were many Canadian soldiers and English who were going 

into lines, some for the second and third time. From them we gathered the real stories85, 

facts and informations about the real and true condition at the front from their own actual 

experiences at the front. 

A great observation balloon was attached to our ferry boat to act as a lookout for 

the subs as the English Channel was full of ‘em, laying for and waiting for their prize and 

prey. 

During the dark eve and night, the vessel remained under full darkness with the 

exception of 1 or 2 dim blue lights inside. The trip across the English Channel was made 

under most crowded conditions, inconveniences and hardship. These trips were always 

contemplated to be made while darkness prevails, under the yoke of darkness, and to elude 

the subs nearby. 

The vessel jammed with soldiers packed as sardines in boxes made the trip during 

the entire night86 again, some time passed until a tide came in, finally a land was spied and 

observed. This was now morning, the land visible to an eye was nothing else but France 

itself. Our ferry boat reached Le Havre after the things – help and aid.  After a few moments, 

we were all out of the ship and my foot again touched a foreign soil anew, a soil of fortune 

or misfortune? 
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France 

 

My mind was occupied with 1001 thoughts of will I ever leave France? Or will I 

remain there forever and ever with the rest of the silent ones who made the supreme 

sacrifice? My fate was sealed. I was ready for all that was coming to me, bad or good. I 

was prepared for the consequences. There was no other way out of it but to make the best 

out of it. In the army, a man is resolved to fates and good breaks, just as men on the baseball 

diamond (field)87. 

Le Havre is a large city on a Seine River. The port was filled with big ocean liners 

and French battle ships of all shapes and types. Factories near the shore just as in any other 

American Port city. Large hotels nearby and large buildings between, not sky scrapers, but 

nevertheless large from 3 to 5 stories, all of stone or cement, no wooden houses and seldom 

a brick building seen. The ship whistles greeted us. Le Havre has wide beautiful boulevards 

strewn with trees and benches parked for pedestrians to rest. It was about noon when we 

left the ship and started to march through the city of La Havre to reach our designated camp 

on the outskirts of the city, again, a cross city hike stared us in the eyes. 

We did not mind marching through the various streets through the city, as it offered 

a nice view and sightseeing88 of a city from a foot view and in such marching through the 

streets, people have paused long enough to watch us pass by and as usual, there was 

hundreds of curious persons to watch the column of soldiers pass by. We were also as 

curious as our observers. Some of us knew a little French vocabulary, some unimportant 

word or two learned in the states and we sure did not hesitate to let them know that we 

know a French lingo. It felt great when a word or smile was given as a reply regardless of 

right or wrong or what it was about.  

Here now we were confronted with a foreign speaking people, they sometimes said 

a lot to us, but we did not know what they were talking to us. All we knew was wee-wee 

(oui oui), Monsieur or Madame. 

When we landed in La Havre, the day was very beautiful, a regular89 July day. As 

the column passed through the streets, now and then a cry of “Viva La Americans!”, we 

again like a bunch of kids replied to them with, “Viva La Francais!”in [grennio]90etc. In 

one of the streets, a bushel of some assorted flowers were thrown to the street from the top 

of a building. They were not exactly roses or carnation, but nevertheless, some French 

grown flowers, which fell on our heads and they sure were well appreciated. Gazing up, 

we saw a few enthusiastic girls and a woman who were throwing them down now and then 

as the column of soldiers passed by. Who paid for the flowers? I do not know, but it must 

have cost some money and someone had to pay for them. It seemed to us that a French 

government was behind the plan, just in order to make a good impression upon us as of 
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royal welcome and appreciation of our coming over. If that91 suspicion is correct, then the 

French government has made a successful propaganda and money spent, well invested as 

it made a great hit with the new soldiers of day old in France. 

While passing slowly from street to street which usually were the main streets and 

business streets, we have now seen hundreds of soldiers of various nations in various 

uniforms about the streets in front of the cafes and buildings. 

The public was mixed half military and half civilian, mostly all men were in some 

kind of uniform. What their thoughts were of us is hard to say. It seemed they did not 

believe we will do a lot, or did not have a confidence or perhaps just thought, wait until 

you’ll get a taste of actual warfare. Well they were right, as they knew what war is we were 

still novices in that particular game and did not know what is in store for us92. 

On one of the regular halts, it happened our bunch stopped in front of a café. In 

France, the sidewalks are wide on a business street and tables round are placed in front of 

a café with an awning above. By the tables, we could see French and other foreign soldiers 

drinking beer, vin rouge, vin blanche or champagne. It made us thirsty watching them 

drinking while the waiters, girls mostly were serving them. In almost all cafes, the hours 

were marked by the Provost Marshall (Military Commander) in which American soldiers 

could get a drink, same with other soldiers. In those particular hours, civilians were 

prohibited from entering the café. 

While standing and resting in front of the café, the boys asked for some wine and 

we sure coaxed them into it. It was not long when an owner came out with a couple of 

bottles and93 a woman with a few glasses under her arm, and they sure treated us as fast as 

was possible. I think about 4 bottles were poured out in a jiffy. The column started to move 

and some of us had to hurry to give the other fellows a chance to taste the famous vin rouge, 

of which we heard so much in States. Too bad we could not halt for a little while longer to 

get a good drink. In that short and brief stop, about 20 soldiers had a chance to taste the 

vin. I and Albin were lucky ones as we was in that group that stopped (halted) in that 

particular place of luck. 

Our line of column turned into one of the riverside streets and for about half a mile, 

a gentle breeze from the river Seine cooled us off. We were now approaching to our camp. 

We could notice it as the crowds and business places were now getting more rare. We have 

already94 passed the thick populated section, the heart of the city and getting now into a 

more secluded territory and we surmised that the camp must be now closer than ever.  

We have thus far, met the French people and the French belles, their clothes and 

manners were visible as different from their allies, the English people. The outline of a city 

also differed from the English city of Liverpool and Southampton, also their language was 

new to us. 
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More soldiers and more cripples and disabled men.  But the sights now were getting 

more common. The soldier heart was now passing a period of harden up process. We were 

getting used to it. That was the impression and observation of the city of La Havre.   

On the end of our march, we were obliged to climb a steep95 road just before 

entering into the camp and this steep road was very steep for us on account of being on the 

last leg of our march after marching for a couple hours in a hot July sun. The soldiers were 

tired, I know I was and hardly could make the grade of going up, but slowly we made it.  

The camp laid on a top of the hill with a beautiful view over the River Seine and 

into the ocean further out was our reward. We entered the camp, outside of a few building 

here and there, the camp was one field and woods only, that’s all.  

This was now a French-American camp and here and there for the first time, we 

had to build our own “pup tents”. It was a circus as none of us knew how to pitch up. We 

had the shelter, half a pole and pegs issued to us, but without96 any instructions of how to 

put up. Two fellows could occupy the tent, each soldier carried with him a half a tent, so 

we had to couple up in order to make a tent, ans as expected doubled up with my pal Albin, 

we had a hard time putting it up, and finally we have succeeded. 

After our “pup tents” were put up, a supper was ready, we had to fall in line and 

with our mess pan, cup, knife and fork, we started for our mess. It took us about 15 minutes 

hike to reach a rolling kitchen, placed in a woods and an old battered down French building, 

a castle. 

This kitchen was under American care and for the first time since we left the U.S.A, 

we were fed by the Americans with a honest to goodness American warm food and plenty, 

all we wanted. This was a treat and we sure took advantage of it97. Seconds and thirds were 

issued out and calls for fourths were answered, we could not eat no more. I stopped at 

seconds, Albin, always a heavy eater, stopped at thirds. When Albin was fed up, the world 

knew that there was enough food as he never missed any extra food if possible. 

After a good hearty supper and well-earned rest, the company gathered together 

and started back to our new home, camp, a forest of “pup tents”, but he hike back was one 

of the very few ones, which was full of joy and fun, the gang sang all the way back. 

The night approached fast and darkness again covered us all, same strict orders of 

no lights were issued out we were fast getting used to the darkness. It wasn’t very long we 

was sound asleep, around 4 or 5 o’clock a heavy distant cannonading woke us up. It was 

said that the cannonading is at the front98, and the Western wind carried the sound to us. 

Some reports were plain and some a very faint one, but the cannonading lasted for about 

an hour, perhaps the change of a wind carried the change of sound as the reports were 

coming now faintly and at last disappeared entirely. After our first experience of hearing a 

salvo of bombardment, we didn’t go to sleep no more, were getting ready for our breakfast, 
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and in due time, the company was formed and we went for our breakfast, going to the same 

place where supper was served, again a good warm food was served and plenty as well. 

Around noon, orders were out to fold tents and pack up, we will move again, but it 

was well into afternoon after dinner when we started going again to La Havre, back again, 

and after some hike, we came to a railhead where a train was standing awaiting99 us. But 

the train was not of Pullman type nor of English 3 Class passenger, but box cars of small 

type, on which was written in French, 8 chevaux and 40 hommes which meant that the car 

had room for 8 horses only but for men as high as 40. 

Everyone knows readily how crowded it can be with 40 men in it. Every man when 

laying, is about the length of 1 horse. Every man when laying is about the length of 1 horse, 

now 40 men decides to lay down which is humanly impossible, the car was too small, true 

enough men could not lay on top of the other like sardines.  Our packs took room also, and 

every man was equipped with a full regulation pack. 3 packs took a room of one man, 

which meant 40 men and 40 packs or about 50 men. But the impossible became possible, 

the car was crowded and men had to almost lay one on top of the other,  no room for moving 

about, and if a move was necessary, there was some inconvenience and commotion in a 

side Pullman car.100 

The destination now was to us unknown. We did not know where we are bound. 

While getting into the cars, we received a 3 day ration which meant that we will ride 3 days. 

We sure did, the train was frequently stopped or sidetracked for hours sometimes,  the 

distance in actual peace-time conditions could be covered in about a day, the French men 

told us. 

While the trip lasted, over the other rails, trains passed us fresh from the front, long 

American type Pullman cars, on it, Red Cross, bearing wounded men, our train had to 

sidetrack now and then for some ammunition supply train to pass by. 

The trip, while slow and with all known human inconveniences and hardship, was 

nevertheless of some interest. While passing the towns and the country, we saw the Eiffel 

Tower from far away on our left, we knew that Paris was there101 somewhere and that we 

were so near and yet so far from old Gay Paree.  

We pass score of towns, some small and some large, and the French scenery was 

very beautiful from the railroad side of view. Our trip was into southern part of France, we 

were getting away from the front. Some of the boys had a French map and by it we traced 

our way as the train pass town by town and at last we came to a large city, Orleans. Here, 

like all other large cities, people by the thousands, busy life and plenty of new sights and 

treats. We stayed about an hour in the city of Orleans. The train pulled out again and in 

short time we was out of the city bounds, again passing the fields and town after town, now 

and then we sidetracked, delayed for hours, etc. 

Our next big city was Tours, and in Tours again, a large city of legend history 

behind I, as once before as the102 history shows great French battles were staged in Tours 
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and between Tours and Orleans, now the green grass grew and the fields are silent with an 

exception of some old chateau, battered down either from war or age, those were the only 

evidence or witnesses of past history.  

Tours is a heavy populated city and same as Orleans, it possessed a large R.R depot; 

architectural, picturesque and old buildings built centuries ago and some new, modern ones. 

People go about their business, now and then, some of ‘em stop, gaze, cheer and the crowds 

passed by, up and back. Again, after a long stop, the train commenced to move, again out 

into the road into the fields of the unknown territories as far as we were concerned.  

Further south we were going now. The rumor started again that we are bound for 

an Italian front and those who103 predicted before, said, “Didn’t I tell you so and so?” For 

the time being, it looked as though we really are going to Italy because why should we go 

south when the front is in the west? No one seemed to answer the question.  

And we kept on going from town to town, meeting new faces and new people until 

we hit (reached) a secondary city of St. Aignan, in this city, we left our train, this was our 

destination of which we knew nothing and we were surprised that it wasn’t Italy. 

St Aignan is also a large city but not as populated as Le Havre, Orleans or Tours. 

Nevertheless, a large city. St Aignan was an American center of distributing the soldiers 

for east, west, north and south of France. Here we found barracks, mess halls, laundries, 

offices (military), Y.M.C.A. buildings, Red Cross buildings. We reached St. Aignan in the 

morning104 and the first thing after leaving our packs on the plaza, we underwent physical 

examination, we got the first chance to clean up, in a good wash, shave and rest. 

Late in the afternoon, the shuffle came along, list after list read off, some men were 

going one way, others in another way still others in another way and by and by the entire 

group of couple thousands of men or more were split into different branches, companies 

and sections. Me and Albin remain together and with others, about 150 men were to Co. B 

of the same Bn. 

Around 4 o’clock, about 300 men designated to Co. A and B. 146 M.G. Bn., left St 

Aignan for our new training camp in France for final preparation before entering into actual 

war. Our destination was to a town105  named Selles, better known as Selles-sur-Cher 

meaning Selles on a river Cher. Mariners were trained here before us. 

From St. Aignan to Selles we hiked, and before 6 o’clock, we were in Selles sur 

Cher, just in time for supper. This was purely an American training place for machine 

gunners. Under new officers, Sgts. and corporals and our regular ones met the same fate, 

in the shuffle and transfer, scattered and mixed up. It was here that Lieutenant Scott was 

taken away and placed with a different group. 

Mariners were still in the town occupying the other half of the town of the river 

Cher, as the river Cher cut the town into 2 even halves like.  

The town was a fair size it had a large, beautiful church and many large buildings 

and cafes. We had Y.M.C.A.106 in the town. In the river Cher, we took our baths and wash 
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our clothes. The river was very deep at places. Vessels were coursing upon it pulled by a 

team of horses on the bank. While we were in Selles sur Cher, one of our soldiers was 

drowned in this river. 

It was in this town that we had the opportunity to mingle with the civilian 

population and accustom ourselves with their mode of life and habits and last but not least, 

their traditional practices. It was here that we received our first taste of the so called billets, 

forsaken barns and hay lofts. Some of the boys were stationed in the billets and the rest had 

to make their own tents. Me and Albin again bunked together under one tent under the sky.  

Outside camping was better than the dirty billets with no lights in them and broken 

ladders to climb up. But when107 wind and rain came, we suffered great inconveniences in 

our “pup tents”. On one occasion while visiting the church at an evening Benediction, altar 

boys passed square pieces of bread among the pious ones. What was the motive and 

purpose I do not know. I have tried to have this explained, but up till today, no one seems 

to explain. There was a convent in a city. We noticed the nuns on the streets and in the 

church most every evening singing hymns. 

Days were passing by and by fast. Day time on a drill field about 2 kilometers from 

our billets, going through all kinds of machine gun drills and sham battles on a small scale. 

Here we received instruction in reference to grenades, liquid fire, gas drills and all that was 

necessary for actual warfare. Our instructors were Marine Corporals who took squad by 

squad into the woods and instructed108 them. 

   Once when I spent an evening in a Y.M.C.A. writing letters home and to my 

friends in States, there was a general topic about the war. A couple men who were there 

told us plenty interesting stories about the enemy and his tactics in reference to American 

soldiers captured or taken prisoner by the enemy. It was said then and there that not a single 

American soldier’s life is spared by the enemy, but all bayoneted to make sure. This and 

many other different stories made a chill run down a fellow’s spine, but I found out later 

that some of its stories and propaganda were exaggerated. “Six seconds were allowed for 

us to remain alive once we enter the line.” This was greatly exaggerated. But at that time, 

it was taken for good money and truth.  

After a week of practice109 and preparation for actual war duty, we were now 

getting ready to go to the front. 

A test and an examination was contemplated for expert machine gunners, and those 

who qualify, will leave immediately for the front. This was plainly explained to us and 

those who won’t qualify will be shifted to some labor battalions for work or repairing roads, 

etc. A man had his choice, either get into action or be left behind for a labor duty. 

The tests took place as explained by each marine corporal acting as examiners in 

his own squad. Name was taken and as such, handed over to the captain for final disposition 

of all those who passed. Personally, I made my grade while Albin did not for some reason 

unexplained to me. All I know is that he met the test with a cold shoulder, ignoring the110 
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instructor’s advices and my own. He played dumb. Therefore, he had to meet the 

consequences that followed through his own ignorance and fault, knowingly or 

unknowingly. It hurt me greatly morally, as I have had a few opportunities due and on 

account of my surgical disability to remain in the States and England, and after declining 

all such propositions for a sole reason of not disappointing a friend who went into the army 

just to be near me and together with me, for worse or for better. 

Here he takes a privilege from the very first opportunity of not going into line, by 

merely playing deaf and dumb. I personally know he would qualify and could if wanted, 

but he refused to do so. We had argument after argument, but all my pleadings were in vain 

and fruitless. It was like throwing beans against the wall111.  As a result of the test, all those 

qualifying were called out by name and rank and placed aside and those not qualifying 

were set aside also. There was now 2 platoons of one company. 1 platoon going soon to 

the front and the other one to remain. I was with the platoon marked to go soon to the front. 

Albin now was in platoon number 2. Our drills were now separate from the other group 

receiving additional articles to take along and instructions of what to do or not to do. 

Albin for the first time, commenced to realize that we are really going to part after 

all. He was commencing to lose heart. He was sorry he did not listen to me. He wanted to 

go along. I have advised him to ask the captain to place his name on the list. The captain 

told him it was now too late as reservations were made for so many soldiers only and no 

more. His chances died out112, yet he persisted in his determination to go along, even if by 

A.W.O.L. I tried to discourage his wild attempt, but I could not talk him out of his 

determination to go. He joined our platoon as those who were supposed to go were now 

put together in a billet and those to remain had to pitch tents up on the outside. 

After final preparation the day before, all set to go early in the morning, names were 

called out and poor Albin was left alone. Captain asked him how did he make it out that he 

was going. He said he wanted to go. Captain said no, nothing doing, and he was forced to 

join platoon number 2. 

Next day, we had an early breakfast, and after breakfast getting ready to go to the 

front, Albin helped me with my pack. We were both sorry to part. I could not help it, it was 

his own fault. So all we could do was to make113 the best out of it. It was too late now to 

weep over it. Just before leaving, we both have bid ourselves goodbye. It was a tough jolt 

to break from a friend with whom one expected to go through and almost going through 

and then only to be so roughly separated. It was a thorough parting, Albin with his tears in 

his eyes bid me a sincere farewell. He was sorry and my heart soften up like butter under a 

hot sun. I hardly could keep away from shedding a few tears. It was a second hard parting. 

One in Buffalo, leaving home, and second, leaving your pal and friend. If I could I would 

take him along in my pack, but this was impossible so we started to move. Albin’s last 

farewell was a plea and a reminder in Polish, “Louis, don’t forget to pray”. This sentence 

has went through me like a flash of lightning, if it would not be for the fact that we started 

to march, I perhaps would break down with him, but this was no time for a girlish faint or 
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cry. Albin escorted me to the114 train, which was not far away, waiting for us. After our 

last goodbye and assurance to write home, we parted as the train slowly pulled out of the 

small depot.  

The train was of a 3 class passenger type. While going up to front, it was quite of 

difference from the one for 8 horses and 40 men, and it made better time, going faster and 

without any sidetracking or unnecessary delays. The people seemed to comprehend that 

we was going to the front and all the way up they met us enthusiastically and cheerfully. 

Our first stop was now again in Tours and there Y.M.C.A. and Red Cross gave us smokes, 

chocolate and warm coffee. The train stopped for just 15 minutes and again it started 

without wasting any time. To Orleans, and from Orleans the route was changed towards 

Paris direction. While we speed towards the front, train after train was coming back from 

the front with wounded and gassed men. That sure was115 a dramatic sight; the ones going 

to and the other coming from. After an all-day ride and night, we reached our destination 

between Paris and Chateau Thierry. 

 

Going To The Marne-Vesle Front 
 

We heard plainly the reports of the guns and saw the flash lights though as from a 

lightning far away. The sound was of a dull rumbling like a distant thundering, continually 

and early in the morning, a salvo of bombardments and cannonading. It was the German’s 

artillery their great offensive, their last drive. We were rushed out of trains, and piled in 

trucks. The trucks took us over for some miles through a large number of devastated towns, 

ruins, buildings pulverized and battered down, only a heap of stones or a wall or two left 

out of a building, shell holes large enough to bury a house, barbed wire by thousands of 

yards. Churches bombarded and towers knocked off that was the result of artillery fire and 

barrage.116 

We reached just on the outside of Chateau Thierry. We was now in a war zone at 

last. Motor Transport now was out of question due to the nearness of the front and battered 

roads. The famous bridge over Marne was all but a mass of stones. We entered Chateau 

Thierry on foot. Furniture, boxes, showcases and all kinds of objects thrown in the streets 

to make a passage more difficult and hard for the fighting army. Chateau Thierry, after the 

battle was a torn city. Its buildings and chateaus were badly damaged from the shell fire. 

The entire town in a regular plowed-like mass or as though after some earthquake. 

By and by we reached our permanent destination. I was transferred with 20 of my 

comrades to Co. B 109 M.G. Bn. A.E.F., joining the company at St. Gilles. Before joining 

the company, we were obliged to walk in a single column, a couple yards apart. It was 
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something117 new to us all. At first, we could not see any good reason for it, but it was not 

very long when we soon found out as few shells came whistling and whizzing over our 

heads and landed behind us raising smoke and ground to about 20 to 30 feet high. This was 

no longer fun. Personally, I have said the entire rosary which was in my pocket while 

undergoing the christening of fire.  The shells were coming regularly, landing at various 

places, near and far, some loud ones and some just whizzing over, Lord knew where bound 

to. We crossed the open field over which were shell holes dug by the shells, hundreds of 

them. Everything was under camouflage, the roads, and artillery battery, and airplanes over 

our heads flying. Soon we saw the first time, a German plane and from somewhere the 

artillery was playing on the plane. The shells burst up high in the air around the plane in 

form118 of black spods (smoke) and some white. The white spods were high explosives. 

We watched the funny phenomena of regular war with interest. The airplane managed to 

elude the artillery range and slipped out of the danger. These sights were later a common 

one and daily we observed scores of ‘em, but up til this time, it was our first sight. 

Further out in front of us, there was a sausage balloon in the air, way over, it looked 

very small. We were told that’s the enemy observing balloon from which all moves of ours 

are seen by them through field glasses. That is why we were told to keep off the roads and 

walk only near the ditch on the ground, green path or walk close at the foot of a hill instead 

of in the open field as it is harder to detect and notice it. Americans also had their 

observation balloon up back of us, we saw him before, but did not know what it119 was. It 

looks like a great big sausage from near, standing still in the air a couple hundred feet up.  

Slowly we advanced until it was semi-dark. When we first entered into lines, the shells 

were coming and coming. Some closer and some further. It was a matter of luck now not 

to be struck by a direct hit.  

We were told to get into shell holes and dug in, no lights, no talking and no smoking 

under penalty of being shot by disobeying the orders. This was war now, in all its glory. 

There was no supper now, except the hard tacks and corn willie, which were issued to us. 

No undressing, no rest, nor sleep except for in a few stolen winks between the artillery 

barrages, to which we got used to it soon. Before the night was over, our first experience 

has already hardened us up, at least partially. We realized that we was near the enemy. The 

bullets were whistling as if someone would strike a stick over a120 stretched wire. All we 

could hear was whiss whiss and tat-tat-tat-tat now and then. These were the enemy machine 

guns. Sometimes the sound was so clear that it seemed the guns are on top of us, and then 

at another instant, it sounded further away. It was either the wind which carried the sound 

so clearly to us and from us, or either the enemy traversed his gun. 

Now and then a bright light was lit in the space called, No Man’s Land. We were 

told not to move until the light dies out and vanishes. These were the enemy Verey lights 
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to see what is in front and any move would be seen plainly under such lights. We obeyed 

the orders.  

The artillery was still playing as usual all day and night; once, one battery, then the 

second, and third and so on. Enemy airplanes hovered over our heads, could hear the motor 

running plainly121 as though the airplane would be 10 feet up only. They usually flew very 

low when in dark and throw some ammunition, aerial bombs. These bombs gave an awful 

loud report. The ground shook when one of them hit the ground. 

The very first night in line, an airplane came over. If it was only 1 or 2, no one 

seems to know, but we know that they came very low, circling around, throwing out signal 

lights from the planes here and there and throwing out some bombs. When an airplane is 

carries bombs, the buzzing of motor was quite distinct, as loaded and heavy.  

Back of our lines, we was on a hill (and back of us was a valley, in this valley, there 

were dumps of ammunitions scattered around) one of the aerial bombs made a direct hit on 

one of the dumps where the shells were piled. A big blaze started the shells agoing. The 

field122 was just fire red and the shells exploding half a dozen or more at once, gave out a 

rare view and it was like thunder of the severest kind. Being on a hill overlooking the valley, 

we could not help but watch it for about half an hour. The field was aflame. The dumps of 

ammunitions could be about 1 mile away from us in the rear.  

After the airplanes have thrown out signals and throwing out all of their bombs, 

they must to have returned safely back to their posts. It was not long after that when the 

Boche – Jerry - enemy has opened artillery fire of large shell minenwerfers and Whiz Bang, 

did not dread the large shells nor the minenwerfers but those whiz bangs, similar to 

American and French 1 pounders, played an awful havoc in our territory. They just whizzed 

and banged and exploded without any pre-alarm that she’s coming. The big shells, due to 

the noise and sound, could be almost judged if far or near it will land123, but the whiz bangs 

came so unexpectedly that it made men fearful. They did not do as much damage as the 

larger shells, but the fear and noise they made was equivalent to 2 large ones.  

The shells landed all over, near and far. The bombardment ceased for a while only 

to be reopen later again and so on. Between the shells, came gas over, now and then. The 

gas shell could be distinguished on account of its peculiar sound. Enemy used mustard gas 

which burned the skin, Phosgene gas deadly gas, and sneezing or tear gas. The last kind of 

gas was most annoying and inconvenient as it made the eyes water and itch, and nostrils 

irritated and snarling. So when a deadly gas came over, a man could hardly keep his gas 

mask on. He had to sneeze and rub his nose as he could not stand the irritation, same effect 

on the eyes and it was mostly due to that account that men were overcome by gas, some124 

inhaled large doses which made them vomit green and a heavy dull pain in a chest, those 

who inhaled less felt as though something heavy lies on chest. 

Within 24 hours we were baptized with all the tricks of modern warfare. We saw 

men shot down and wounded here and there from bullets or shells or gassed.  
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First few days were sunny days and even when the sun shone hotly, the shelling 

filled the air with smoke from the powder and it always looked like a dim fog here and 

there.  

On the Marne-Vesle front, we were confronted besides the enemy with great large 

bees which gave us quantity of trouble. The life was miserable with those pests around 

which swarmed around us by the thousands. They were just as bad as the shells and enemy.  

From a start, I used to pick ‘em out of coffee or meal whenever possibly given to 

us in a line, but later on I have125 cut it out doing it, and ate bees and everything because 

no more. You pulled one out and you had 2 more in it, so what’s the use bothering with 

‘em? When hungerness reigns, bees or no bees, wind or no wind, all tasted swell and good 

of which we did not get very much and whenever we did get we made it good. Meals and 

coffee were very rare and far apart while in lines. [unrecognizable sentence]126 

The barrages, artillery fire, eve attacks, machine gun menaces127, gas, airplanes and 

thousands and one of different inconveniences, wind, no sleep, nerve straining and tension 

was a daily program some days and nights severe, and some lighter but not free from it in 

no way form shape or manner.  That was a daily bill of fare, same thing over and over now. 

Thousands of things and incidents happened in the lines, observed, noticed seen 

and underwent through, but  it’s humanly impossible to write each and128 every move and 

a thing that was seen and noticed, it was impossible to keep up a record of every minutes 

move and action of the day and night, which went into weeks and months. There was 

always something new, something different every moment of action, new experiences, new 

inconveniences and difficulties confronted us due to new locations, positions, advances, 

shifts and occurrences.  

The drive on a Vesle River was my first actual participation in lines, which drive 

lasted for two months, meeting the enemy in his last great drive on Paris. On River Aisne, 

the company was lined on a bank of the river in the open field under the eyes of machine 

guns and artillery. The enemy was on a hill while we were more like in a valley. The enemy 

had a commanding and dominating position over us, every move in day time brought down 

an artillery and machine gun fire on us. General129 R.L Bullard in his revelation and secrets 

of war, pays a glowing tribute to the 27th division for its service in this sector.  

Day and night we were harried by artillery fire and from airplanes, which swoop 

low and discharged a volley of shots from machine guns and beat it away after making 

some damage.  

My first position was in a machine gun nest which once before was a German nest, 

built with sand bags and dirt bags, about 5 bags high covered with branches and green 
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leaves. It was an outpost. An outpost is a place where a machine gun and a crew is placed 

and they remain in it no matter what happens. They are concealed, so that in case of an 

attack and the army withdraws, it was our purpose to hold the enemy and try to check their 

move as long as possible so the infantry can safely withdraw or make new positions130 and 

then it is up to the machine gunner to save himself if possible after damaging his own gun 

so the enemy don’t get it and use it on us. The chances of saving himself are 1 out of 1,000. 

Now I commenced to believe in the stories of a six-second man and the suicide squads 

stories, for I knew, in case of a drive, I sure won’t go back safely. There were better men 

than me and they never reached safely, so what chances had I? 

The outpost was between a stone quarry in the open field nearby a German narrow 

gauge railroad was by, by which we went and found our emplacement outpost.  We sneeked 

out when it got dark into this place 3 of us, Joe Moore, Lewis Ludwig and myself one took 

the gun, the other tri-pod the third a couple boxes of ammunition. I took the ammunition 

as I was newcomer in the company131, receiving all kinds of instructions from company 

commander, Lt. Strickler. We went out one by one following the narrow gauge railroad 

until we reached the stone quarry, when a Verey light went up we stood still like 

monuments for fear of being detected and seen, following the narrow track as told and 

meeting the quarry which was nothing more or less than a pile of large stones large one 

scattered around, we stepped to the left of the track and soon found this machine gun 

emplacement. It was very dark, and we manage to get our gun in position quietly by the 

touching and feeling of our hands. It was a murder to light a match or talk loud and cough 

out.  But we somehow crumbled up, and waited one remained on a guard awake, and we 

changed, the emplacement was no larger than about 4 to 5 feet square132. All a person could 

do was just sit and fall to sleep only to be interrupted every few minutes by noises, Verey 

lights, shells, etc. Rest was an impossible think as this kind of duty was nerve-breaking, 

trying to penetrate the deep darkness with the eyes to see what’s ahead, every noise and 

break of a twig was an alarm that Boche is coming, that a patrol is sneaking over. The duty 

was not only hazardous, but of great importance as it was up to us to protect the men behind 

and if we fail, we knew what’s coming to us. Infantry depended mostly on us for protection.  

With a rosary in one hand and a .45 in the other, I spent the night in crumbled 

position, straining the eyes for something in the dark, straining the ears for any noises and 

sounds. All three of us spent such night. Shells, as usual, flew close and some passed by  

back.133  

While the night was a nerve straining of high tension for any signs and targets, the 

following day was still worse, as being in the open field, we had to sit still and when an 

airplane came overhead we had to cover our faces for fear of not giving out our position. 

We poured a little water and made a little mud and smeared it over our guns, all parts that 

shined under the sun. Because the sun reflected upon it and the shining parts acted as 

mirage mirror, almost giving out our position, and we knew that once our position is known, 
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an artillery will wipe us out in a second. Every time an airplane came over, we were sure 

that we are spotted now, all we waited was for the shell, it was no use of moving away. So 

the best was to sit and wait for the worse to come134. 

Night seemed like a day, but the day seemed like a week. We knew we will be 

relieved, but we sure knew that not in a day time, so we sat and wait, no meal and unable 

to stretch out good. Three of us ran out of conversation, the day post-duty was better 

because a fellow could freely talk and see, and light a cigarette. Of course hiding and 

smoking slowly for fear of smoke tattle tale, all our joints hurted us, all our bodies was 

aching, yet we could not help it. All we watched was the plain field and the airplanes and  

mostly the sun to set. 

By and by, it was getting darker little by little. It couldn’t get dark too fast for us  

for the relief to come. At last, around 9 o’clock, a relief came, other three fellows from our 

company and took over our places. We sneaked back, same way as going over, by the way 

of a narrow railroad.  We went back about135 100 yards and joined the rest of the boys, but 

oh boy, it seems like home safe while the fact was that we was still in lines. We could now 

move more freely and safely, depending on the other fellows to protect us just as we were 

on guard for the past 24 hours.  Such duties were more in store for us. We had a taste of 

same experiences now and then and by and by we were used to it, not totally, but at least 

partially. Such posts were always few. The same evening and day, in some outpost, we 

stayed only in night, and before sun has risen, we left there as per orders and positions. 

Outpost was always an outpost with all its nerve braking danger, inconveniences, 

difficulties and importance, no matter where when or why. Concealment and patient 

waiting for critical moments of exceptional opportunities are special characteristics of 

machine136 gun service, which service is of great effectiveness.  

We remained here for at least 3 days, when a command was been given for an 

advance. Artillery was playing and distributing fire all morning upon the enemy. We were 

distributed into groups and located at certain distance and at a given time opened fire on 

the enemy. Strip after strip of bullets was emptied for couple of hours. The gun was hot,  

we had to stop for cooling it off, for few moments. While machine gun was temporarily 

out of action, we shot from rifles which were handy, around laying by scattered, or fired 

and emptied our pistols. We advance with the troops, gradually, until we reached a road, 

and by the side of the road in the ditch, we stopped and rested briefly. Artillery was now 

putting down a heavy barrage. What the enemy was doing, we don’t know. His artillery 

was also answering, but was of secondary nature to ours. Many dud shells fell into our 

territory which did not explode. We kept low, as our137 guns has drawn enemy artillery fire 

on ourselves, and we were forced to hug the ground. Until 6 o’clock or thereabouts, when 

again were ordered to move forward. We encounter some opposition, but soon had a 
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superior fire over the enemy. Some machine guns sniped at us from rear, but one of our 

own men from Inf. In the rear silenced them readily.  

These snipers were well concealed in trees, woods or some other concealed place 

and remained silent and quiet until some troops advanced, and then they used to open up 

from rear, trying to play sort of a trap on us, but the game never lasted long usually there 

were some wounded and killed. Our company had 4 wounded, but I learned that they were 

quickly spied and no mercy shown to them, they were shot to ribbons. 

It started to rain a heavy downpour for hours and no shelter no one knows the misery 

that was experienced than those who went through138. Rain gradually stopped after a heavy 

downpour and lightning, but the war kept on. One could hardly tell which was the artillery 

or a thunder. Water all over, ground wet, mud, and we were obliged to lay low in the shell 

holes and ditches flooded with water.  

Gas hung low due to the atmosphere of rain conditions and a person did not know 

if to carry a mask or not due to the darkness and miserableness of conditions due to 

tiredness, mud, water and wetness. A fellow felt liked being killed and spared all these 

hardships and inconveniences for once and all the time. Two were killed that evening from 

our company and score were wounded and gassed, in it Lt. Strickler and Sgt. Sliplens139.   

Following day, we advanced with the artillery going great guns. It was a swell 

music to hear our boys showering a shower of steel on the enemy as it gave us a great 

protection to140 advance, under fire protection and in due time, we were in our new position 

and opened a machine gun barrage of a distributing nature. What damages we have inflicted 

on the enemy was not known at that time, but later we saw scores of men shot from bullets, 

either rifle or machine gun bullets. It was here a funny and pitiful sight was seen when an 

American boy, gassed hardly able to walk was taking back a German soldier with his jaw 

shot off. They were both all in.  

The companies were well skinned down to a skeleton strength by losing men in 

killed, gassed, and wounded. We had about 70 men to a company. Therefore, all healthy 

and capable had to remain in action and let the gassed, sick and wounded take care of 

prisoners.  

We made position on a bank of the Vesle River over Fismes and Fissinette where 

great battles were staged141. Hundreds of killed, wounded and gassed were the toll of our 

engagements. The cryings of wounded and moanings of the dying ones was a nerve braking 

experience, yet we could not help them in no way.  

Opened machine gun barrage on the enemy and fired continually as was possible, 

by and by entering Fismes under a heavy enemy shelling. It was a miracle to enter the town, 

but orders were orders. Great chaos was the peak of the advance. Airplanes roaring and 

bombs showering. Gas attack, one after another, yet streams of troops entered the town 
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which was occupied by the enemy at one end and by us at the other end. My .45 was in 

action at everything that moved ahead of me, if I scored a hit or two, I don’t know. 

The walls were falling down when a shell hit it and a person had to watch not to be 

killed by a falling142 stones or slate. We managed to get into some houses, scattered few 

men here, there and everywhere. We tried to get our guns in action, but the guns were 

buried in the streets under the debris, when we had to seek shelter and protection from 

shells, bullets and falling walls. We did not last long as shortly after we had to withdraw 

from the great pressure of the enemy, and one by one, we had to sneak out as was possible 

to the nearest hole or ditch. Artillery (ours) was now shelling the town and the town was 

now leveled by our own fire. The next day, we entered the city and recovered our guns 

from under the masses of debris and stones and remained in the city concealed in buildings, 

towers and behind walls which offered sort of a concealment after the artillery damage on 

them. The dead (Americans) ones were laying in the streets all over, from the day before 

engagements. It was a143 heart breaking to see so many Americans and one or two Germans 

here or there. The enemy managed to pull out all their men or hide them or drown them in 

the River Vesle so as not to show how big damage they had sustained.  

On the Vesle River the enemy used his famous shock division which by coincidence 

was also 28th Division against our 28th Division.144 

Another bloody engagement was encountered the very next day over the River 

Vesle. On the River Vesle, some of the infantry managed to get into Fisenette and were 

literally wiped out of existence, their escape was cut off by the bridge which was shelled 

by the enemy and sunk over the river. We manage to be on the other side of the river also, 

but outside the city of Fisenette. We put up a barrage, but were silenced by the artillery fire 

and some of our guns were lost in the river. Some of us were separated by another chaos 

of the drive, but later in the day, we were together again, heavy losses of wounded and 

gassed, no one was killed from our company. Our barrage was too weak to save the men145, 

but other companies left and right of us, lost men, killed. In the evening, we crossed back 

in the water, walking on the broken bridge and partially in water. Some swam back. The 

River Vesle, at one point was about 300 feet wide and hollow. 

We held positions here for some time while the artillery was doing the damage 

across the river, shelling Fisenette to a pulp. Again after a heavy barrage, we entered the 

city of Fisenette, but this time, not in a chaos but in a war formation. Again, score of 

soldiers killed on the streets here, there and everywhere and no Germans again. It was a 

heart breaking sight for us, all going through the town, over all the debris, laying on the 

streets hardly able to walk without falling or stumbling we made position on the outskirts 

of the city, and encountered new hostilities, putting a barrage over now and then146.  While 

the patrols were going over, we kept a safe watch over them. It was here where one 
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company of infantry met heavy casualties in the woods by a direct hit. About 30 American 

soldiers were gassed and killed. Some of them managed to get the mask on, or some 

partially, but following the gas, a shell blew up the outfit. The case was of too many soldiers 

in one place. This was about 100 feet from our position, to the right. 

The above incident taught us a lesson more than ever to keep apart as much as 

possible and in case of anything, there would be small casualties of 1-2 or 3 only. It was 

here where one soldier, I remember it like today, who came over to us all excited, nervous 

and scared, hollering, “Look out! The Boche* is coming over!” That was his warning, 

“Boche is coming over!” and he ran back like a147 maniac and crazy one. I doubt if he was 

an enemy or a spy, of which we heard so much about. I believe he was more insane and 

crazy, due to the few days of bloody experiences and engagements in Fismes-Fisenette 

operations. These places were enough to drive anyone crazy and insane.  

 Sgt. Smith gave us orders to be on the alert and firmly hold on the guns. 

Well I said my prayers now as sincerely as I ever did. These prayers were quite often and 

sincere since I got into it.  

We waited and waited. Artillery was still going on both sides. Now and then the 

machine guns opened up from the enemy side and it kind of looked that the Boche is really 

coming over, but we waited and waited and he did not come. False alarm.  

But instead, we went forward through a swamp about 100 feet under148 open sky, 

with woods on one side and little rain or woods ahead, and in order to get to the other side 

of woods, into new location, we had to cross the swamps which were heavily shelled like 

a checker board, but one by one had to run like a deer or walk swiftly through it while the 

shells were falling left and right of us. Few of the boys were wounded in here while going 

through. It was here where I foolishly discarded my pack, it was too heavy for me and then 

for some days I was without a blanket or mess pan, until I picked one up on the field couple 

days later.  

We did not remain long in our new position, as we were relieved by the French 

troops in the night.  

On our way back, we passed Epernay, Rheins Jauley, St. Gilles, etc. (Fismes and 

Fisenette) where before was a battle and enemies strongholds now, in our149 possession. 

Gas reports read and some G.H. orders as usual. 

I forgot to state that French troops were with us in this sector from Marne to Vesle 

River, mingling with us in all the drives, afore stated.  

On our hike back, we had a chance to pass Quentin Roosevelt’s grave*150 near a 

road upon which we marched back.  

The rumors now were thick that we will get a good rest and this relief will be for a 

long time and that an account of good work, we will get a chance to go to Paris, or some 

other place far away from front. We were now out of range from being shelled and it felt 
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like being in heaven now. The nights were free from duty and days free from gassing and 

shellings were like home sweet home.  

I thought that now, I’ll get a letter from home, but I did not. Ever since I left the 

states, I didn’t151 have a letter from home it made me feel blue. I wrote as often as was 

possible, no matter where it was. If I had the paper and a little time, even if shells and 

bullets whizzed by, I wrote home and gave it to Lt. to send it back after his O.Kaying.  

We hiked for days, our rolling kitchen was with us, on the hikes, and warm meals 

were plenty now. Towards an evening we usually stopped in some woods and rested until 

the next day. Pitched up tents, and pitched tents now with George Pappas and we came 

thick friends now, wherever we went. We both done some duty together in the Vesle sector, 

but were soon split into different squads and platoons in the great chaos that took place on 

few occasions on the Vesle front. 

We hiked until we reached the town of Chermins. While we here152, a large town 

far away from front, the people treated us as royally as possible, a wedding was there in 

the town and plenty of wine and beer all over and cheap. 

 

The Verdun Sector 

 

But one night, after an easy life for a couple of days, we were suddenly ordered to 

move. Somewhere, no one seemed to know where. We was sorry to leave the city where 

we had a good time and plenty of freedom. We hiked all night and towards morning, we 

came to one town. It rained all night while we hiked. We were soaked and wet. In this town, 

a bunch of trucks was waiting for us, driven by Chinese or Japanese. We piled into the 

trucks and went forth. Now and then we stopped in some town to get a cup of coffee or 

cocoa from the Y.M.C.A. or Red Cross and go on ahead in the trucks. After some ride153 

for 2 days, we came into the Verdun sector and we left our trucks and commenced to hike 

as usual for kilometers, 20-30 a day until we reached woods and barracks in Argonne Forest.  

French men were here. They were leaving the front and barracks and telling us this 

is a quiet sector, nothing doing, one shell a month or so. This sounded very good and 

impossible to believe as we was used to heavy shelling and open warfare and here was a 

safe trench warfare. One airplane a day way up high and we did not have to seek shelter as 

we was in the thick woods, barracks were here to room a company safely concealed by the 

large trees and an airplane could not see it nor spy us.  

A front line a trench was154 about 100 yards away but it was about 6 to 7 feet high 

and a fellow could rest in it easy, better than in shell hole over in Vesle sector about 2 ft. 

sq.  
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Three of us were sent to the trench at night and kept guard, changed every 2 hours. 

This was an easy duty compared with the duty at the other fronts in the front line or in the 

outposts where a death stared in the eyes of a man every second and bullets whizzed by 

now and then.  

Our company was stationed in the woods which extend for acres around. In these 

woods, barracks were built by the French who held this front for 4 years or ever since the 

last German drive on a Verdun. Here was no fighting either way. No offensive nor 

defensive warfare due to heavy thick woods, humanly impossible to make an advance 

either way. This front was silent all it is was155 was a guard duty on the line and a very little 

shooting of what, so-ever when troops needed a rest or relieve from actual warfare, they 

were rushed to this front, by the both sides, which served as a resting place and little guard 

only. 

No side tried nor attempted to make it a real war front French men washed their 

clothes and did all kinds of work with great freedom right in the open, same it was with the 

enemy.  In other words it was a very quiet sector, when we took hold and relieved the 

French troops. 

Our officers put us in to a stiff drilling, as they claim that inactivity will make us 

stale and melancholic.  Our soldiers were taken seriously ill, the infirmary in the woods 

was packed all day log with sick soldiers (in about the same time the Spanish influenza 

epidemic took heavy took all over the world)  we did not know156 what was the cause and 

reason of soldiers being taken suddenly ill but about 25 to 30 men from our company were 

sent to Rear hospital in ambulances, all those whose fever registered 100 or up were sent. 

It was here that Thomas Regan of Lockport was also one of the sick lot, but because 

there was no more room in ambulances, and secondly, the company was very small due to 

loss of many men killed – wounded gassed and sick, is the company hardly had 1/3 of its 

regular strength of men. Thomas Regan was forced as sick as he was to take part in the 

Great Argonne Offensive Battle. (Tom was sick he was like a dead one instead of a live 

one so weak he stumbled over the wires that were laid by a thousand feet around, and weak 

from loss of sleep, no meals, and hard hiking through woods and hill climbing while in this 

drive157, for days he lost speech after couple of days and when he said anything a fellow 

hardly could hear him, he was all in yet the pluck was with him and he kept on, at the little 

strength that was left in him, that was a spirit I’ll never forget while under difficult and 

trying conditions of war.  I have admired his courage, and at one time, while overburden 

with the war duties myself, but being more fortunate than he was as I wasn’t sick, of course 

I was hungry and tired, I have tried to help him all within my humble power and I did gave 

him a lift on old N.G.158 as he expresses himself. 

Tom remained in the drive until we managed to get a good hold in the woods and 

established our position which took us after 5 or 6 days of had battling through the woods 

with the enemy, and a relief of fresh soldiers joined our company to fill the ranks of those 
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missing, killed and wounded.  When the new men arrived, Tom159 was sent back, and not 

before.) 

While in the woods, we first found out that a great Big Drive is contemplated over 

here, and that Pershing will sacrifice thousands of men in getting its objective and take the 

Argonne Forest under his possession, these rumors were stronger and more substantial 

when we saw hundreds of big large guns placed in various places in the woods even long 

range Navy guns were brought here and placed.  Guns were stationed everywhere and 

trucks brought loads of iron ration shells and stacked up piles of ‘em.  Our own men wore 

French uniforms so that the enemy won’t expect that Americans intend to make a great 

push here.  I seen Major Foos with a French uniform while studying the grounds and 

conditions in and around here. 

Officers held conference after 160  conference some secret meetings between 

themselves, of which nature we did know nothing.  All we did was drill hard for days, 

while the great preparation was underway both by the artillery and our own commanders.   

In these woods Regiments of 111 and 112 were with us, and one chaplain of 112 

had a mass in these woods, which I have attended, it was a different mass and different 

altar and church.  The mass was more of a dignified ceremony as it carried a great 

importance, secondly, couple of old boxes served as basis for an altar, the church the open 

air with great big trees around as pilasters in a church there not far away men drilling or 

cleaning guns and rifles, and next place artillery placing it’s guns in position and all the 

while a quiet but dignified mass goes on, men by a score kneeling down on the bare ground, 

no worry about dirt or a crease on a pants.  Airplanes now and then161 scouting way up high 

above.  The candle sticks were of small size and little candles like on Christmas trees adorn 

them, little chalice and a small brerier162 on a side of an altar little pictures served for the 

purpose of the altar’s prayers that are at the sides and in the middle and a small cross, all 

so small without any church pomp and ornaments, without any altar boys, priest acting as 

his own servant.  Simple, yet such kind of masses put a religion in a man’s heart as all other 

masses together in peace time church. 

We humbly heard the mass, I remember seeing Tom Regan, Leon Hemmer, Martin 

Smith, and Sgt. Smith from our company among the few that heard the mass. 

While in the barracks, we could burn a candle here or there as the barracks were 

very long, and a little candle light on the inside163 of the barrack was all right, as this front 

was quiet and the enemy knew that French men are here only.  Big rats commenced to 

squeak and holler like crying kids some of the rats were as large as a cat, but they were 

tame but we wasn’t used to any rats.  I remember sleeping on a berth with my hands over 

my head and while sleeping in that position I could feel tiny feet like if there were hundread 

of ‘em ran over my palm and hands the feeling that I felt made a cold chill run all over me 

from head to feet.  I searched for intruding rat, but no trace of him.  Some of the boys who 
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were on guard were hunting rats with a bayonet all night long all over the barracks, killing 

some and some of them squeakingly ran in to their hiding places. 

One day in the afternoon we received orders that we will be in164  action in the 

morning Sept 25.  We received instructions and all kinds of informations of what kind of 

troops we will oppose etc, we have cleaned our guns, fixed our pistols, masks, receive a 3 

day ration, all ready to go, officers held another conference between themselves, and all 

was set for the word “Go..” the next day was the 25 early in the morning everybody up, 

packs on our back, and outside, waiting for the go but to our surprise and all orders, it was 

5, then 6 – 7 – 8 - 9 o’clock. No artillery barrage, all quiet and silent and we sit still around 

don’t know what to make out of it. At last, officers had another conference and our 

company commander comes to us. Sure, now we expect to move, but to our surprise, 

Lieutenant Strickler informs us that the plan and date are changed until this evening  

midnight. We did not say anything, we couldn’t165 say anything anyway but go to our 

barracks and wait. We sure thought, at least I did myself, (why the American Army is crazy 

to start a drive in a night when it is dark and a fellow can’t see anything. We were not used 

to night offensive battle and no one ever heard of night drives and here Lt. Strickler states 

to us that the Argonne battle, one of the greatest drives in a world’s history will start or 

commence in the night. It sure sounded as suicide to ourselfs. Well orders are orders. We 

did not like it, yet we had to obey.) 

 

The Great Argonne Forest Offensive  

 

All day we again spend on preparation, arranging guns, ammunition, pistols in 

shape, our rations handy and all ready as the day before. Moved guns (artillery move 

forward that they were almost in front line, with hundreds lined on the roads to move 

forward as the barrage will continue. Officers move166 up and forth, generals colonels, 

majors, etc., here, there and everywhere looks like a great picnic or a public market. 

Soldiers and cars all over near the front and some more coming and coming.  

9 o’clock our packs were on, at 10 o’clock we start to move and on a road, we pass 

some troops to the right and some pass us going to the left flank. All companies and 

regiments were making and going into their designated position from where a hop off 

supposed to be made. We reached our place and waited for further developments.  

At 11 o’clock an artillery opened fire from the rear. First, the long range guns 

started to boom-a-rang, one after another. Little by little, more guns opened up and by 12 

o’clock midnight, the front line guns opened up. All the guns on our167 left and right were 

spitting fire, every second some guns were going off and this barrage was continually going 

on and as it went, it increased. The fire showed us that there actually was more guns then 
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we saw them in a day time, concealed in woods, gullies, ravines. By the roads, the earth 

shook though as an earthquake. On the left of us and on the right, in front of us and back 

of us, nothing but guns spitting fire.  

I have seen artillery barrages, but this one was 1,000 times greater than the fiercest 

ones over in Vesle sector. It was just thundering and crashing every second, every minute, 

every hour, continually, instead of letting up, the barrage increased as the new guns on the 

road came up and joined the World’s greatest assemblage of artillery guns and long range 

Naval Coast guns in the Argonne Forest Drive.  

Thousand tons of steel in shells168 were thrown into enemy territory. The enemy 

must to have been surprised or never expected because not a single gun opened up on us. 

The sky was red. It seemed as if the woods are on fire, but those were just the flashes from 

the guns and there were so many guns close by and near one another that it made the flashes 

look like there must’ve been thousand of such flashes blended into one as every second, 

some guns kept on going off and when a fellow looked back, he just seen a red woods. The 

night was just pitch dark, therefore the flashes had a striking background and reflected 

more vividly. Same appearance and scenery was on the left of us and right of us as on our 

sides were the 77 division and on the right the 35th division.  

The army commenced to move while the great cannonading was169 going on which 

shook a man from toes up and no matter how firm one tried to stand, he was shooked. The 

flashes and the heat carried by the wind by the nearby guns made us warm at times. It just 

blew over us sort of a warm air, followed by a cool night’s air. We moved forward into a 

deep woods. It must to have been around 3 or 4 o’clock when we were told to hold and rest. 

The walking through the woods was awful and hard. Some of us slept awhile now and then 

or stole a wink or two while the guns played a havoc with forest ahead of us.  

(These woods were supposed to be impenetrable in military sense of view.) We 

rested until sunrise. When the sun rose, it was like the field a large red ball. The smoke 

from the discharging guns made the view more dramatic. Ahead of us smoke, and some 

more smoke and great fields of woods, forests and hills170. We kept on going over hills 

steep ones and then small ones, over holes and bushes in the woods, barb wires on the 

ground covered or under the forest leaves made us step high or stumble over, raincoat was 

torn, my leggings torn scratched from the barb wire and yet we kept on going. Others were 

in same position as I was. We changed guns, ammunition and tripods as we kept on going. 

Some of us fell down when feet tangled up in the mass of wires. One helped the other guy 

out or up.  

Some places there were iron rods droved in a ground on the ends sharpened up and 

covered with leaves that in case if a fellow stumbles over, he would fall on one of them 

and be pierced through. Luckily none of us fell on one of them.  

While going forward, deeper and deeper into woods, we commenced to observe 

and notice the damage the artillery171 (ours) was doing the ground looked as if being just  
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plowed, trees broken as if struck by lightning. Here and there still some smoke and fire 

some straw or wooden shacks and barracks, and in and around them fresh dead enemy 

soldiers, still bleeding. Some of them were ready making packs to flee away but the shells 

struck them. In one place, some meal was on table and a little stove still going on. That 

indicated that the enemy was taken by surprise. In the woods, there were miles and miles 

of a narrow gauge railroad upon which the enemy brought to the very front its deadly 

minenwerfers and supplies.  On the side of a hills, there were wooden barracks, chairs made 

from branches, sidewalks narrow, laid down with an inch or two inch branches here and 

there. There were round tables and overhead shadings artistically made from twigs and 

branches172. In the hills there were dugouts which looked like catacombs of centuries ago 

in which a small rooms and halls were located and chairs, tables or cots all over, on the 

outside, there were dead men with packs laying scattered. Tobacco, cigarettes, and black 

bread all topsy turvy left by the fleeing enemy, those who weren’t quick were laying on 

the ground.  

Sgt. Smith told us before the drive that by noon the next day, we will be in enemy 

trenches. He was wrong because it was about 11 o’clock when we reached the trench. The 

trenches were something new to us as we were used to open warfare. The trenches bore 

signs all in German language. One of them bore Kuenihuld Stelling173 which meant the 

name of the trench.   This trench was about 10 feet high and broad enough to drive174 in it 

with horses or mules. Scaffolds were built on the side of same when men were on guard 

with ladders to climb on.  The trench was for miles long.  

The Argonne forest looked as a permanent place for the enemy. It looked like a 

regular resting place and a park with benches, chairs, tables, shacks round and square under 

great big shady trees, built and made from all sizes of twigs, branches and limbs from the 

forest trees.  

All over the woods, around some side of a hill or at the foot of some hill, one could 

find all these sort of novel things, like little parks and groves.  

But the artillery fire set fire to many of them. We enter all nooks and holes of the 

underground in search for the enemy, or beer and cigs. We also search the barracks on our 

way if there were any of them left. Here and there a little grave or little cemetery with 5 or 

10 graves175 beautifully decorated by the enemy in memory of their comrades adorn the 

woods. An officer had always a separate grave. These soldiers must to have died in their 

first attempt to occupy Verdun, in which attempt enemy failed and sustained heavy losses 

and never attempted to try again.  

While we halted for brief moment to take a bite and rest a little, the artillery kept 

on going as ever same as it started without letting up, as the troops advance, the rear guns 

moved forward and they kept on moving from one place to another, we were told. The 

forest was just dense with smoke from the exploding shells which of course contained 

quantity of T.N.T. The smoke and the smell from the powder is just as bad as the gas itself, 
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not as dangerous, but very unpleasant to smell and inhale for days straight176. This sector 

was no more a quiet one. It was now the most active front, all along the battle line in Europe.  

Our company, together with the 112 infantry have wiped the woods here there we 

were forced to stop for we commence to encounter concealed machine gun snipes from 

various points of woods, hills and gullies. At times we circled around a hill for a day before 

clearing it from all possible dangers of enemy snipers. The artillery now after a couple of 

days of drive woke up on the enemy side and we sure commence to receive our share of 

steel and quantity of gas. More gas than ever. 

A yard in Argonne was worth a mile in St. Mihiel on the Vesle sector, due to the 

great entanglements of barb wire, some of them grown in to  the words for the last 4 or 5 

years,  some of them on the ground covered up with falling leaves. Gullies, hills steep as177 

a barn roof, which we had to climb up on a the side of them, for hours, some of us slipped 

down, we went for a few yards and we had to come up and catch up, which was some task. 

As slowly as we advance, yet we had great hardships making the way over zig-zagging 

woods, brushes and swamps.  

At some side of hill, we laid down a barrage for the infantry. Some barrage; it lasted 

for a couple of hours until we ran out of ammunition. We caught many prisoners, hidden 

in large dugouts or some trenches. They did not offer any fight and were sent back of our 

lines. Now and then, one or two lost prisoners was taken whose return was checked by our 

own artillery barrage and they were trapped and had to give up or be killed.  

The snipers who were concealed178 in machine gun nests usually were wiped out  

to the man, as they never wished to give up, but they sniped at us continually. Artillery or 

trench mortars got them dead mostly.  

This mopping up of woods took place for few days, dead enemy soldiers and our 

boys could be counted into hundreds, horses and mules as well. We laid down a neat 

barrage over Le Tondin179 town (and after a hard battle the town was captured, but not 

before until heavy losses were sustained by us.)  

We took position over on a hill overlooking the Le Tondin, and while in the position, 

Sgt. Smith was going to ascertain the enemy’s location when a shell burst near us and 

seriously wounding Sgt. Smith. He was a regular fellow and a good Sgt. Just before he was 

wounded, about ½ hour, George Pappas asked him for some180 Bull Durham for me and 

himself as we ran out of smokes and he gave us and we roll ours and the rest gave him 

back, and about ½ hour later, he was hit.  

We all felt sorry for. Smith. We managed to get him while he was saying “they got 

me” and laid him in blanket and six of us volunteered to take him back to the first aid 

station in the rear which was about ½ mile. We had to walk through some open fields, but 

we did it for Smith. I was the one who carried him, and George Pappas also, we did it for 

the smokes which he gave us a while ago, and which he didn’t have very much neither as 
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the sack of Bull Durham was almost empty. We took him over safely and left him there. 

Sgt. Smith never came back to us, he died181.  

That happened in the afternoon of the same day, while the boys held the position. 

We asked to permission to go out and scout for water all over the woods, not fearing of 

getting lost. Me and George left with as many canteens as we could carry to get water for 

ourselves and our boys. We walked for miles all over the woods searching for water and 

now and then, shells came over but we still hunted for water. We saw an American soldier 

sitting by a big tree, resting. We decided to ask him where a fellow could get some water. 

We came close to him and started to talk to him but he did not answer. We looked at him 

again and we found out he was dead sitting with rifle between his legs, holding tight. We 

was greatly disappointed. At last, where it was I do not know, but we spotted a town and 

we went into it182. There was a well. We refreshed ourselves, filled our canteens and started 

for our company. After some hike, we came to our places from which we left, but to our 

surprise, our packs were ransacked and company moved. It was lucky the company did not 

move far, just a little ways up. We soon joined the bunch. We picked up different packs 

laying on the field left by the wounded or killed.  

We got a rush call to help out the infantry which got itself into a trap or some 

difficult position. It started to rain and then it commenced to pour in torrents that evening. 

Everyone knows what it means to walk with a machine gun in rain and mud up to the knees 

almost. A runner came over to take us to the infantry. This runner took us over hills and 

woods. It was here where I gave183 Tom Regan a lift. We didn’t have nothing to eat for 4 

days and no sleep all the time moving and cleaning up the forest was a tiring task.  

While we walk over the woods on one of the narrow roads in the woods, we had to 

pass 6 Germans all freshly killed. We had to step over them. The water and blood just made 

the ground look reddish mud. One of the lot was still moaning. He had a leg shot off and 

laying face down in the mud. On a side, there was 4 American soldiers, all dead. One of 

them had a rifle upside down in his hands which indicated he used the butt of a rifle, as one 

of the Germans has his brains knocked out of his head which was laying besides him with 

eyes wide open yet as if still living. The fighting between the ten of them must have been 

bloody and184 fierce, but the shells finished them up. A direct hit got them all. We kept on 

going until a dark night stopped us. The rain and darkness made further advance impossible. 

Lt. Strickler decided to wait until morning to go forward to help the infantry.  The runner 

supposed to know where they are located. 

Next day it was Sunday. We resumed the hike as early as was possible. We left the 

woods and had to cross an open field for about 100 yards where then again were some 

woods. The plain field was in our way and we had to go across as runner took us over.   

I kind of surmised something is wrong, because it wasn’t no more than 10 feet an 

American soldier was laying and banging on his canteen, sign for help. He was the first 
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one to say, look out there are masked185 machine guns ahead and will snipe you all out. Lt. 

Strickler was puzzled, so were we and the runner also, as he was sure that the infantry was 

there where he left them. And no more, we walked another 10 to 20 feet. A couple of 

Americans who laid still gave valuable information to Lt. Strickler about what is wrong 

here, yet the Lt. was not sure if it was true or not. The infantry withdraw from the place 

without letting us know. So about 50 feet away was the edge of woods and a little slopey 

ground which offered as a nice shelter and some protection. We made the small slope in a 

hurry and stopped laid down, and waited. The machine gunners opened up, but stopped. 

So Lt. Strickler said the runner again, are you sure that the infantry is there? He said yes, 

so Lt. Strickler made him go and find out alone and told him to come back and report. Poor 

he did not went more than186 20 feet when a machine gun shot him to ribbons. We heard 

plainly the outcry and then no more. He was killed on a spot. The same thing would happen 

to us if we all would keep on going. The enemy’s machine gunners were just waiting for 

us.  

Our artillery dropped shells near us and by us. We were almost killed by our own 

men. We could not go forward on account of the machine guns and bullets. We could not 

go back as our artillery was checking us off, of course unknowingly that we are there at the 

very edge of our own barrage.  

We waited for an opportunity when artillery will stop shelling us. Somebody 

signaled to the artillery, and the artillery increased its range and shelled the enemy. While 

the shelling continued, we were order by Lt. Strickler to beat back187 on a run as fast as 

possible to the other side of the open field where trees were before the machine gunners 

get us in the opened. Lt. Strickler did not have to say twice, for us to beat back with guns 

and packs, we did it. There were about 50 of us and the race for life started. It was the 

quickest run I ever made, I am sure. Not a bullet whizzed by. The gunners on a gun must 

have been rolling a cigarette or was napping on a job. We ran too fast for him to catch us 

up. Anyway, no one was wounded or killed except the runner Lt. Strassmer188. We could 

not save him, no way.  

We came back to the woods on this side and were told that the infantry had a hard 

time and withdrew back, they withdrew and we almost walked into the trap. (It was here 

and after this incident that I met Joe Wasienicz, about 1 hour later that eve we got our first 

regular meal)189. We continued to clean up the woods from all enemy snipers and hidden 

enemy, until we reached Le Chene Toudin190. We swept a harassing fire from all guns but 

were unsuccessful to gain the town. For six days, we tried all kinds of ways to go through, 

but were always stopped with heavy casualties. At evening, first the town was taken when 

more troops were placed to push through.  
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By this time, we all looked as rag men, unshaved, dirty, torn clothes, unfed, tired 

and lousy. Private or an Officer, they looked alike.  

That evening, we received orders that the enemy will make a counter attack to 

regain lost ground. We went into preparation all night long and had our guns concealed to 

the best of our ability. The position we held was on the side of a large hill from where we 

could see plain ground for acres long and it looked191 very good for us to wipe out the 

enemy if he’ll only come in the open space. Way over on the right, one could see the town 

Apremont. All was set for the counter attack but the counter attack did not come. Why the 

enemy postponed the attack, no one knows. So the same day (our officers kind of surmised 

that the enemy uses some strategy and no doubt will make a counter attack and this 

postponement was a mere bluff to catch the troop unprepared. Officers once received the 

tip and hung onto it. It later proved that their preparation and expectation was justified) We 

were moved away from the hill and down the hill we went, over the field when it darkened 

and went a long way up to the front until a row of bushes and a kind of hollow, dry gully, 

about 2 and 3 feet deep was running in the middle of the great field on the side was a large 

hill. This little gully perhaps served once upon a time as a brook, and as usual, around such 

gullies and brooks a192 heavy brush of wild trees and bushes grew. This gully or brook ran 

across the space of the open field, it kind of cut the field in half.  

Sgt. Daniel193 choosed a few fellows to go into that gully with guns and ammunition 

and wait for the enemy in the morning when he’ll come. We sure expected him now. I was 

sent, so was George and a few other of the boys. The rest was resting on a side of the big 

hill with instruction that in case of an attack, all of ‘em that remained should get up on a 

hill and there is a kind of a drive way which will serve as protection and await further 

instruction. The rest of us went into the gully, about 15 of us with Sgt. Gauss in charge. In 

the night, we placed our guns, piled ammunition and waited. Infantry joined us and we all 

laid in the gully. Way over on our right, 108 and 107 M.G. was stationed south directly 

from Apremont. 

We expected to meet the real Prussian Guard, a well drilled and disciplined group 

of soldiers and great fighters. Our expectation was found correct. (When prisoners were 

taken, it was proven that the enemy used his famous Prussian snares in counterattack.)194  

We received instruction that in case195 of an attack none of us should dare to open 

fire until the enemy will be 20 yards or so in front of us for fear of shooting sooner, we 

would not get many of ‘em and in the meantime expose our position by fire.  

So all along this small gully and brook, M.G.’s were placed and infantry between 

with fixed bayonets and rifles ready to go off. 
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The next morning before the sun rose, an enemy artillery opened up with all its 

deadly power. I never heard an enemy artillery as when this C.A.196 was launched. The 

enemy used his minenwerfer, whiz bang and shells of all sorts and plenty of gas too. They 

sure did mean a real business and they sure went after in a real way with artillery going 

great and guns, for some time our artillery was silenced. It seemed as if our batteries were 

wiped out.  

While the daylight was growing stronger little by little, the artillery (enemies) was 

going on just as it started. Shells dropping near197 and far. We looked back and we could 

see the hill being shelled. That was the hill we was on morning before and we just hated to 

think what would happen to us if we would remain there.  

The enemy was confident that we was there on top of the hill but we moved out of 

there before evening and by morning, we were right under the enemies’ nose in a place 

they did not expect us to meet us so close by in this brook or gully. The hill at the right was 

also shelled heavily and boys moved as per instruction the evening before and moved guns 

there on a hill.  

And while the artillery was shelling and putting down a neat, deadly barrage, enemy 

soldiers crawled out of their concealed places and commenced to walk towards us evidently 

trying to make the gully where we was in, and in which they never dreamed or expected us 

there. They came forward in groups, talking and smiling between198 themselves with a rifle 

or M.G. slung over their shoulders and potato mashers around their belt, all stocked up 

with ammunition.  

We all watched them eagerly and patiently. My heart was in my throat, heart 

beating as fast as ever, sweat all over, and waiting to open up, at a given signal. The enemy 

came over all over the field way up to the end of a line where 107 M.G. Bn. was. 108 and 

107 gave in a little, until their line was even with ours almost.  

The enemy was now very close by and there was no other way but open up.  Those 

seconds when we first spied them until we opened up were the longest in my life. Some 

guns on our right opened up and in a second our fingers pulled the triggers of our guns 

simultaneously and a grave tat-a-tat barrage was in progress. It was a sight I’ll never forget, 

men cut down as if with scythe falling down as trees in bunches and199 groups and seldom 

singly. In less than fifteen minutes, the field ahead of us was laid with dead enemy. One 

man was so severely wounded that he hollered to us to finish him up. None of us dared to 

finish him up. Sgt. Gauss was willing but Pvt. Wood pleaded not to, saying that he will 

volunteer to bring him alive. The man laid all day moaning. We felt like ending his pains 

by finishing him up, which was so pleadingly requested.  But that was a poor warfare and 

our boys never tried to kill or torture a wounded and non-combatant unless they offered 

resistance.  

As soon as it was dark enough to go ahead, Pvt. Wood with the aid of another fellow 

nearby brought the wounded one. What happened to him, I don’t know. All the rest of the 
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enemy were dead as stones except this one whom Wood brought in, who was laying about 

40 feet in front of our guns200. 

Up on a hill on the right there was a great chaos as there was the rest of our boys 

and infantry which could not crowd into the gully and brook where we was. The enemy, 

after his infantry was wiped out by our guns, sent an awful barrage in our direction. Shells 

were close and near but our artillery was also in action and silenced the enemy artillery. 

The enemy barrage commenced to weaken down, and towards noon and after, it stopped 

entirely with the exception of now and then some battery opened up for 5 or 10 minutes at 

intervals.  

The most puzzling thing that happened and which I cannot explain is this: the 

following day when the day was getting brighter, half of the enemy that was shot down by 

our guns the morning before was gone, right from under our eyes. Were they pulled out, or 

weren’t they hit at all and just waited all day long until darkness to beat back to their 

company or what? Anyway, the field was201 half empty. Where did they go and how did 

they disappear? No one knows. A couple of our guns went out of action and were replaced 

by another one. My gun was spitting fire good.  

The next day, I was yanked out of this position, so was Culehan who won C. 

Medal202 in Vesle Sector and 4 other boys and were placed on the top of a hill on the right 

with 112 infantry.  

We occupied the new position 2 at a time while the other 4 rested a little in a rear 

about 100 yds. We changed on this guard duty. Here was a dangerous post as the enemy 

sniped at us all the time. All of us spent 2 hours of guard out of every 6 hours.  

This post was a pivot post like something in this shape ,  This post was on 

top of a hill between big trees. These woods, the enemy still held in front, or part of ‘em. 

The post was an old corral for enemy horses. It was round with an203 overhead shelter, 

which served as a roof like covered with leaves and branches about 15 feet high. Before 

reaching the post, there was a road narrow, one about 3 feet which had to be crossed. The 

enemy M.G kept this road well covered up by fire and as anyone attempted to cross this 3 

feet, was shot at so when we came to it, we waited a little and gave a hop-skip and jump in 

the daytime. At night, it was alright as darkness covered up. One man from infantry was 

shot in the neck and killed on the spot right by me. He forgot himself. He paid dearly for 

it. We laid him down and covered him with a blanket and he laid with us for the rest of the 

day as this happened about 10 o’clock A.M. I dressed wounds on another one. 

While in this outpost, we put down a harassing fire. Together with the infantry for 

hours at intervals trying to catch some of ‘em if possible.  

Our artillery was throwing shells in these woods. We complained, the infantry204 

complained, but our complaints were in vain. The shells dropped here and there daily in 

front of us and behind us. The shelling was getting more dangerous to us than a protection. 
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So the infantry officers vigorously protested to the Artillery Commanders. They came over 

and investigated and they said that their range is all right and it is all due to the large trees. 

The shells, some of them hit the trees and explode on top of us. One of em exploded right 

over our post when Culehan205 and Stoddart were on guard, just before we went on, me 

and Joe Moore from New Orleans, Louisiana.  Me and George Pappas were now split. He 

was down below the hill and I was now in the new position on a top of the hill.  

In the night time, as dangerous as it was, (Me and Joe) we took a puff on a cig 

heavily covered with the blanket. 

Here in this outpost, officers sent 3 fellows from the infantry company to keep 

guard with us but them fellows always fell to sleep206 and left the guarding for us. In day 

time it was alright but night time they slept like logs. Now and then me and Joe woke ‘em 

up when we shot from a .45 at some moving object ahead of us, as there was no room for 

anyone up ahead of us.  

Sometimes we had to use .45 instead of M.G. as the M.G. usually drew fire on us 

in no time. We could not afford to take a chance when a shot or two was needed, only, we 

picked a rifle or the .45 to fire from, when in doubt or at something moving ahead.  

In this post, there was 1 Indian and 1 big burly Pole. They were both from Inf. They 

were two real desperados. They went out scouting for us and came back safe to the post. 

When these 2 fellows were on guard with us, we was satisfied every time. They were rough 

but real soldiers and kept a good guard with us sniping all night long and day, it was fun207.                      

One day the Indian spied something walking way up, far in front on the right in 

vicinity of Apremont. The Pole said, “Why the ignorance so and so…” The Indian asked 

for range, but no one seemed to know what range, but the Indian used the highest range on 

a rifle and aim at the moving object, black, which was sure some human being. It couldn’t 

be a dog or a cat and it was the only thing moving in front in broad daylight. After aiming 

good, he fired one shot. The object, in a few seconds, dropped or stopped moving and it 

didn’t move no more. That black spot stayed there as it stopped or dropped. Another fellow 

was wounded by us too shortly after this.  

Finally we broke through and advance from our positions towards hills 244 and 223. 

The hill 244 was some steep hill, plenty of snipers, but we circle the hill at the foot of it, 

went in action wherever told, and by the evening had the hill. We certainly rolled from the 

hill when208 slipped. It was here we caught a big burly enemy but he was scared and as 

white as this sheet. He offered no resistance so he was taken back as a prisoner. Others 

were killed. Our officers made the German soldiers carry their own wounded to the rear or 

our own boys on our stretchers after they were made prisoners.  

It was in this advance where we came to certain woods, and found plenty wooden 

shacks in which there was plenty of rabbits and all kinds of souvenirs. G. Pappas found an 

officer’s pistol in here and kept it. Later on, he sold it. Here we found German pill box of 
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[unrecognizable text].  Close towards the evening, we stopped by a road side for a brief 

rest. Me and George decided to go back and find some more souvenirs, but instead we went 

into the wrong direction in the woods and found a few [paper ripped] soldiers, we ransacked 

their packs.  [paper ripped] but someone else went through209  [paper ripped]  of us.  I took 

a pair of scissors [paper ripped] I still have and George Pappas took some thread and 

buttons which he badly needed. I also found a pair of shoes Germans which fitted me and 

put them on. I wore them for a long time.  

It was a common sight now to see dead Germans laying all over as well as American 

boys in all shapes, forms and manners.  

Our artillery after 72 continuous hours stayed up somehow. The first 3 days and 

nights, the artillery was going on thundering over and over. The first couple of days the 

enemy was practically at a standstill but later on he sent over his quantity daily, plenty of 

gas and hundreds of dud shells too.  

The airplanes kept on their warfare from the very first day and every day thereafter 

above our heads. The enemy came over just as he did over in Vesle sector. Verey lights at 

night were nothing unnormal, raids and patrol parties every210 night on both sides of the 

line and when on guard in an outpost. A man had to strain his eyes and ears at everything 

that moved or looked funny. A .45 or a rifle cracked out after it, unless we were told that a 

patrol or some raid was staged in front of our position. Then we held still until further 

notice that boys are back, caught, or killed. 

After the counter attack, we received fresh troops and replacements. The company 

was more of a platoon than a company and these new boys without any experience at all, 

fresh and new were thrown into the game of war without any preliminary introduction. The 

company lost heavy in sickness, wounded and 2 killed during the first 10 days of battle in 

the Argonne Forest.  

Our advance after we broke through, after the M.G nests were wiped out, carried 

us around a hill, 223 or something like it. This hill was near a town Chatel Chéhéry. It was 

as usual full of snipers and again mopping and combing the hill process started. We always 

knew M.G. snipers were present because some of the boys were hit by bullets or we 

heard211 bullets whiz by. M.G., Stokes trench mortars and artillery soon got after them 

wherever it was suspected a sniper was located, which place was usually soon spotted. We 

circled the hill from every angle like a spider around a fly and after placing guns in action, 

we opened fire. Sweeping or a barrage, was in this case necessary. We got a top hold, a 

superior hold, over the enemy M.G. snipers. As soon as in action and with the aid of 

artillery, we usually cleaned up the place.  

On the slope of the hill, we laid 4 guns and we laid a neat barrage in the direction 

of the town Chatel Chéhéry. The town was heavily shelled by our own artillery. The town 

was plowed by the shells. Once our boys entered the town it was there, the town was 

cleaned up and prisoners taken or done away when resistance was offered. Tanks helped 

us out a lot, ace of diamonds or an ace of spades were marked on them. They certainly did 
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a noble work, going right through wire or no wire, ditch or no ditch, slow but sure. The 

days now were swell212. Y.M.C.A. men thought about us always. He tried to bring cig or 

candy whenever he got ahold of some. We got some, not much, but nevertheless, it showed 

he meant it good and well. 

Our advance was now centered towards La Forge. Our guns were placed in a new 

position in a large stone quarry. It rained that night when we enter and made our new 

position. But by morning, we changed our position and located our guns in a ditch near the 

road, something unusual, as the roads were always heavily shelled, but orders were orders. 

Me and Joe gathered a lot of crates and boxes and behind it placed our guns. The purpose 

was this: if the enemy breaks through, we will have the road well covered.   

The next day, another division relieved us, the 82nd division.  

The enemy used a lot of gas in the Argonne Forest and some liquid fire. Our infantry 

also shot over some phosphate grenades which acted as a smoke screen, particularly when 

in the outpost on a hill in Argonne. A couple of our Lts. were wounded in the Argonne 

drive.  

The Argonne Forest whereabouts and how it happen I don’t know, all I know had 

a good whole were now safely passed. The forests extended for acres and acres213 of all 

kinds of trees and bushes like at certain places so thick that the twigs hit a fellow’s face, it 

hurted.  

It was in Argonne Forest whereabouts it happen, I don’t know, all I know I had a 

good whole blanket with a round small box of corn Willie inside of the blanket. The blanket 

was rolled up in a roll, and many times carried on my back as the moves and advances took 

place. One day, I take my blanket unfolded it to get the corn willie was very much 

welcomed but to my surprise, my blanket had about 10 holes. Just as the blanket was rolled, 

a piece of shrapnel about 1 inch long and about ½ inch wide, a sharp one, entered it right 

through and it lodged into a can of corn willie through the tin and halfway in the can into 

a meat. I am sure if it would not for the can, the piece of shrapnel would go right through 

and lodge in my back, injuring me. How, where and when, I cannot think of, as there were 

many214 barrages through which we went in Argonne with packs on. I remember once when 

a shell fell nearby and a piece of shrapnel hit my helmet and hit me in the forehead, and it 

rang like a bell. I could hear with my both ears. That was the closest shrapnel I remembered 

that was near me, out of hundreds that fell near and by until the other one in my pack. My 

friend Maurencelli of N.Y had also a close call. On one occasion in Argonne, a shell hit 

nearby and a piece of shrapnel hit his bullet magazine clip breaking the magazine, and 

bullets fell out and he was uninjured except a little frightened. This, I had seen with my 

own eyes. Otherwise he would get a severe wound on his right side but the magazine clip 

saved him.  

There were all kinds of narrow escapes and miracles that a man hardly knew of ‘em 

daily, happening about him or his comrades. 
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When the 82nd division took our place and positions, the division new in line had 

something new on us, each man had his helmet covered215 with a burlap. While we went 

to the rear, column after column, hundreds and thousands of fresh troops of the 82nd 

division went on to take over the 28th division’s place. 

We hiked back into some woods all day until evening where we rested for the first 

time since Sept. 25th (and this was Oct. 10th) and enjoyed a sound sleep, not worrying 

about guard duty in post or trench. We received a good, plentiful warm dinner and supper. 

I felt good, now we were due for a long good rest, that was the rumor, we never expected 

to see the front for at least 1 months vacation as we was on a jump ever since Vesle drive 

in Marne sector.  

Following days we hiked again, as usual, score of kilometers daily. Men were 

falling out from tiredness or weakness towards the end of a hike, they had to catch up with 

us later on.  

The hikes were now stretched into evening and late into night. The army just kept 

on moving, slowly going on where no216 one knew. We stopped at certain towns as we 

passed by, but it didn’t mean anything. In one town which we reached about 10 o’clock in 

the evening, we came to a halt. It started to rain heavily, we seeketh shelter as Major Foos 

permitted saying we’ll rest for a while, half of the Bn. went into church to sleep in the pews, 

some of them entered into the buildings nearby, here was colored Bn. S.O.S. service of 

supply stationed with a fire going in the fire grate going on, a fellow warmed up and 

partially dried his clothes. The colored boys allowed us to come in and make ourselves at 

home and sit close by and watch the fire. Gosh, it felt like a home for us. 

About 2 hours later we had to fall in line again, to move forward. It was dark and 

still raining. Some of the fellows sound asleep an artillery couldn’t even wake them up, all 

tired [paper ripped out] and wet. About half the church was [paper ripped out] sleeping, 

between them were also217 [paper ripped out] officers, who were just as all in [paper ripped 

out] [unknown word] private.  

We hiked the whole night [paper ripped out] with the troops that started and by 

morning were in one town. The other bunch that overslept came in some hours later. We 

called them stragglers.  Lt.s and Capts between ‘em, later joined us together. 

While on these hikes, one could see Major Foos running around like a wild guy 

with a map in his hand, and at every town there were posts marked where to go to what 

town next and etc. You could see a searched light on it and named read then a close study  

of the map the army moved, this way or that way. 
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St. Mihiel Sector 

 

In one town, we received additional fresh new soldiers in our company. This time 

mostly N.Y. Jews in a bunch of about 25, to fill our holes. Some of the fellows had maps218 

that were picked up in Varennes, Le Chen Toudon219, etc. and a close study of towns which 

we pass did not indicate we was going in for rest, but directly into St. Mihiel sector 

according to the map. It was hard to believe. Trucks took us over for the rest of the trip and 

we landed in one town, Vignot. In this town, in the morning I went to church which was 

nearby and an American priest asked us who can serve mass, there was about 10 of us. I 

decided to go. The priest said we don’t have to reply, but assist only. So Sgt. Gauss who 

was in charge of the platoon in the counter attack joined me and we both served as altar 

boys. He was about 6 ft. tall weighing about 170lbs. about 30 years at that time and me 

along side of him, I must to have looked as a dwarf.  

That day we drilled as hard as ever and when we came from drill field we had to 

cook our own meals as the wagons did not reach us as yet, piece of raw meat, handful of 

coffee, piece of bread and a little jam220, it was our meal breakfast, dinner, and supper. It 

was raining now too, no wood, no matches, had a couple of candles, cooked coffee by it, 

eat raw meat, that was about all a fellow could do.  

No letter from home, as yet, but received a first pay, 40 cents deducted for an article 

which I have returned in Camp Upton, but they did not credit me for it so the Army cheated 

me on 40 cents. It was no use complaining. I was glad I got some.  

Plenty of orders were read, one order in particular interested me, not from the 

beginning as I didn’t pay much attention as orders meant little to us, we heard so many of 

‘em that it was no news, it was either praise or compliments or some bawling out from G. 

Hqts., Div. Hqts., Bn Hqt.s or our own company commander, we listened to them because 

we had to.  

As the order or communication was read by Lt. Strickler, my name was mentioned. 

This suddenly drawed my attention as my221 mind was wandering somewhere else. But the 

call of Louis F. Pawelski made me wondering after it was read. I hardly knew what if it 

was about. If I should go on some duty or what, so I asked Sgt. Stephen who joined us now 

what that meant, why my name was called off in the communication. He got the 

communication and showed me as if self-explanatory, laughing and giggling to beat the 

band from me. 

But the communication read something like this, “for faithful service and loyalty in 

the Argonne Forest Offensive, the following men are promoted in ranks (promotion in the 

army goes by steps) Pvt. Louis F. Pawelski to Private First Class.” This promotion holds a 

great distinction and it was well earned. Otherwise, I was a single Pole in a strange 

company of National Guard men from Columbia, PA, a New Yorker in a Pennsylvania 
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Division, would not receive recognition, if not deserving. Out of the original 50 men who 

joined the Div. in Vesle sector, 4 of us won 222  promotion: George Pappas, Louis F. 

Pawelski, George Sherer and Snigoust. 

 

Pvt. 1 Cl. George Pappas a Greek 

Pvt. 1 Cl. Sherer an Irishmen  

Pvt. 1 Cl. Pawelski a Pole 

Pvt. 1 cl. Snigoust a Swede. 

 

(Co. B originally was composed of National Guard from Penna. with boys from 

Columbia, PA the Sgt. Corp. and Lts., were all there from they knew themselves from 

home, the bond that held them together was like a family tie. All others were strangers and 

had to win the graces of Sgts. Corp. and Lts. first by doing all duties as imposed on. All 

but the Columbia cliques before some recognition given or credit.) What a fellow from Col. 

PA. did, everyone knew about it, but what others did was always unseen, unheard and 

unknown, that is the only complaint I have.  But I am satisfied with the promotion as part 

of a recognition and a credit for faithful service and loyalty from Pvt. To Pvt. 1 Cl. The 

Promotion is223 self-explanatory that it sure was not for nothing but in recognition for 

something. All the D.S.C and Croix the Guerre can’t overshadow this kind of promotion 

in a hostile company towards a drafted man. I had plenty of arguments because I was of 

National Army while the old timers of National Guard, they held themselves more 

important and more valuable then all others. Pvt. Martin Smith knows about it when a 

heated argument was started in a barrack with one N.G. man from PA.  

After this formation and promotion was conferred on us from Pvt to Pvt. 1 class, 

we were ordered to move into a new sector, St. Mihiel, for active service again. Instead of 

rest, some more war stuff. We were fed up to our ears with war and were not very anxious 

for any more of it. Plenty is enough they say, so it was in this case.  

Midnight, we started to hike into lines224, it wasn’t glad news it was more like a 

funeral. Pvt. Teator was made a runner which he dreaded. He kind of knew this will finish 

him up. I tried to encourage him saying all runners don’t get killed, but he argued that 9 

out of 10 are. He was right, he was killed later on. It was a great shock to me as he was a 

good friend of mine and I sure did missed him. We now went to Thiaucourt Sector. 

  

The Thiaucourt Sector  
 

We walked silently all night long and day about 30 kilometers, passing Gironville, 

Woevre, and Essey and some other towns between. All the towns were badly damaged by 

shells, some of them almost wiped out, and only a mass of stones, left out of it. We reached 
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Essey from where the 109 M.G. Bn. Split.  Co. B. went through Thiaucaourt, large city, 

but in ruins now. Salvation Army lassies were frying doughnuts in the shattered buildings. 

We got a hold of some, they went good. From here I send my slip for a Xmas parcel home225. 

We lingered a whole day around Thiaucourt. A rumor started us going about Austria 

making peace and Germany tried peace with Allies but Wilson refused on their terms, and 

the war was to continue to the last. This knocked all hopes of an early peace, as we knew 

it meant more warfare and particularly around this sector where Metz laid ahead of us. We 

all knew Metz was a strong fort.  

There wasn’t a fellow who wasn’t sore at Wilson and the Congress at home for 

rejecting the peace offered by Germans.  

In the evening, we started for the front single file as usual when going 

in or out of line, 5 to 6 feet apart and by the side of a road, so airplanes could 

not spy us, and no smoking.   and there was no smoking. It was only 5 days 

ago that we left lines here. We go again, at it, all of us knew what it means except the new 

replacements didn’t have a taste of war as yet.  They were anxious and willing to get a taste 

of war (some of em at least).226  

While going in a single column, a shell hit the road in the rear of our single file and 

there was 4 men wounded before we even entered the lines. 1 fellow was just a new member 

of our company and had never seen a German yet nor any war and on the very first night 

got hit and went to hospital. Lucky fellow we called him.  

Our company went in the direction of Xammes and the rest of the Bn. to Pannes on 

a right of us. We reached Xammes, airplanes soaring over our heads as usual. Now and 

then a Verey light went up, we knew we was in front and close by our enemy again.  

The orders were for us to protect and guard the town of Xammes from 3 different 

positions: left, right and center. Our platoon got assignment for the center position. As  

soon as we hit Xammes, we left for the location of our new position. Me and Wilson (I 

now was hitched with a fellow named W. Wilson, we called him Woodrow227 for short, he 

hailed from PA.) went out to search for a good place to guard from. We found a trench 

which was very suitable for a good M.G. position. We got there very safely and placed our 

guns in position and two men went on guard, 2 hours on and 4 off. Me and Wilson again 

went out now to find a place where we can rest. We searched all holes, but none was a 

good one for us, until I spied a stairs going into ground. The eve was lovely, moon was 

now shining brightly and we could see good. I called to Wilson and we both with .45 out 

of our holsters come closer and closer. We decided to get down step by step as we did not 

know what it was, whose there or where it leads. The rest of the bunch, about 10 of ‘em 

waited in this new trench. In night time, the trench was a good place to guard from but in 

the day time in full view of the airplanes, that is why we looked for a place228 where in 

daytime we can hide safely and not far away from the guarding post. We slowly, fearfully 

but gamely descended down step by step until the steps ended, about 10 of ‘em. A large 
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hole, the size of a door on right led into inside we slowly creep in felt the walls, and floor 

empty, a little room like, 10 x 10 ft.  Wilson lit a match and we looked empty just the place 

to rest in, all lantern was there we lit the lantern, it gave a dim light, but enough see it, we 

hung a rag over the door and on top was a ventilator. We covered that up with a rag so the 

airplanes couldn’t see a ray of light. We put our packs down and called the gang in. We 

were all more than pleased. The floor was wooden, the stairs concrete like a cellar, the top 

covered with a corrugated steel and ground over it, hardly could tell that under it is a little 

room. Like who built it? We didn’t know. It sure must to have been229 built by the Germans 

as it was old already. 10 of us could rest in it and lay. It was just the thing we looked for. I 

believe we had the best dugout and holes in the whole A.E.F. in France. Only a direct hit 

could damage and kill us, no shrapnel or bullets. The very same night, airplanes were 

throwing out A. bombs. We could feel the ground shake but it was lucky that the enemy 

did not drop none in our new found dugout or we would be all out of luck.  

It was a risk to group together as one shell could kill us all, but we 

took a chance and no one thought of a direct hit or an aerial bomb, we felt 

safe as home. It was foolish to think so, but we were confident that nothing could get us 

here. Our dugout and trench was in a square field, like on all sides roads and we in the 

middle of it south of Xammes.  

Night time we kept guard and day230 time, we dismounted the gun or covered up 

and back into dugout, all day, writing letters or playing cards, or saying our daily prayers.  

Lt. Strickler was promoted to Captain for faithful and loyal service, and ordered to 

go back to the U.S to train more troops. He came over one day to our dugout and bid us 

goodbye. We hated to see him go. Lt. Sullivan took command of the Co. B here.  

For about a week, we done the same thing over and over, night duty guard, and day 

time in the dugout. The enemy was shelling the roads left, right, north and south of us but 

he kept out of the square. We heard shells dropping into Xammes day and night. We could 

hear the roof slate fall off as Xammes was about 500 to 700 feet in front of us. We heard 

how the shells whizz by over our heads and land back of us in Thiaucourt. What a racket 

it made when it did land and we could hear our artillery send231 out an iron ration over to 

Jerry and explode over beyond. We sometimes count them and wait its report for hours; as 

they came along on both sides. 

But the sweetest music of all was when our planes fitted with Liberty motors went 

over at night to Jerry land, going over all loaded and heavy like a freight and dropped aerial 

bombs over there. The same planes returned, the motors working lighter than when going 

over. Every night we could hear them humming and going over and dropping its bombs. 

We could hear them plain when they exploded from where we was. 

In daytime, the enemy’s airplane came over Xammes and the vicinity but we 

remained in dugouts for fear of being spied by an airplane or an observation balloon which 

could be seen way over. In night time, enemy send out its232 bombing planes as well.  
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The big guns from Metz were in operation cause those shells, when going over, 

went by like freight and when cutting the air made some noise and when it landed in 

Thiaucourt or back further, the ground shook for miles. Some of them were dropped in 

Xammes and around the roads. They tore some holes large enough to bury a house. Some 

of those shells were sort of repeaters that is at some distance, they have exploded in the air 

and showered the ground below with steel and from it another sort of a shell burst forth 

and went ahead and exploded further up the line.  

The enemy was sending its deadly gas shells from the Metz forts into our territory. 

Generally at evening and nighttime presuming to catch the boys in a sleep and unaware, 

but who was on guard, it was his duty to give an alarm of gas,233  either by an outcry, “Gas!” 

or had a brass shell, empty, hung from a string tied to a limb swinging, and when gas was 

smelt and noticed, we hit the brass shell and it rang like a clear bell, giving all the boys an 

alarm that gas is present. In the dark, a man hardly could give a good warning as men are 

scattered in all sorts of ground holes, some sleeping here and there so when a shell was 

struck, everyone, no matter where he sat or laid heard it. This was about the best means of 

giving an alarm.  

This sort of an alarm we had and used almost on all other previous fronts or 

wherever an empty shell, a dud, could be found.  

On one clear evening while doing our guard duty with W.Wilson, a sort of a 

cathedral chimes rang out and the music came over faintly, then louder and louder and it 

commenced to disappear same gradually. We had forgotten and never thought of a gas 

alarm somehow and someway due to the different234 sounds of musical notes, but shortly 

afterwards we smelt gas and were forced to put on masks for some time.  

The explanation is such, that the wind was in one direction and the boys somewhere 

were giving a gas alarm by ringing the shells. Every shell usually gives a different sound 

so then the ringing at different various places were carried over by the wind and it sounded 

like if they would be rung at one place at the same time by one man and it sounded like 

cathedral chimes by us. The wind also carried the gas in our direction just as it carried the 

sound in our path. The gas was sharp and strong and hung low near the ground.  

We kept on our guarding the Xammes town every night and daytime, at night in the 

outpost and in day from our dugout, away from the view of airplanes and observation 

balloons.235  

In this position there was M. Smith, H. Rapp, W. Wilson, Misley, Wood, me, Corp.  

One night while on duty, the enemy was shelling heavy from its artillery and from 

the Metz forts. Shells fell like rain on Xammes and Thiaucourt and on the roads between 

near and by. Our position and location was in a square field with all sides surrounded by 

the roads N. S. E. and W.  

Every night under the darkness, around 9 or 10, on the road west of us our rations 

(meals) were brought over as near as possible. The road led into Xammes but the wagon 
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never entered Xammes, but stopped about half a mile from it and the boys took of supper 

(once a day) and set near the road or in a ditch by the side of the road.  

Every night we could hear the cart coming over drawn by the mule and we heard 

the cart. We knew it was our supper coming over so we waited until the236 cart stopped. 

We usually heard when the noise of the wheels stopped, then we knew he was waiting for 

us so all the boys outside of the guard, whoever it was, went out and got their meal and 

brought also for the guard. It was always a distance of about 300 feet. We usually made a 

habit to get our meals and go away quickly, as soon as served for reasons that the roads 

were always heavily shelled and it was a crime to hang by the roads any longer than 

necessary and at one place.  

Due to our location and position, we was fed first as we was nearest by. The time 

other platoon came through the field we was already fed.  

Shortly after we were fed, the other platoon, as usual, went near the wagon and 

received its ration. We was already back in our places when the second platoon was being 

fed. I was on the gun with Wilson. The enemy opened up a barrage on that237 road and 

shelled heavily. It kind of looked that the enemy was aware of the fact that the wagon with 

meals is on the road. Either the observation balloon spotted the wagon coming over the 

road between Thiaucourt and Xammes or either the noise from the cart put the enemy wise. 

Any way that the enemy shelled the entire road from Xammes to Thiaucourt and was 

expected one big shell landed, right near the platoon, tore all cans, ripped the wagon to 

pieces, injured the mule, poor mule in pain started to drag the splintered wagon as a wild 

animal but the driver shot her with 3 or 4 bullets, as the animal was badly torn. About 20 

of the boys were wounded some slightly and some severely and Teator was killed.  This 

all happened about 10 or 15 minutes after we was fed and there. It was our luck, otherwise, 

it could happen to us238.    

This is the way it happened while we was on duty.   

The shells were coming, from a start slowly, one in Xennes, one in Thiaucourt or 

thereabouts, then the shells came over faster and closer and within 5 minutes, there was no 

lead up, just one after another, near, close by, or a little further. Well distributed that even 

if the wagon would start back or forth, it would be caught by a shell. As far as the dinner 

was concerned and mule, their fate was sealed. The boys could step aside of the road and 

wait until the barrage would be over, but no, someone was wise and clever wanting to get 

the meal while the barrage went over. I’d sooner do away with one supper than undergo 

such a foolish task. So while we listen to the barrage and its explosion, we said to ourselves, 

if the guys are wise, they’ll wait in the field until it’ll stop before getting near the road239.  

But evidently the boys did just the opposite.  We heard one shell falling close by 

giving out a loud report, we knew by the sound and noise it was in that vicinity or close by 

the wagon, as we could hear the rattling of cans or boys speaking every time they were fed, 

we usually kept quiet and went quick about it while the other platoons made usually lot of 
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noise.  No wonder the enemy heard ‘em as when the wind was good, it carried the noise to 

the enemy.  Somehow and some way that platoon could never understand to be quiet and 

noiseless. 

So when the shell exploded a grave silence suddenly took place.  It looked to us 

like an hour but it could be no more than few seconds after the sudden silence a great outcry 

came from that direction, and moaning, we knew something grave has happened.  The 

wagon started to rattle240 with an usual racket, instead back, the wagon noise went in to 

direction of Xennes we knew, that the driver never did that before.  He usually turned 

around and went back.  Few seconds later, couple of revolver shots were heard, that was 

the time someone, presuming it was the driver, stopped the injured mule by killing.  The 

cry and moaning continued for some time some of our boys ran out of their dugouts and 

rendered first aid.  Me and Wilson had to remain on the gun, we could not leave the position.   

We did not know who was killed or wounded until about 11 or 12 o’clock when a 

runner came over and took one man from our group squad and from every squad on duty 

and a new platoon was composed because the entire second platoon was wiped out, 

wounded and killed. It was here that I first learned that a friend of mine was killed, Teator241. 

It was some shock for me because he kind of feared to be a runner, thinking always of 

being killed as a runner. I tried to cheer him up and encourage him as best as to my ability. 

I was partially right, I told him all runners are not killed as a runners and neither was he 

killed in a duty as a runner but when he was getting his supper. All night long I could not 

forget it or believe that Teator is killed.  

The same night, the wounded were taken back to Thiaucourt and Teator was buried 

by the roadside temporarily. The mule was left on the road until daybreak. 

Being the nearest to the scene, we had to bury the mule early in the morning. The 

mule was a big animal and we had some job dragging it from the road and burying her in 

a shell hole. The next day, Lt. Sullivan made us go over and throw some more dirt over as 

the mule could be seen242 from underneath. We made it snappy and quick did not linger 

any longer than it was necessary for fear of being observed by the enemy and then shelled.  

We continued to hold our position with a little activity and action. Therefore, we 

venture for excitement. One night while holding the post, my comrade spotted an object in 

front of the gun. Something movable and standing. It appeared to him as if the enemy patrol 

is searching our territory and sneaking on us unexpectedly. I have seen the black object in 

front but to me it appeared as standing. In a dark night, a fly looks like an enemy. A rat 

moving sounds like someone crawling on their belly and one can’t be too careful when in 

war, so the only way was to find out personally. 

I told Wilson to remain on the gun and I will go forward slowly and investigate 

what it is. And giving him orders that if I encounter an enemy, I’ll fire from my .45 pistol 

and in a few seconds, he should follow it up with the machine gun. In them few seconds, I 

figured to drop on my243 stomach and allow the bullets to fly over me.  
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So I went slowly creeping up, watching my every step to the left and right of me. I 

did not notice anything nor heard anything so I kept on going further. I came close by the 

black object which we mistook for an enemy patrol. It was a row of posts on which was 

nailed zig zaggingly barb wire. This we have seen in a day time many times but this 

particular night, this row of posts and barb wire on it gave all entirely different view 

partially due to the extreme darkness and partially to our imagination that it was someone.  

I knew that Wilson back of me about 150 feet is eagerly waiting for any sign or 

signal from me. I did not wait until coming back and telling him what it is but I hollered to 

him from where I was, “Wilson that is only a barb wire”. While I was telling him, I heard 

the click of his gun and few seconds, a volley of bullets flew over my head. I was still in 

prone244 position when calling to him so I came up closer to the ground thinking, what the 

hell is the matter with the damn fool there. Is he crazy, or what?  

I had to holler to him again to stop shooting and I made my way back. I have bawled 

him out for this foolish shooting, almost killing me. He said he mistook my talking, 

thinking that I started to talk and spar245 with the enemy so he being all set and ready 

nervously pulled the trigger before hearing my first report which was to be a shot or two 

from .45.  

I must add that Wilson was wounded twice and towards the end he was getting 

quite nervous at everything that looked to him like moving or creeping. In order to satisfy 

his anxiousness on another night, again similar incident happened. This time I heard it 

myself. It was a dull quiet murmuring in front of us. What could it be? Again, I had to go 

out and find out. I sooner do this and be convinced than let Wilson go all excited and make 

blunders and get us all in some mess246. So this time I told him the same, but I told him not 

to shoot until extremely necessary but not any sooner. I told him to keep cool this time.  

I started to crawl. This evening, the moon shone brightly and about ten feet away 

in front of the gun, I changed my course about 10 or 15 feet to right of me. Having 

experienced the danger from Wilson’s hands, I did not take any chance this time. I was in 

front about half an hour trying to catch to voice which now and then I heard, but all my 

searchings were in vain. I went a few feet this way, the noise came from another place, and 

when I change my way the noise came from there where I just was.  Du to the clear night 

the noise was carried around once louder than quieter, changeable, and I could make no 

head or tail out of it. I got disgusted, sick and tired trying to find out. I don’t know how far 

I went out but I decided to turn back and go backwards to our position but due to my247 

moving to the left and right, I lost my way back so after a few minutes I was puzzled and 

lost. Where in the heck is my position? I was wondering. I kept on going back until I figured 

I must be somewhere around my position but I couldn’t see, so I said, “Wilson, Wilson, 

Hey Wilson?” but no response. What in heck is the matter or where is he? I was still 

wondering. I turned to the left sure of finding him there but no. I called again, “Hey Wilson, 

Wilson where are you?” but still quiet. Well I’ll be darned where am I? I got stiff scared, 
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here I am alone and don’t know where I am. I knew I could not be far away and yet where 

was I? 

I spend I guess about an hour until again I hollered for Wilson now I was sincere 

about it and I hollered at the top of my voice, “Hey Wilson, Wilson!”  

Finally Wilson heard me from way up to my right. I hardly could believe of him 

being there. I thought to myself, what the deuce happened?  Did he changed position or 

what? But no, he is in the same position248. 

It was me who has strayed away, figuring always I am going to my right more than 

to the left and it was just contrary and so while I was moving from right to left, I went 

further left than I thought I did. In a night in the unknown fields, a man can easily lose 

himself. I was darn glad to be in my position once again. I decided not to try any more such 

stunts in this neighborhood.  

We held the position about 15 days around Xammes. About 1 of November we 

moved further and changed our positions up further the other side of the town and we were 

now getting more action and our guns were more usable. We have flanked the 112 infantry 

with a machine gun barrage which safely clean up the enemy from in and near Xammes. 

We received considerable shelling.  

The Army 55 and 56 Brigade kept on moving. We were supposed to be relieved 

after 15 days, but instead we kept on going further and advancing under stubborn resistance 

by the249 enemy. Here and there the worst encounter on this advance we met in a small 

cemetery just outside of Xammes. The machine guns were hidden behind the tomb stones. 

I picked up about dozen hand grenades and hurl them out in front. So did the other boys 

and we sure did some damage hurling them grenades, we got our share of potato mashers, 

but luckily none of them hurt us. American boys are used to throw ball, so they had better 

results of putting the grenades where it was expected Jerry was.  Jerry thrown his grenades 

clumsy, we were throwing them like balls. While in training, we received instruction of 

how to throw the grenades but we cast all science aside and thrown them always in our 

own way like baseball.  

If we would carry on according to the blue book we would never get there. Blue 

book instructions are practical in peacetime but not in actual warfare where every man is 

boss of himself and do as he darn250 please, as best to his ability, due to circumstances, 

position, location and convenience. 

This cemetery was partially occupied by us and partially by the enemy at the other 

end.  We cleared the graveyard. Those who weren’t killed or wounded placed a white 

handkerchief or cloth on a bayonet and hoisted it up. We stopped shooting or throwing 

grenades and allowed them come out of their conceal places. There was about 15 of ‘em 

and about 10 killed or wounded. It was a small group, but they gave us hell of a time with 

their sniping at us. 

I do not remember if any one was hurt from our Co. that day here. 
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We kept on advancing under heavy shell fire and that night we reached our new 

front line position after going through heavy, thick small woods over a hill into a valley 

over a little bridge and climb again up into new lines.  

It started to rain that night. The trench was about 2 feet wide and about 4 feet high. 

We all251 crowded into it as the trench was quite long. Our platoon in number of about 15 

men made positions here supported by the infantry company in the same trench. We were 

at one end of the trench on the extreme left and the rest going all the way through to the 

right, it was very long trench, since couple of Infantry Company could get in.  

We was on the left end (left wing) for reason of flank fire so we could protect the 

entire line (trench),  in case of morning attack or evening if launched by the 

enemy.  

Before we entered this new position, we had to go through some valleys, small 

woods, zig zag and under cover of darkness, couldn’t see 2 feet away in either direction. 

As usual, we never knew where we was. The Verey lights from the enemy were self-

explanatory. It was pitch dark when we entered the trench, raining. The trench was full of 

water and sloppy. We mount the gun on the parapet of the trench ready for morning attack 

or counter attack.  

No longer we had occupied the trench I was made a runner from the front line to 

the P.C.252 Why was I picked to act as a runner?  I don’t know, but just the same I had to 

be. I tried to excuse myself out of it that I didn’t pay no attention to the location and way 

we was going in here, and I’ll be lost trying to reach P.C.253  

 

Running From Trenches 

 

There was no one who knew how to get back to P.C., so then I remained a runner. 

I knew what happened to Teator and Strausser, but there was no way out of it. (George 

Pappas was made a runner from another platoon at the same time.)  

My duty was to go out every morning after zero hour and carry back report from 

the trench of what takes place on the firing line, which usually was in broad daylight and 

sun high up already, and then come back to my place into trench, bring message back or 

some order for the evening or for the entire day.  

About 4 o’clock or when it commenced to get a little dark, to take few men with 

me, and bring back ammunition and hot meal. We usually came back about 11 or 12 

o’clock254.  

As a platoon runner, I had to take some chances. As it was up to me to go through 

with reports and orders in broad daylight, meals and ammunition in the evening and night 

when dark only.  
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To find my way back in day time was not so bad but to bring back ammunition and 

meals in the dark was a hard proposition and miserable.  

But on the other hand, to go out in daytime was a dangerous and risky duty while 

in evening and night it was not so dangerous nor so risky as the chances were very few to 

be spotted or observed by the enemy. While in day light, I was subject to be seen by the 

enemy observer and airplanes continually. 

As a runner, shelling was nothing. I had to go, shelling could not stop a runner, and 

he had to go when he was supposed to go with report or an order. Machine guns couldn’t 

prevent carrying out a runner’s duties.  

I knew I was in an awful fix and mess now, by being a runner from a front line 

platoon to P.C. and from P.C. to the front trench. This kind of duty, platoon runner is the 

dangerous of ‘em all. In the trench or dugout, you’re safe because you255 remain in it and 

as long as careful and not exposing yourself, you was safe. While as a runner, I had to go 

out and be exposed and then try to beat it. There was no way out but to expose yourself to 

carry out your duty. 

  The position was as illustrated.   

 

(Drawing on next page) 
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(Where the x is that was our corner, I had to get out of the trench, into open field 50 feet 

wide.  20 feet from the trench was a pile of stones. I stopped for a while to see if the 

observer spotted me before going further. I waited usually few minutes. Then from the 

stone pile again into open and straight for the woods. When I reached the woods, I was 

safe of not being seen.  I placed a stone here. I walked through the woods until I reached 
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a small256 road in the woods and turned to the left. I laid across a limb. as a marker, that 

here is the place where I came out of the woods (first half). I followed the road for some 

distance to the left, until the edge of the woods and turn to the right. Down the hill I went, 

here I placed a board, into a swampy valley. This valley was about 200 feet wide. In the 

valley, a small brook ran. Over the brook, was a smashed bridge, but following the edge 

of same a fellow could cross it about 10 or 15 feet. 

I crossed the valley and came to a foot of a hill and had to go up. The slope was 

thickly covered with trees and bushes. I walked up until I reached the top (box)257 trees 

plenty. When I reached the top of the hill, on this hill there was plenty of trees, and I was 

safe to walk and be unobserved. I walk about 500 feet or more until the hill was now going 

down. On this side of a hill, safe from the enemy’s eyes, were plenty of dugouts and our 

P.C. Going down, I noticed a large shell hole near the top.  

Going back, I walked up the hill until I found the big shell hole. From there, I 

went258 straight into woods until crossed, and found a box. From where the box was, I went 

down the hill. Down the hill, the little bridge was my marker in the valley. I walked up to 

the top of the other side of the valley until I met a small road. I walked the road until I met 

the limb, and from there I went straight ahead, where I was sure the trench was.  

Up and forth I was guided by these markers: a stone, limb, plank, bridge, box and 

shell hole.  

The very first time going out, I placed markers which ever it was nearest and handy 

so that I know where I came from. The plan worked good.  

The most dangerous spots to cross was the open field and the valley. The enemy 

observer could plainly see me. In a valley, a box barrage would entirely envelope or trap 

me so I could never remain in valley very long. The valley was always259 shelled as the 

enemy expected our troops there or figured ammunitions are brought in there. But the 

valley was an empty space for reasons of box barrages which would wipe out entire mob.  

When crossing the open space, I had to make a quick move or run up or down from 

and to the woods. When in the valley, I tried to walk near the bottom of a hill and when 

crossing, then cross where lot of branches and swamp 4 or 5 feet tall was.  I was a runner 

from about the 1st of November until close of the war.  

 

Lost In No Man’s Land 

As a runner, I had the following incident.  One night, I took 4 men Zakarovsky, 

Smith, Rapp and Westphall about 8:30 in the evening to get the boys some warm meals 

from the rear. We safely got to the rear walking one by one at separate distances.  

Before we left the trench, I took off my belt and revolver and cartridges as it was 

too heavy to crawl, climb and walk in a dark. It commenced to rain too. It aggravated the 
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inconveniences. The boys did likewise as it was no use to take pistols when going back260 

in a rear as we expect to have a load with us coming back as we were fed once in 24 hours 

and when going to the rear, we took the cans that we brought the night before and bring 

other ones in.  Coffee, stew and bread I carried.  

Two men carried the coffee can, 2 other the stew can. That was a nightly errand 

every 24 hours. Some runners hated to do this errand, but I tried to have our platoon fed 

even once every 24 hours with a cup of warm coffee and some stew. Some fellows acting 

as runners laid on their job and did not worry if the boys in the firing line get anything to 

eat or not. I know from experience when our runner brought us feed once in 3 days and 

sometimes never at all only what we got ourselves.  

The boys in my platoon were willing to go along and bring the fodder, changing 

the detail daily. As long as they were willing to go, I was with them as I knew the road up 

and back.  

This part of duty was not compulsory for the261 runner, so many runners never 

bothered with it. 

Well it happened that one night when Zakaraovsky, Rapp, Smith and Westphall 

went along with me for the chow, it rained and by 10 o’clock when we started back to the 

front, 2 on the coffee can, 2 on the stew can and I with the bread, our journey back was 

running smooth but it was getting awful dark as dark as it could ever be. The boys were 

unfamiliar with the route to the line and due to the extreme darkness, one of ‘em fell over 

almost spilling all coffee out (we started with ¾ full can of coffee and ¾ full of stew) Same 

thing happen to the stew. Barb wire laid on the ground or holes in the ground etc. tangled 

a fellow’s feet no matter how careful one walked. It was the worst job to climb and come 

down the hills with the cans. Every night we went through this hard work safely but 

somehow and some way someone removed the limb from the road, my marker and I 

unaware of this led the boys way out. I kind of262 surmised that this time I walked too long 

as other days I never walked so long and I found the limb across the road, this time I walked 

and walked and no limb. Something was wrong somewhere so I was puzzled. We rested 

awhile and I went alone to find the limb. I went back but no there is no sign of limb. It was 

too dark to see it laying aside.  

What shall I do? I thought to myself the only way was to use my own judgment to 

take a chance, so I told the boys to get their cans on their shoulders and follow me.  

The boys were getting excited and nervous but I didn’t admit I was lost for fear of 

losing their confidence in me. Well they took my word and followed me. I told them I know 

where I am now, but I didn’t. 

We got into the open field with the cans. In daytime, we would be wiped out easily, 

but in the dark, no one could see us. The cans swung up and forth and every time a step 

was made, the cans rattled or squeak so we started to walk very slow as not to make the 

cans263 swing. (Put a can on a long stick and let 2 men carry and you’ll see how it swings 
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every time a step is made.) When we left the woods and entered the open field, we must to 

have walked out towards the left instead of going straight ahead. We walked and walked. 

I kind of knew that it never took me so long to reach the trench. I stopped looked around 

but could see nothing but our own cans only. Every time we stopped and turned we changed 

our course of walking. The boys now knew I was lost. They wanted to leave the cans and 

find a way back without them, but I insist on taking the cans so we took ‘em. We walked 

now towards the right and I knew that if I’ll go to the right I am bound to find our soldiers 

no matter of what company. My purpose was to locate our trench that was all that I cared 

to find. We walked to the right quite a distance and we commenced to hear some noise. 

We stopped and laid down to listen. No, that wasn’t the English language, it was different 

and we couldn’t understand. My god, where are we? I whispered to myself and with no 

pistols in our holsters, none of us. That’s a fine mess I got into. Well I watched the Verey 

lights go up and it was nothing else to do but get the264 hell out of here before taken prisoner 

or what worse, killed. So we all decided to go straight back to the rear, heck with left or 

right, we wanted to get back to the woods and from there started all over again. So we 

slowly but surely (with cans) started straight to the rear.  

When we was going to the rear, our boys heard us. They did not know if we was 

going back or coming up. But someone called “Pawelski, Pawelski!” on the left of us. We 

readily recognized our boys. Oh, what a relieve. We was in No Man’s Land with our cans 

and what worse, without any protection of whatsoever. If there is a luck here was one.  

We must to have been on top of Germans or damn close by when we heard their 

whispering or talking.  

It was I think about 2 o’clock A.M. when we reached the trench coffee and stew 

cold, but our hunger was gone from the experience and worry within the past few last hours 

and cans almost empty.  

 

Running With The Angels 

One morning, just before sunrise, the265 enemy opened up a terrible machine gun 

barrage from his trench. It appeared that he’ll make an attack, the way he opened up from 

many guns. Artillery put down a heavy barrage also, and for some time we checked or cut 

off from our P.C. The valley was just pulverized with shells. This barrage from machine 

guns and artillery was going on for about an hour. Bullets whizzed by over our heads. It 

was humanly impossible to leave the trench but we had our guns ready and infantry men 

had rifles ready with bayonets sticking on and we just watched and waited for the enemy 

to come over, but he didn’t.  

I reported back to P.C. under heavy shelling that the enemy launched a heavy 

machine gun barrage but did not advance as yet. I carried back an order to the boys to stand 

fast and hold the line. All this running up and forth was going on when the barrage was on. 

How I made both ways safely is more than I can explain, I believe confidence and 
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determination to go through were main factors. I know this I prayed both266 ways and it 

was here that I made a solemn oath that if God permits me to go through both ways safely, 

which looked humanly impossible, I will, when I get home get on my knees and no matter 

who’ll be present, offer thanks to Almighty God. I carried out the oath.  

(When the promise was made, I was very sincere in it but then when one gets away 

from the danger and is safe, and follows up with a few months out of lines, he is 

commencing to forget about it or thinking, Oh I may have got by without making such 

promise and so forth and so on. Then when I came home, I seen friends and relatives who 

greeted me and I felt awful foolish and ashamed to say that I wish to get on my knees to 

pray. I remember I fought within myself a battle of yes or no. I kind of hesitated as I felt 

kind of ashamed, but the promise came very plain to me and a realization that perhaps if I 

would not make this promise, perhaps I would never be267 here alive among relatives and 

folks. I decided to offer a prayer, in spite if they’ll laugh or not. But! They did not laugh 

and my oath was fulfilled. It was like throwing a stone from my chest.)  

The very same day we put down an hour barrage and one of our guns went out of 

action. We had two guns, now we only had one left. We realized that in case of an evening 

attack, one gun won’t be enough and chances are if the gun jams or goes out of action, we 

are out of luck.  

There was no other way but to go out and get another gun from P.C. That day from 

morning already was a very active day, shelling on both sides. It kind of subdued but again 

they continued alternating on and off. I took a fellow by the name of Isadore Gorin to help 

me take the impaired gun to the rear and bring a good one back. To carry the gun over hills, 

woods, tangled up wires, valleys and up and down a hill by one fellow was too much and 

when two of us will carry it’ll be easier to go up or down a hill. One held on one end 268 

the other on the other end of a gun. We started as usual with great precaution of not being 

observed by the enemy from his observation balloon. As I knew from experience that this 

was the main point, so I always kept to that rule, slow but sure when in the open field, and 

run when running was good, and not linger around or a fellow is bound to be caught.  

We were making good with a very little shelling on the left and right of us which it 

did not bother us as this is common in lines. We made the valley and while in the valley 

the enemy observer either spotted us both or was it a stray shell only, but whatever it was, 

it came over sharply whizzing by and about 25 feet away in back of us it exploded. Before 

it exploded, the noise of the shell warn us that this a close one, so we dropped on our chests 

and a second later it went off with a bang. (When a fellow is in line, he can easily tell if it’s 

a close one or not from experience, the are269 that’ll hit you directly you’ll never hear it 

anyway.)  

I couldn’t make out what we are up against, all I know that when enemy started to 

shell the valley and we was in it, we are gone. The enemy usually put up a box barrage 

which means he closes on you from all directions one shell after another and if you are 
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caught in the center of the box barrage, you may as well sing, “Near my God to Thee”. So 

the only way was to get the heck out of the valley, before the enemy gets a chance to trap 

us. There was no time to think but get out as quickly as possible while there was a little 

chance. 

To my surprise and unexpectedly and to my surprise, Isadore Gorin, not realizing 

of the box barrage and there was no time for me to explain to him, he refused to go further 

but got into a dugout close by and felt safe. As a runner, I realized the danger to remain in 

the valley of which he knew nothing. I coaxed him, pleaded, and hollered at him to come 

along or he’ll be sorry, but I couldn’t make him270 go until I razzed him from so and so, 

bluff and bull’em with a .45 he decided to go. We went quickly about it across the valley, 

over the hill and were safe in P.C. If the enemy continued to shell the valley, I don’t know, 

as we had to wait for another gun about 2 hours before we started back, and brought the 

gun safely. (In this valley, one company of infantry was wiped out few days before, so the 

valley was a well-known danger spot.) 

The following day we seen in front of us a fresh dug ground about 200 or 300 feet. 

We knew that must be enemies’ trench as we didn’t see it before, so that was the reason 

the M.G. barrage and artillery barrage was put over day before and continued almost all 

day with an assortment of shells from whizzbangs to gas shells. So the enemy made new 

position overnight, a good stone throw from our side.  That day as ever, we remained very 

careful all day and night on guard but nothing of importance 271  took place with the 

exception of airplanes above which daily made their observation. One of ‘em came 

swooping down and opened a M.G. fire. At what he shot, I do not know, I think he mistook 

some bushes for soldiers. Anyway, he didn’t inflict no damage. 

On the 9 of November, I brought back an order to the platoon in the evening that 

by morning we all should assemble in P.C. but not before the other M.G. company takes 

over our position. I think it was company C which took over our position about 12 midnight 

and brought our platoon to the P.C. We thought for sure that we will be relieved now for 

some time and rest up. Of course none of us knew about the Armistice preparation which 

was supposed to take place on the 11th of November.  

We remained close by the P.C. until daybreak, sleeping soundly, first good sleep 

and rest within the last 12 days. Everything was grand and glorious but the cooties took 

some of the joy out of life272. 

The P.C was busy with runners from Hdqt’s, up and forth. My friend Maurencelli 

was a runner from Hdqt’s to Co. P.C, not as dangerous as the platoon runner from trench 

to P.C., but nevertheless, the hdqt’s runners were subject to road shelling and long hikes, 

daily, up and down.  

What was going on between Hdqts and P.C. was unknown to us but I asked 

Maurencelli what’s up, he told me another drive is planned with in few hours. I hardly 

could believe as we just left a front line, relieved by another M.G. Co. and why should we 

go in so soon again, was a puzzle to us all. We have been in active service since October 
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15 continually and now it’s the 10 of November and yet no rest in sight. We thought this 

wasn’t fair.  

In order to forget about our future and while waiting for orders to move on, someone 

got out a deck of cards and we played Stud Poker. I joined the game. I had273 a few francs 

left from the last pay off at Xammes and didn’t have no chance to spend no where.  

I was ahead when the game was broken up with orders to get ready and soon we 

started out single file, at distance, a battle line formation. It was about 1 o’clock afternoon 

when we started to go ahead instead back. Artillery opened up a terrible barrage about 

12:30 P.M. and kept on going in full blast at 1:00 P.M. It was a noon day advance. The day 

was hot and sunny for November 10. Lt. Sullivan led us for the first time into attack.  

We advanced with 112 Inf. The artillery chased the enemy out of the lines. We kept 

on going up until about 4 o’clock when the enemy opened up with all his guns and gas. It 

was an awful hot time. Airplanes over our heads staged their own battle and one airplane 

came down like a piece of broken furniture without any control and when it hit the ground, 

it set on fire. I274 presume the aviator was killed before he reached the ground. There was 

about a dozen high and low, battling between themselves out. The enemy planes gave up, 

scatter and flew back, chased by the Allied planes.  

The enemy treated us with Mustard Gas. We received tubes of salve to smear over 

when burned with mustard gas, but how could a fellow do when under heavy shelling? 

There was no time to take out the salve and smear over. We let it go, where we sweated 

under arms, etc. it itched and bited us awful, and cooties with it was an awful feeling.  

About 5 o’clock we had to cross quiet an open field ahead of us. We had seen how 

the shells were falling into that space and to think we had to go through it made a cold chill 

run down a fellow’s spine. It looked like a suicide to go through that field in order to go 

across.  But orders were orders and under the observation balloon’s full view, we enter the 

field. The shells275 were quickly falling (fast) and many, sort of a box barrage. The shells 

exploded at spaces like checker board, left, right, north and south of us. While the heavy 

shelling was going on, we steadily kept on ahead. It was here again that some were killed 

and wounded. Our Co. sustained losses in wounded and gassed only.  

In this open field and zig-zag barrage by the enemy, another good friend of mine 

from our squad was wounded, his name, Wood, the same fellow who in Argonne Forest in 

counter attack saved an enemy from sure death by dragging him into our line after darkness. 

He was a big husky fellow. Before we started on this drive and while resting in P.C., he 

repeatedly used to say to the squad, Gee, it would be a mean trick if we should be soon 

relieved after this drive and war should end and a fellow get wounded or killed towards the 

end (as expected to be relieved very soon and so no one cared to get hurt or killed.)  

And sure enough, just as if he knew in advance, he (Wood) was one of the ones276 

to be wounded by a shrapnel in the ankle. I never saw him afterwards. It was his second 

wound and he was 3 feet away from me.  
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The shelling was too heavy to continue advancing. It was close to 6 or 7 P.M. so 

we fell into shell holes big enough for 10-15 boys. The Army rule is that a shell never hits 

twice in a same place. About 15 of us were in one shell hole and sat there while the barrage 

was going on. The enemy sent some gas so we put on our gas masks and sat in the hole 

waiting until it’ll get a little danger to advance further. It was here that every one of us 

inhaled a quantity of gas as the shell hole must have been from a gas shell and the gas stays 

low mostly in holes the longest. And before we adjust our gas masks, we inhaled plenty of 

it and some smoke from the powder as the field was just like a fog from smoke that is usual 

appearance while the shells explode plus and mixed with gas277.  

The shells continued to go by and near us. Every time it sounded as close by, we 

just crumbled close to the soft ground in our shell hole and waited. Some of the seconds 

were like hours. It wasn’t long enough the M. Guns opened up so we knew we were very 

close by to the enemy since bullets whizz by now and then, and our advance was checked 

up for time being. While the enemy barrage was going full blast and made us seek shelter 

and shell holes, the enemy got a chance to make his new defensive position and we now 

found out it was so. About 8 o’clock, it was semi-dark we mount our M.G. and paid a 

compliment back with a volley of shots, with a result that we advance about 50 or more 

feet and took the new position that evening. We could hear the enemy’s conversation now 

and then, if it was due to the wind or were they close by, we did not know. We decided to 

find out in the morning, where we are and how it looks in front of us. The night was one 

of the active ones as we fixed our guns, fixed our ammunition. getting ready278 for morning, 

of whatever it’s going to be as we kind of surmised it won’t be quiet after all afternoon and 

evening activity and that something will happen either way. In the meantime, our artillery 

made some preparation in the rear for further advance or our protection. We send out 

signals up notifying the artillery commanders that we are located in new positions. Artillery 

signaled back that it caught our signals.  

That evening, 112 infantry caught some prisoners while making their new positions 

and send it them back to the rear with guards. Our edge was cleaned up when we opened 

up a M.G. barrage before taking our new positions.  

All night we tried to understand the dull conversation from the enemy but it was 

too low and foreign to us to get out even one word. Nevertheless we heard now and then 

some murmurings and whispering-like sound.  

No supper, not a thought about it. It was out of question. Few hard taks in our 

pockets came handy whoever had it.  Our chests hurted us like a heavy weight279 something 

laid on the chest from all the gas inhaled in the afternoon and evening and felt a vomiting 

sensation all night long. Tried to kill it with a drink of water but it did not help. By and by 

the heavy breathing was getting more lighter and easier and by morning, the vomiting 

sensation disappeared, but headaches were felt by almost everyone.   
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The Armistice 

 

The following day, 11 of November, early before daybreak, the enemy opened up 

a terrible barrage just as expected. Our artillery was paying back with compliment just as 

heavy and terrible. We were told to stand fast, not give in nor advance but hold our position. 

The artillery kept up on both sides. As usual, some of the shells fell close by.  What’s going 

to be, no one knew.  It looked like a counter-attack from the enemy and an advance from 

our side. We silently kept on guard with infantry alongside of us, a peaceful waiting. At 

about 8 o’clock, the enemy M.G. opened up with about an hour barrage. We tried to locate 

their guns from our position. We gather enough information whereabouts the guns are, and 

opened up as per order.  

What damage we have inflicted upon280  the enemy, we don’t know.  But the 

enemy’s damage to our men was well known, only in wounded. About 4 from our company 

wounded, with bullet wounds, stray bullets.  Infantry also lost some men. The whole 

morning was a lively morning and it looked like a big day for some side.  

Orders reached us about 10 A.M. that sharp at 11 A.M. we should cease firing and 

that War ends at 11 A.M. Why it sounded like a joke as the artilleries of both sides were 

going on full blast. Enemy M.G. popping and ours raring to go.  

It reminded us of the Vesle River incident where a soldier came over and said Boche 

is coming over and after that, sometime an order was read that anyone who discourages the 

troops or tells them to stop or to withdraw should be treated as a traitor. So what could we 

do? We wished it was true, it sounded good but it sounded too good to be true again.  

But these orders were stricter so we believed and didn’t believe, mostly we did not 

believe as it sounded too kiddish at such time as this and we never expect to end war like 

this and yet how to end it, we did not know as we never were learned of how to end war.  

There hardly was a man in a line who believed. They all thought it was a darn 

good281 joke, so did I. From then on, none of us cared to get hurt but wait until that 11 A.M. 

and see what happens. We was waiting for the 11 with great uneasiness, sometimes happily 

and sometimes with a fear, it sounded like a trap or something.  

The wrist watch came into a great importance. Whoever had a wrist watch was now 

a hero and a great friend. The watches were wound up so as not to stop, of course there 

was a few watches among the boys but everyone read different, some fast and some slow. 

As there was no way of keeping correct time, minutes didn’t amount much before it was 

the hours only on guard that were important. Minutes were never taken seriously, but now 

the minutes were counted.  The activity and rumors now were more and more that at 11 

A.M. war ends. As the minutes were closing up to 11, we commenced to believe somehow, 

we always liked to believe in something that was good for us. The Infantry received the 

same order so there must be something to it.  
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But the darn artillery kept up and towards 11, still more and heavier barrage was 

going on both sides. It looked funny and suspicious. We got orders to cease firing and the 

artillery is increasing282.  

5 more minutes someone said, then 4 more minutes. We was all up on our pins by 

the guns eagerly watching the front of us for whatever its going to come. 3 more minutes, 

gosh, the minutes were now going slow. It seemed as the watch stopped, but the owner of 

the wrist watch put it by his ear, yes, the watch is going (running). 2 more minutes, we 

were sweating already. Finally, one more minute. That 1 minute seemed like an hour now. 

11 o’clock everybody speechless and quiet.  Airplanes overhead and artillery going on as 

usual and heavier. Nothing seen ahead, great disappointment, a moment or two pass by. 

Suddenly, as great as the artillery barrage kept on going, it suddenly stopped. Enemies also, 

quite a change all of a sudden. A stray shell still going and coming. Then a deep silence, 

not a cough nor a whisper, bugle sounded over at the other side. Gee, that’s funny to hear 

a bugle, since you haven’t heard one for some months. Wondering what does this all mean. 

Great anxiousness in us all.  

We kept low in our position but not far ahead of us a German head comes up, some 

nervy guy. Gosh, to shoot or not to shoot, which? But orders are orders. Another head bob 

up, then some more. Plenty of heads over there. Suddenly one fellow takes a chance 

crawling out. Other fellows his friends help him. He stands up, raises his hands and is 

coming up towards us. We keep up on guard with a pistol in hand and hand on old 

Hotchkiss M.G. in case of any dirty work. Later, a few more fellows creep out, no they 

don’t mean no harm, they are happy bunch of fellows. I believe they were told283 that they 

won the war and that this Armistice of 11 o’clock on the 11 of November is a fruit of their 

work. All the appearance was that they were happy bunch hip-hip-hooraying. Well, it 

didn’t took us long to go one better. Oh, what a joy, what a shouting, hand shaking between 

ourselves, congratulating ourselves to be lucky whole and safe at the end. 

Some of the boys were overjoyed. They staged what I would call an Armistice 

Dance between themselves. Great excitement. Some of us ran over to the enemies’ lines 

and position and took a good look at their M.G. emplacements and their positions. Who 

could talk German acted as interpreter. It must be remembered that that morning was a 

drowsy morning, just drizzling and foggy-like, damp, cloudy weather. We mingled 

together with the enemy, trading our clothes that we did not need it for souvenirs or for 

some tobacco or for some of their beer which they had very little left.  

I met some Polish soldiers and had a grand conversation with them about everything. 

We built fires to warm up and dry up our clothes. Singing was started by some and a real 

rest was now enjoyed from all the excitement.  

At about 1 P.M. we received a fresh, hot meal right in the line. It went good as we 

had no supper nor breakfast. We enjoyed it extremely by the fire. Lt. Sullivan brought the 

chow to us with K.P. help. This was the end of war.  [Unrecognizable words] feeling284. 
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[The paper changes in size and texture on the next page, and it starts with lowercase 

and seems mid-sentence, so not sure if an initial sentence or page(s) is missing here, could 

just be a Louis note at the top] 

Drive or an advance and were taken to hospital until the war was over. 

There were times when a man was gassed and left while others were gassed even 

worse and remained in Co. Some men took advantages from all opportunities while others 

just remained until forced to go to the rear. Some of the men were hurt twice. But my entire 

sympathy goes to those who paid a supreme sacrifice as no man had greater love than one 

who offered his life.  

General Bullard in his Revelation of War squarely and honestly says that all praises 

and glorification about braveness of our troops and soldiers etc. is greatly exaggerated285 

and I from actual experience, not professing any braveness or heroic attitude, agree with 

him. As there was men who were afraid of their own shadows and men who tried to get 

away from all and everything that looked dangerous and pushed the other fellow to do the 

work from which they shirk and avoid. Not all of ‘em were willing to cooperate and work. 

Not all of ‘em did their duty. The War is over and those who know that they did their bit 

would not trade for all D.S.C. or C.M’s etc. which had to be gotten through some influence 

or pull, there were deeds which did286 not travel fast to the P.C. ears and were unseen (City 

Book).  

That night in lines was one of the most memorable of ‘em all. The Germans had 

bonfires just as we had in which brightened the dark evening. The enemy was shooting 

flare lights all night long and signal lights also. The infantry also displayed all their signal 

lights of red, white and blue. It looked like the 4th of July in the evening, singing and 

jollying all along the lines. Where the night before there was not a cough or whisper and 

lighting a match would mean sure death, and here we have bonfires and all287 lights going 

up. The field looked like a day illuminated with light on both sides with no danger in sight. 

This really was peace.  

We remained in line until the following day, the 12th when we left the lines once 

more and this time for good and ever. The hike was now more enthusiastic and lively as 

we knew now that we are not going into lines or up to the front.  

We moved to Camp Christopher, south of Woinville, an old German rest camp. 

From there, we went out and salvage all the fields around from all shells dead and 

equipments, that was our288 detail day by day, it was here on this salvaging detail I opened 

up 2, 1 blt.289 to take home as souvenirs.  I had them all the time until we reached Le Mans, 

I was broke and I sold them for 5 francs to Leon Henner.290 I was sorry I did it after carrying 

them all over. 
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About the 18th we moved to Jouy sous les Côte, we called it Jouy291 for short. We 

remained in Jouy until the middle of January 1919. It was in Jouy we spend our Christmas, 

my Christmas package reached me in here, and it was here again I met Joe Masienicz. On 

Christmas Eve, we were paid off and everyone had plenty of money.  It rained, we292 

learned from the inhabitants that a midnight mass will be said here.  But there was no 

American priest to hear our confessions through interpreter the priest told us that he’ll give 

us absolutions and we can go to Holy Communion at midnight mass and when next time 

making our confession to tell the priest about it. We were too glad and promised to do so. 

The Y.M.C.A. man also learned about the midnight mass and he gathered some 

good singers and during the mass the boys sang Holy Night, Silent Night.  

The priest went to the pulpit293 and delivered a sermon. What he said, we don’t 

know but we heard him mention Americans over and over in the course of his sermon.  

The church was crowded with inhabitants of the town and American soldiers. 

Christmas Day we had plenty of food, chocolates and candy. Afternoon Y.M.C.A. men 

staged a carol singing on a public square with some amusement of boxers, wrestling, 

singing, etc. We had a nice billet. Nights we built a fire in it and the boys about 12 in all 

set by it and we talked about War and home. We had plenty of fun almost every night 

between ourselves294. The boys felt like brothers towards one another. We bought candles 

and wrote letters, washed our clothes and hunt cooties, almost every night someone did 

something.  

In daytime we were drilling or doing detail work of searching for salvage. From 

Jouy we visit Toul and Cornieville also Apremont. From there we went to Chalaines about 

the middle of January. We hated to leave our French comrades and people to whom we got 

used to it as it was the first town since we left the lines and had a chance to live with the 

French population and watched them daily. We went to Void one night.  On our way to 

Chalaines, passed Vaucouleurs. In Chalaine we remained 1 night295. From there we moved 

to Barisey-au-Plain, we said Barisey-air-Plain for short.  

Here we stayed for some time. Not far away was Colombey-les-Belles. We went 

there when the Div. football team played or visited a Red Cross canteen. It was about 3 

miles hike. Almost any lovely night we went over as there they had shows and canteens 

where a fellow could get something.  

In Barisey-au-Plain we lived up in billets, a French man’s hay loft. The French Man, 

his wife and children were nice people and they treat us nice. They let us write letters in 

their rooms296 and make French fries, potato pancakes, heat some water etc. We spend 

many Sundays and evenings by the French people. As in haylofts we couldn’t burn no 

candles due to the hay there. 
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Not far away was a town Domrémy-la-Pucelle, the birth place of Joan of Arc. We 

visited the place one Saturday afternoon. Co. trucks took us over and brought us back. We 

spend all afternoon looking over old home of Joan of Arc, bought some post cards as 

souvenirs and by 9 o’clock, we was back in Co.  

When in Barisey-au-Plain our daily routine was of drills297 maneuvers, hikes, target 

practice and so forth and so on.   

Until Feb. when it looked like we are going into Germany because German 

delegates did not want to agree on some proposition. General Foch issued an ultimatum 

that if Germans don’t agree, the War will start all over again and this time our stop will be 

Berlin.  

I think it was Feb. 11th, the day the German delegates supposed to give Yes or No 

for a reply. That day we got up early, packed our guns and all set and ready to go back 

from where we came. We were not very anxious as we now craved to go home back to old 

U.S.A.  

The morning passed as usual298, quietly until the French man received a paper in 

which it suppose to say Germans agree on all submitted propositions. Well we were glad 

again. The French man brought a few bottles of wine and treated us. We were half 

intoxicated all day in turn it was a jubilee and joy.  

About March the 11th we left Barisey-au-Plain. It was the only town where I stayed 

the longest, from about the 15th of January to March 16th, about 2 months. I made good 

friends with some of the French men and I sure hated to go. After bidding them all goodbye 

and farewell, we left for the299 railhead not far away and the 40 hommes and 8 chev. were 

waiting for us. We crowd in but did not care as we know that we are going homeward, in 

about 2 days we reached Le Mans, the embarkation Camp laid outside of the city limits. In 

Le Mans we remained for about 1 month. We received our med. examination, were 

deloused, turned in our equipment and getting ready for home. Life was soft and easy. 

While at this camp, spend spare time in Y.M.C.A. or K.C. or went to Le Mans on a pass, 

good for 24 hours.  

While in Le Mans, I went to an old fashioned cathedral built about 1400 visit the 

town all300 day. It was in Le Mans I first time have seen an European market in full swing. 

A man could buy from buttons up to horses, everything, calfs, cows, thread and bread.  

After all preparation completed, we left the camp near Le Mans for St. Nazaire via 

R.R. On the following day, we reached St. Nazaire and here again a physical examination 

took place. We stayed here about 2 days in all. On the 2nd day, we started out early for the 

port, about 1 P.M. we was by the port. Band played while sending us off. Y.M.C.A. and 

Red Cross gave us sandwiches, cig. and chocolates for the trip.  
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Homeward Bound 
  

By 3 o’clock we start to301 board the ship. We sure went quick on the gang plank. 

No one needed to say to hurry up to us. The ship’s name was U.S.S. Kroonland. The ship 

comparingly to the S.S. Mauretania was only nut shell. It looked like Crystal Beach boat 

aside of Mauretania. Hardly believable that this ship should take us back to States but we 

didn’t care how it looks or what it was as long as it can take us back, it was good enough 

for us.  

The first eve. on a ship on a homeward bound was entirely different than on 

Mauretania going to Liverpool. We had now plenty of lights in compartments and on the302 

deck we didn’t need no life preservers to wear on day and night. Nevertheless, we were 

familiarized with our raft in case of danger, which now was only an accident if we’ll find 

a stray floating mine.  

We had moving pictures on board of a ship every evening and Sunday Mass in 

morning and eve. Y.M.C.A. service.  

One day water got into the lower compartment, the ship leaned to one side heavily 

but within an hour, the water was pumped out and the ship balanced evenly. An outlet was 

blocked and the water from washing our mess pans etc. instead going 303  into ocean, 

overflowed the lower compartment. Sugar and provisions got all soaked and spoiled. We 

had beans and beans for about 4 days afterwards.  

On Kroonland there was a printing outfit and one sheet paper everyday was issued, 

giving out the position of the ship and how far from St. Nazaire and how far to New York. 

Every day by day we knew the distance from and to our destination. Finally, the paper 

informed us we are halfways from Nazaire to New York. The other half of the trip was 

longest than the first according to our imagination only as the ship was now even making 

better time and mileage, but to us it was very304 slow. The paper cost us 2 cents and in it 

we found all news what’s going on the ship or what will be. From it we knew where we 

are going and all sort of miscellaneous of daily occurrence on the ocean and weather reports.  

On the 11 day of our trip, we could see some land and towards eve. we saw lights 

way ahead of us miles in front. We came closer and closer until the ship anchored. We 

went to our berths. The following day we were all up early. The ship proceeded and we 

again pass the famous Statue of Liberty, this time coming back, it305 looked as though in a 

moving picture, going over and coming back the same way. Going over, a fellow did not 

know if he’ll ever see it again and here coming back we looked at her with all joy and 

happiness in our hearts. 
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Small boats and ferry boats came to greet us. Men, women and children with noise 

making novelties and big signs, Welcome. It felt great to be welcomed to cheerfully. Closer 

we came to port, more enthusiastic people we met.  

When we docked in Hoboken, N.J., W.U.T Co. gave us telegrams free of charge to 

send a word to our folks306 announcing our arrival and where we are going, we were told 

to Camp Dix, N.J.  

We received for the first time since we left America, a good old fashion American 

apple pie and a swell meal by the Red Cross in N.J.  We also received plenty of candy, cigs, 

gum, chocolates from Sal. Army, Red Cross, Y.M.C.A. and K.C. everywhere we turned 

around while in N.J. The same day we left for Camp Dix, N.J. on the train. It was different 

than in France. We had the pleasure of riding in real Pullman cars once again307. About 

eve., we reached the camp and were escorted to our barracks. It was April 29, 1919. From 

then on, we didn’t do nothing, but lay around and enjoy good meals which were plenty full 

3 times a day and in between if wanted. This was America, a life of a prince compared to 

the one in France when billeted in barns where no heat, no light to be had and many 

inconveniences and uncomforts.  

The 28th division officials were making preparations for a parade in Philadelphia, 

but we requested to go home to our own city and state308,and after all checking up was 

completed and final medical examination which a speedy and quick one, as all the boys, 

were only too anxious to get home and out of the Army as soon as they can help.  There 

wasn’t one who cared to complain to matter how sick he felt for fear of staying behind a 

day or two longer. 

Everyone wanted to go home as soon as possible, and they couldn’t let us go too 

soon.At about 5 o’clock P.M. on May 5 – 1919 I was honorably discharge from the U. S. 

Army.  Bought a ticket to Buffalo N.Y. on the U. G. C309 lines, and310 from Camp Dix went 

to N.Y. riding the Hudson Tribe.  That evening we stopped in N.Y. waiting for a train #28 

going west.  In the meantime the next day the 77 Div. was scheduled to parade in N.Y. but 

we did not care to wait for the parade.  We board the train, 4 of us George Pappas, Leon 

Hemmer311, Tom Regan, and myself at about 11 P.M. bound for Buffalo N.Y. 

The rest of the boys remained in N.Y. for the parade and L. Hemmer T. Regan got 

off at Rochester for Lockport and there was only two of us left, for dear old Buffalo.312 

When I left Buffalo, N.Y. on Saturday May 11, 1918, there was with me a few 

hundred men, but when I came back on May 6, 1919, there was only two of us. Where are 

the rest? I don’t know. Some here, there, and everywhere.  

At 9 o’clock, Me and Pappas reached old Buffalo, N.Y. There was no band to greet 

us and not a soul we knew. We left the Exchange Depot for a bite to eat, a shave and haircut. 
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In the meantime, I called up our old neighbor that within an hour, I’ll be home. This was a 

great news to my folks. When we came back for our baggage, which we checked313 with 

R. Cross at the station, Steve and Vic314 was there to greet me and take me home in a taxi.  

Arriving home, I met my folks and friends in best of health and cheerful and happy. My 

first move and request was after greeting all to say a prayer for my safe return home as I 

promised when I was in France. Everyone kneeled with me and a few minutes later, I was 

relating my Army experiences with all. And thus my Army career has ended after a hard 

work, inconveniences, hardships, difficulties and dangers. I have tried to do my best.  

 

End. 

 

Louis F. Pawelski 
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Extra Material 
 

 

 

 

28th Division in the World War Vol3_1980.9.32.pdf   Pg. 15 

Picture 4/4 of a sequence of M.G. Bn. Company B 

We believe Louis is the bottom rightmost soldier. 

 

 

 

Friend Elwood Teator, KIA 
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Letter written by Louis in Le Mans, France, April 9, 1919, set to Mr. and Mrs. 

Bragg, and published in the East Aurora Advertiser on May 22. 1919, and pasted 

by Louis in to a book, History, Buffalo and Erie County in the World War 1914 – 

1919, Page 232 
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